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SUMMARY 
morpholoqy and microseqrega~ion in the ternary 
- 0.1 to 0.8 % C- alloys have been investiqa~ed 
the unidirectionally solidified specimens. The 
microprobe anaJysis of these specimens showed ~hat the manqanese 
segregation was siqnificantly controlled by the back diffusion . 
This back diffusion was extremely hiqh in the case of ferricic 
solidification whereas only a small rise in Cmin was obtained for 
the austenitic phase. It was found that the manqanese 
microseqreqa~ion between the pri~ary arms was always hiqher ~han 
between the secondary arms. The measured seqreqation ratios 
indicated a rise wir.h increasinq carbon contenr. for both 
morphologies. No clear effect of cooling rate on seqregation was 
seen for secondary arms and only a sliqht increase was recorded 
with increasing the cooling rate for primary arms. Secondary 
dendri~e arms solidified to produce asymmecric dis~ribu~ion 
profiles (saw-tooth or TGZM effect). 
Measurements of the secondary dendrite arms durinq qrow~h 
showed that the rate of the coarsening in these manganese steels 
was higher than other steels resultinq in hiqh homoqenization 
be~ween the arms . No tertiary arms have been observed. The 
orimarv arms qrew mainly in the so-called 'close packed' 
arrancrement and their spacinq did not chanqe with time. By 
increasing the qrow~h rate and the temoeratur e qradien t in the 
liquid a decrease in primary arm spacinqs was seen. The resul~s 
aqree well with available experimen~al data in the literature. 
The microseqreqation calculations obtained from the secondary 
dendrite arm coarseninq model is in a very qood aqreement with 
the experimen~al measuremen~s. The same model wi~hout arm 
coarsening was applied ~o differen~ primary arm morphologies and 
the predictions of these models are also in reasonable agreement 
with observa~ions. 
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CHAPTER 1 SOLIDIFICATION 
1.1 Nucleation 
1.1.1 Homogeneous nucleation 
When a liquid cools, a change from liquid to solid may occur. 
This transformation is initiated by a nucleus. Volmer and 
Weber(l) developed a nucleation theory. Later, this theory was 
slightly changed by Becker and Doring(2). Both consider the 
embryo in the form of the number of atoms in a liquid. These 
embryos are continuously appearing and disappearing in liquid. 
The probability of the number of such embryo (Ni) containing na 
atoms in a system is given by both models as 
Ni. 
-
na exp (- AGv ) -lC-T- 1.1 
where k Boltzmann's constant 
T temperature 
l:i.Gv free energy of formation of new phase 
The Volmer-Weber theory assumes that once a nucleus of the 
critical size obtains an additional atom/it always grows into a 
stable nucleus. This assumption is not strictly true. Becker and 
Doring recognized this fact and postulated a different theory. 
The addition of an atom or even several atoms, to a critical 
nucleus will certainly tend to make it more stable. However, this 
increase in stability has to be small. Therefore, an embryo that 
has grown slightly beyond the critical size always has a nearly 
equal chance of shrinking back and becoming smaller. 
In thermodynamic terms, the nucleation is controlled by two 
1 
factors: che change in volume free energY(AG vj - ve) and the 
change in surface free energy ( GSh)+ve ). The formation of the 
solid/liquid interface retards the nucleation, therefore if the 
embryo is assumed to be spherical, the total free energy change 
of the formation can be expressed as 
+ 1.2 
where ~ surface energy of interface between liquid and solid 
~~volume energy 
r radius of sphere 
The volume free energy driving force (~~) can be related 
directly to the undercooling( AT ) by 
where L 
L AT AGv - ---Tm-
latent heat of fusion 
Tm equilibrium melting temperature 
1.3 
The maximum as a function of size AG~ can be calculated from 
~~GT:othis gives the critical embryo size 
0\ 
and correspondingly 
1.4 
1.5 
When undercooling is increased in liquid, the total free energy 
barrier is reduced and therefore nucleation starts easier. 
2 
Turnbull and Fisher invesciqaced che undercooling required 
for homogeneous nucleacion in pure melcs. They obcained 
undercoolinqs qenerally eauivalent to about 0.2 Tm(3). These 
undercoolings have been increased using new techniques and 
obtained as 0.32 Tm and 0.34 Tm in Bi and Sn, respectively(4). 
1.1.2 Heterogeneous nucleation 
In practice, homogeneous nucleation is rarely encouncered in 
solidificacion . Instead heterogeneous nucleation occurs at 
crevices in mould walls or at impurity particles suspended in the 
liquid. Consider a solid embryo forming in contact with a 
perfectly flat mould wall. Assuming ~ is isotropic ic can be 
shown that for a given volume of solid, the total interfacial 
energy of the system is minimized if the embryo has the shape of 
a spherical cap with a wettinq anqle ( e ). When the interfacial 
tension balance is combined with the homogeneous nucleation 
equation, we can obtain 
~Gv - ~GT 1'(6) 1.6 
where fun - ( 2 + Cos 6) (1 - Cos 6 )//4 1.7 
It is significant that this factor tea) is very small to even 
~ 
rather large values of the contact angle. Thus, when Q is 10 
~ degrees, the multiplying factor is of the order of about 10. When 
e is 30 degrees, it is only about 0.02 and at 90 degrees, or at 
che limit of applicability of the above equation, it is scill 
3 
only equal co one-half. This faccor cannoc affecc che cricical 
size, bue does reduce ehe undercooling co 1-3 K (5). 
1.2 Morphological instability of a solid/liquid interface 
Kurz and Fisher discussed the morphological instabilicy as 
given below(7). There are two kinds of che morphology of the 
incerface between solid and liquid , faceted and non-faceted. When 
che latter exhibits the non-faceted growth morphology typical of 
a metal, it can be assumed that the kinetics of transfer of atoms 
from che liquid to the crystal are so rapid that they can be 
neglecced since the kinetic undercooling is of the order of 0.002 K. 
When the solid exhibits the faceted mode of qrowth typical of 
non-mecals or incermetallic compounds, a relacively large kinecic 
undercoolinq is required for the growth of the interface and was 
shown co be approximately 1 K (6). 
Jackson ec al . suggested thac the melting entropy (..65",,). is a 
convenient cricerion for prediccing this aspecc of 
cryscallisacion behaviour. If values of ( 0( = L\ S"" R 
che 
are 
less than 2, solid has a tendency to non-faceted crystal growch, 
while higher e:.< -values exhibi t faceted growth (6) . 
The conditions which lead to instability can be easily 
understood in the case of a pure substance . This is illuscrated 
in .figure 1. In a pure subscance, stability depends on the 
direccion of heac flow. In directional solidification, as in che 
columnar zone of a casting , the temperature always increases with 
distance ahead of che interface inco the liquid. Therefore, che 
heac flow direction is opposice to thac of solidificacion. When a 
pereurbacion of amplicude, f:, forms ac an initially smooch 
4 
interface, ~he ~emperature gradient in the liquid increases while 
the gradient in the solid decreases. Since the heat flux is 
proportional to the qradient, more heat flows into the tip of 
the perturbation and less flows out of it into the solid. As a 
result, the perturbation melts back and the planar interface is 
stabilised. In equiaxed solidification, ~he opposite situation is 
found. The free crystals grow into an undercooled melt and the 
latent heat produced during growth also flows down the negative 
temperature gradient in the liquid. A perturbation which is 
formed on the sphere will make this gradient steeper and permit 
the tip to reject more heat. As a reSUlt, the local growth rate 
is increased and the interface is always morphologically 
unstable. This dendrite is known as a thermal dendrite(7). 
In alloys, the criterion for stable/unstable behaviour is more 
complicated because the local equilibrium melting points can vary 
along the solid/liquid interface. During the solidification of an 
alloy, solute will pile up ahead of the interface due to the 
smaller solubility of the solid when the distribution 
coefficient is less than unity. Tiller at al(8) showed that this 
distribution of solute ahead of the interface under the steady-
state condition can be aiven as 
{ 1 _1_=_ls2 ( - -y-~- ) } 1.8 Cl - Co + + ko exp Dl 
where Co solute concentration in liquid at Z = r.::x:;) 
C(. solute concentration in liquid at "2.-0 
ko partition coefficient between liquid and solid 
5 
V veloci~y of in~erface 
D diffusivi~y of solu~e in liquid 
z dis~ance from in~erface 
They assumed that there is no convection in the liquid and no 
diffusion in the solid. This solute boundary changes the liquidus 
temperature at the interface as shown in figure 2. When the 
actual temperature gradient in liquid is less than the 
temperature gradient of liquidus, the liquid is constitutionally 
undercooled and the planar interface becomes unstable. Under this 
condition, the dendritic growth occurs when 
where 
The 
c .. 
s solute concentration in solid at interface fJ slope of liquidus 
constitutional undercooling criterion does not 
1.9 
say 
anything about the scale of the perturbation. The perturbation 
morphology is very important because this will influence the 
spacing of the resultant growth morphologies. The constitutional 
undercooling criterion also ignores the effect of the surface 
tension of the interface. 
Mullins and Sekerka{9.10) recognised this point and developed 
a theory of instability of solid/liquid interface. They 
calculated the response of a planar solid interface to a shape 
perturbation. Solute is accumula~ed at the interface and the 
distribution is taken as ko < 1. Equations are solved which 
6 
determine 
~ime. In 
whe~her ~he shape per~urba~ion decays or grows wi~h 
~his developmen~ of ~he ~heory, convection was 
neglec~ed. The theory predicts s~ability at the low growth rates, 
such as single crystal grow~h and at the high cooling rates such 
as laser surface melting. Between these two extreme cases. ~he 
unstable interface will be ob~ained(7). 
Recently the planar to cellular in~erface transition during 
the directional solidification of a binary alloy was studied in 
~he succinonitrile-ace~one system by Eshelman and Trivedi(ll). 
They found ~hat the critical velocity of the interface agrees 
wi~h ~ha~ predicted by ~he linear stabili~y analysis of Mullins 
and Sekerka. 
1.3 Dendrite gro.~h 
The dendri~ic growth can be divided into two categories(7). 
a ) Constrained growth 
b Unconstrained growth 
The situation in which the heat flow is opposite to the growth 
direction, i.e. columnar solidification, is often referred to as 
constrained growth. That is, the rate of advance of the isotherms 
constrains the dendrites to grow a~ a given veloci~y. This forces 
them to adopt the corresponding tip undercooling. When the hea~ 
flows from the crystal into the melt, i.e. equiaxed 
solidification. the dendrites can qrow freely as rapidly as ~he 
imposed undercooling permits. It is known as unconstrained 
growth. 
7 
1.3.1 Unconstrained growth 
Several mathema~ical analyses have been developed for dendri~e 
grow~h. 
Ivan~sov(12) gave a mathematical analysis of the relation of 
grow~h rate ~o undercoolinq. The solid in qrow~h has a 
tempera~ure slightly in excess of the mel~, and the laten~ heat 
of ~he solid phase is transferred to the melt at ~he in~erface, 
allowing the solid to grow. The solid achieves a limiting ra~e, 
which has a constant value if the supercooling is constant. 
Ivantsov derived exact solution for the growth of crystals of 
specific shapes. These analyses were for one-component sys~ems, 
for a constant in~erface temperature. For a paraboloid of 
revolu~ion, Ivantsov's solution was 
1.10 
a~ - P exp(P) E~{P) 
V r = constant for small P number 
where Ei the exponential integral function, 
V the velocity. 
P the Peclet number 
r tip radius. 
~ thermal ( mass ) diffusivity 
Af dimensionless undercooling;= (It - T.,p) Ce L 
Ivantsov(12) and Horvay and Cahn(13) gave exact steady-sta~e 
8 
solutions for che growch of parabolic cylinder and a paraboloid 
of revolueion. In ehese solueions, ic was assumed chac che 
composition of che matrix in contace with solid was conscanc. 
However, Zener(14) , Hillert(15) and Horvay and Cahn(13) pointed 
oue the non-isoconcenerate nature of ehe interface. This is due 
eo the presence of a large ineerface curvature and an interface 
kinetic effect. 
Recently, Huang and Glicksman(16) presented an extensive 
review of dendritic growth, providing a critical evaluation of 
the different theories. They described the dendritic growth mode 
as ehe most common mode of solidification, in particular for 
metals and systems that freeze with low entropy of fusion. They 
considered dendrieic growth as proceeding by two seemingly 
independent qrowth processes: 
a ) steady-staee propagation of the dendrite stem 
b non-steady-state evolution of dendrite branches 
They stressed the importance of understanding the time-dependent 
features of dendritic growth. The stem studies of dendrites gave 
a mathematical description of a branchless geometrical form 
growing at a constant rate in a shape-preserving manner. The 
growth was confined to the steady-state development of an one-
component geometrical form growing in a melt mainly by heat 
conduction. The results of the theories express the axial 
dendritic growth velocity as a function of undercooling 
AT (= Tm- T"O) where Tm is the mel tinq point and Too is mel e 
temperature far from che interface. 
• b Vmax - (3 G (AT) 1.11 
9 
where (;4 lumped ma~erial parame~er 
)S a numerical coefficien~ 
b an exponen~. 
)3 and b are determined by each ~heoretical model and are 
specific ~o i~. 
Glicksman and Schaeffer(l7) had previously made experimencs 
to test this equation and had measured dendritic grow~h veloci~y 
of succinoni~rile over a range of supercoolinqs from 1 to 10 K. 
The experiments were designed to test ~he diffusion-controlled 
steady-state dendri~ic qrow~h theory relaced ~o ~he equation 
1.11. The results of Glicksman's experimen~s revealed ~ha~ 
although ~wo of the cheories predic~ed a correct power-law 
rela~ionship none of the theories predicted the 
correc~ growth velocity, i.e. the coefficient J3 in equation 
1.11 to within twice that of the measured value. 
Nash and Glicksman(18) discussed the theoretical analyses of 
dendri~ic qrowth in terms of the Pecle~ number P. The Peclet 
number relates che velocity of growth V to the tip radius r, i.e. 
p=V r/2 c;.( , where ~ is the coefficient of thermal (or mass 
diffusion. The results of the theories have ~he following form 
A~ • P exp<P) E~<P) + A¢C 1.12 
In this expression, ti~ represents dimensionless supercooling and 
is equal to ~~) c is specific heat and L is the heat of fusion. 
Other terms are as previously described. ~~~ is a cerm 
10 
reflec~ing ~he influence of capillari~y( Gibbs-Thomson effec~ 
and is hence a func~ion of ~ip radius and also rela~ed ~o 
velocity. Equation 1.12 reflec~s ~wo physical effects: 
1. The poin~ effec~ ( V r = constant ) . This part is solu~ion 
~o ~he ~hermal diffusion model with an isothermal interface. In 
this, <S"- = 0 and Afc. = 0 
2. For the case where ~~ I 0 the Gibbs-Thomson effect lowers 
the interface equilibrium by Tm;lL. This effectively reduces the 
supercooling for thermal diffusion. 
As the radius of the tip becomes smaller, the reduction in 
supercooling becomes bigger. This mechanism effectively prevents 
dendritic growth velocity from growing increasingly fast as 
r--. O. It was pointed out that this is the physical meaning of 
the point effect. Then the equation 1.12 represents a limitation of 
V by capillarity and provides an upper bound value of Vmax for 
given ' CY~ . Huang and Glicksman related this to the absence of 
unique relations for V versus 
I ClJ' and r versus L:. 0 , so ~ha t 
~hese are absent in these models. A unique relationship had been 
expressed by assuming that dendrites grow at the maximum possible 
velocity allowed by the capillarity effect( Vmax.}. Glicksman'S 
resul ts, however, disagreed wi ~h a Vmax versus ~ Trela tionship 
as in equation 1.11. 
Nash and Glicksman suggested that the maximum growth veloci~y 
hypothesis might be at fault. They measured the tip radius and 
corresponding growth velocity of a dendrite at a given 
supercooling. They expected that the measured point V and r ) 
would fallon the line described by equation 1.10 but not at the 
point of Vmax. 
11 
Figure 3 shows ~heir ~es~ resul~s. The graph plo~s V and r a~ 
LlT=1.2 K for ~he ~heories of Ivan~sov(12) , a modified Ivantsov 
equation(18) , and a theory due to Temkin(19). An experimen~al 
point obtained from their measurements is plotted on the curve. 
Curren~ ~heories ou~lined by Nash and Glicksman are based on 
the stabili~y of a steady-state dendrite tip. Oldfield(20) had 
previously recognized the need for a dendrite tip to achieve a 
s~able condition in steady-state growth. 
The condition of marginal stability for a pure material 
growing i~s supercooled melt may be shown to be 
1.13 
where G is the average thermal conduc~ivity and ~~ is the 
wavenumber of the marqinal perturbation. Lanqer and Muller-
AI' Jr __ rl Tt.l\.)" of the mar"l." nal Krumbhaar(21) suggested the wavelength "1\ • v 
perturba~ion. The average temperature gradient a~ the dendrite 
tips is 
Then we can find 
occurs when 
that the 
--
r='A, 
yields the condition for growth : 
1.14 
marginally stable s~ate 
which after some rearrangement 
1.15 
The marginal stability criterion ( V r~= constan~ ) can then be 
12 
used to separace V and r predicced by che sceady-scace models. 
Figure 3 shows che measured poinc falling on che plot of V and r 
~ -2 
with cr = 1.95 10 
Recently, Lipton, Glicksman and Kurz(22,23) developed a 
relationship considerinq boch the diffusion field for a parabolic 
tip and the stabilicy cricerion for binary alloys. This 
relationship indicated that the dendrite tip radius passes 
through a minimum with increasinq solute concentration and at a 
given undercooling the growth velocity should increase with 
increasing solute concencration and then decreases as higher 
solute levels are reached. These findings are shown to correspond 
co experimencal results obtained usinq succinonitrile-acetone 
solutions(24) . 
1.3.2 Constrained growth 
Tewari discussed the several current primary arm spacing 
cheories as given below. These theories have been proposed to 
explain che solidification behaviour of binary alloy melts in 
positive temperature gradients. The aim of these models is to 
predict the radius of curvature, temperature, and liquid 
composicion at the cell or dendrite tip and for some models, the 
primary arm spacing as a function of che variables: alloy 
composition, imposed thermal gradienc at the liquid-solid 
incerface and alloy growth velocity. These models can be 
classified into three groups. The first, consisting of models due 
to Bower, Brody and Fleminqs(25), Burden and Hunt(26) and 
Laxmanan(27), consider steady-state behaviour of a dendrite array 
and assume chat the dendrite grows with minimum tip undercooling, 
13 
i. e. , maximum ~emperature a~ ~he ~ips. The second group, 
consis~ing of ~he Trivedi(28,29,30) , Kurz and Fisher(3l) and 
Laxmanan(32,33) models, assume ~hat marginal stabili~y concep~s 
determine ~he dendrite ~ip charac~eris~ics a~ the operating poin~ 
of the dendrite. The ~hird group, the models of Jin and Purdy(34) 
and Kirkaldy(3S) , assume that the observed cell shape minimizes 
the rate of en~ropy production for the liquid to solid 
transformation. 
The first significant treatment was presented by Hunt. His 
model was based on three major assumptions: 
1 a dendritic interface with sidearms is approximated as a 
smooth s~eady-state interface and 
2 ) a cons~an~ temperature and a constant liquid composition in 
the direction normal to the primary dendrite growth direction 
3 there is no diffusion of solute into the solid 
Under these assumptions , Hunt derived the shape of the cell by 
following the procedure developed earlier by Bower , Brody and 
Flemings. Since the second assump~ion of the Hunt model is valid 
only for ~he dendrite or cell region which is far behind the tip , 
the interface shape is not valid near the cip region. Hunt 
circumvented this problem by fitting part of a sphere to the 
derived at the growing front. Under these assumptions, he 
obtained the following relationships at the high velocities, 
1.16 
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where ~, primary arm spacing 
f3 slope of the liquidus line 
Co alloy concentration 
Ko equilibrium solute partition coefficient 
E) thermal gradient at the dendrite tip 
~ dendrite tip radius 
r Gibbs-Thomson coefficient 
Dt solute diffusivity in liquid 
V growth velocity 
AT solidification range 
1.17 
Tip undercooling measurements showed a good agreement with the 
model(36). However. it has been criticized for not predicting the 
proper dependence of the radius of the curvature on temperature 
gradient in liquid(28,32). It also fails to predict the proper 
undercooling at the absolute stability limit of Mullins and 
Sekerka(32,10). Laxmanan(27) has recently proposed a further 
model, which while incorporating the minimum tip undercooling 
assumption, predicts the radius of the curvature dependence on 
the temperature gradient in liquid and satisfactorily explains 
the limiting behaviour. both in the small growth velocity regime 
( Chalmers constitutional stability limit (37)) and at the rapid 
growth rates ( absolute stability limiT. (10) ). His equation can 
be expressed at the high velocities as. 
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AL( M) - AHunt 1.18 
where 1.19 
Ano~her ~heore~ical model to characterize primary dendrite arm 
spacing was developed by Kurz and Fisher(31). They assumed ~ha~ 
~he shape of cell or dendrite can be approximated as ellipsoids 
so tha~ 
1. 20 
and chey ob~ained the tip radius from the marginal scability 
criterion for an isola~ed dendrite or cell. The equation a~ ~he 
high velocities becomes(figure 4) 
1. 21 
In another approach, Laxmanan(32,33) has examined the dendrice 
growth problem by incorporating the stability requirements 
obtained by Trivedi into the solute transport equa~ions and 
predic~ed the corresponding radius of curvature, che tempera cure 
16 
and che concencracion of soluce ac the tip. The equation at high 
r 
velocities is 
t. 
__ !£_~_~_~1=~22_ 
(l-S) 
A.L(MS) .. A.Hunl 1. 22 
( { 1 + 
_____ !~_il=§2 ______ }1/2 
lc L A. 2 (l-ko) 
- 1 ) 1. 23 
A. • 1/16 L - 28 
The Trivedi(28,29,30) model based on the marginal stability 
concepts has been shown to predict accurately the observed growth 
race dependence of the radius of curvature at the tip in the 
succinonitrile-acetone model system(fiqure 5). Trivedi has 
incorporated Hunt's approach in his model to predict the primary 
arm spacing. His equation are 
-
1. 24 
A.l G 
1. 25 
(1/2) ~ L1 - Fl(P)] + (_A_!.t_ ) [1 - F2{p)] - [1 - '" "<1-ko)]-11.26 
p2 
1. 27 
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~ = P exp(P) E . (P) 1.30 
~ 
~t can be easy to calculate V for a given value of P 
and then we use che relationship r-\:.:.~ to obcain the cip 
V 
radius value. Note chat 1.26 is quadratic for V so chat for each 
value of P, two secs of v and \-\:,. values are obcained. One set of 
values corresponds to the dendritic region whereas the other set 
of values corresponds to the cellular reqion. 
Trivedi and his colleagues(38,39,40) have directionally 
solidified several metallic alloys to examine the dependence of 
~,on V and G. It has been shown that the primary arm spacings 
observed in Pb-Au, Pb-Pd and Pb-Sn alloys qualitatively follow 
the trend predicted by the Trivedi model, especially under 
dendritic growth condicions. However, the primary arm spacing 
deviates significantly, as the growth conditions approach the 
cellular growth regime. McCartney and Hunt(41) observed similar 
behaviour in Al-eu alloys and suggested that convection present 
in the liquid is responsible for this decrease in arm spacing. 
The major difference between the Hunt and Kurz-Fisher theories 
is in the constants. The final expressions derived differ by 
1.52~ On the other hand, che difference between the Hunt 
18 
and Laxmanan ~heories( for minimum undercooling ) is 
AHunl 
XLCM) 
.. { _k_O--,{r;' ~~-nT_0""r"lV~_- _ D_t_G_' _)_ }1/4 
16 V ATo 
1.4 Measurements of primary arm spacing 
1. 31 
In the past 10 to 20 years, many experimental works ~o measure 
the primary spacings of many alloy systems have been carried 
ou~. In the li~era~ure, these data are generally presen~ed in ~wo 
ways. In ~he fist, ~he temperature gradien~ in liquid and the 
growth ra~e can be independently varied; the results are 
presen~ed in ~he form : 
1. 32 
In the second, both of the variables can be combined into the 
f.orm 
1. 33 
where n,m,b are constan~s 
The unidirectional solidification technique has been developed 
to control these variables independently. These experimental 
results are reviewed. 
Klaren, Verhoeven and Trivedi(39) investigated the primary 
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arm spacing in Pb-Sn, Pb-Pd and Pb-Au syscems as a funccion 
of temperacure gradienc, solidificacion race and composicion. 
Variation of cemperacure gradienc was carried out at a moderace 
growch race, 0.6 mm/min and variacion of qrowch race was carried 
out at high gradiencs, around 35 deg C/mm. Based on these 
experiments, the primary dendrice arm spacings are found to follow 
this correlacion 
1.34 
They also found that the primary arm spacing increases slightly 
with che solute content. 
Young and Kirkwood(42) investigated the morphology of AI-Cu 
alloys ranging from 2 to 10 % Cu in the unidirectionally 
solidified specimens. They found the primary arm spacinq can be 
described in the form of 
1.35 
where both a and b are close to - 1/2. 
It is also found that the primary arm spacing increases slightly 
with solute content. 
Hunt(36) checked his model with Young and Kirkwood results. He 
~ ~ found that when the experimental results are plotted against Gt V, 
the reasonable agreement can be shown with his model. 
Other work on dendrite spacings was examined by Suzuki et 
al(43). Using vertical semi-steady state solidification, they 
suggested that the primary arm spacing of two steels Fe-25 % Cr-
20 
20 % Ni and Fe-l % Cr-O.25 % Mo gave a rela~ionship of 
a v- O . 20 1.36 
in good agreemen~ with the Hun~ model exponents 
In other published work on Fe-1.4 % Cr-l % C, Rickinson(44) 
showed good agreement with Young and Kirkwood by plotting the 
primary arm spacing against the cooling rate in the liquid, (GtV~ 
and if variables are separa~ed, the results indicated a 
relationship of 
1.37 
McCartney and Hunt(41) agree with earlier findings(45) that 
gravita~ional convection in a specimen cannot be eliminated by 
growing dendrites upwards in a system in which the solu~e 
rejected causes the liquid to become denser. By balancing the 
rejected solutes in the ternary AI-Mg-Si system, they developed a 
series of alloys that exhibited no density change wi~h 
composition along the liquidus, and thus eliminated any 
gravitational convection. They measured the primary arm spacing 
by coun~ing the number of tips in an area at the interface. The 
results show a very close agreement with exponents of the general 
form of models. 
a V- O . 28 1.38 
Jacobi and Schwerdtfeger (46) investigated two high carbon 
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manganese steels. 'rhey calculated average primary arm spacing 
from the number of arms present in the observed area using the 
model of a hexagonal arrangemen~. They found this method more 
objective and reproducible than the line counting method. They 
also defined several primary arm spacinqs due to r.he close packed 
arrangment. Their results based on ~+~ are 
a V- O . 25 1.39 
When these data were recalculated due to G in liquid, the results 
show very good agreement with the exponents of the models. 
a 1.40 
In their latter paper, they and their colleagues(47) investigated 
the morphology of five highly alloyed steels , ferritic and 
austenitic, by using the unidirectional technique. They found 
that the dendrite arm spacings can be correlated by the equation 
a 1.41 
The exponents m and n are fairly close to the theoretical values. 
However, when they compared their results with the Hunt and Kurz-
Fisher models, it was shown that K-F overestimates the actual 
values seriously, whereas Hunt underestimates them. 
Edvardsson, Fredriksson and Svensson(48) studied the morphology 
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of four low carbon man9anese sceels in large cooling range. They 
found 
A.t a < G V) n 1. 42 
n is becween -0.30 and -0.20 
They also reported that che primary arm spacing decreases with 
increasing carbon content. 
Botas(49) investigated the solidificacion scructures of eu-Sn, 
eu-co and Cu-Mn alloys. He found that the resulcs generally are 
. -v. -Yl.c 1 . h' 1n good agreement with G~ V re at10ns 1P form. 
Recently, Somboonsuk, Mason and Trivedi(30)" carried out the 
directional solidificacion experiments in a succinonitrile- 5.5 
mol pet acetone system in order to characterize dendrice spacings 
as a function of qrowch race and temperature gradient in liquid. 
They found chat che results of che primary arm spacings fall 
between the Kurz-Fisher and Hunt models as other investigators 
observed. But they showed that Trivedi model which is based on 
the marginal stability criterion can predict more closely the 
actual data. 
Tewari(50) checked the current models in Pb-8 % Au and Pb-3 % Pd 
alloy systems by using the directional solidification technique. 
He calculated the dendrite tip radius and solute concentration at 
the tip and the primary arm spacing. It is found that the Hunt 
model, based on the minimum undercooling approach. does noc 
predict the observed behaviour. However, a modification of this 
model recently proposed by Laxmanan shows a good fit co the 
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experimen~ally observed parameters. The models based on che 
marginal scabilicy approach also predict most of ehe observed 
behaviour well (figure 6). 
1.5 Development of side arms 
The conscitueional undercooling was introduced by Tiller et 
a1(8). Using this concept, it is also possible co explain che 
formaeion of the side arms. If the conditions for constitutional 
undercoo1ing ahead of an interface are considered to apply to the 
side of the dendrite behind the tip, chen it can be seen that any 
solute bui1e up between the dendrites will produce undercooling 
in liquid. The solid-liquid interface becomes unstable. This 
causes the formation of side arms. 
Later, Sekerka and Mul1ins(9.10) suggested that the 
morphological instabilities are intrinsically kinetic rather than 
~hermodynamic in nature. Langer and Muller-Krumbhaar(2l) used 
this marginal stability condition instead of the maximum growth 
velocity principle to select the steady-state of a dendrite tip. 
Under this condition, the tip is the only point on a needle 
dendrite which is stable. Instability would still persisc ac all 
other portions of the dendrite surface and lead ultimately to 
side arm formaeion. The first ten arms show a nearly cons cant 
spacing. This is a charac~eristic of wave-controlled mechanisms. 
But ~he initial side ar~ spacinq was found to be about ehree 
times the wavelength of ehe cri~ica1 pereurbation wave(16). 
Huang and Glicksman(l6) carried out the experiments to study 
the development of ~he side arm s~ructure in succinonitrile. They 
suggeseed. based on their laboratory observations, tha~ the 
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slight aniso~ropy in solid-liquid in~erfacial energy plays an 
impor~an~ role in ehe side arm mechanism. Anisotropy in solid-
liquid interfacial enerqy provides an addi~ional source for 
interfacial distoreion other r.han ehe interfacial ins~abilities 
associa~ed with paraboidal dendriees. In ehe early stage of side 
perturbation, the sliqht, cubically symmetric anisotropy in 
solid-liquid interfacial energy seems ~o be the dominaeing force. 
Thereby, four branching sheets in 100 planes are always formed. 
It is only in later stages that the dendritic instabilities take 
over and periodic bumps evolve into branches along the branching 
sheets. 
These perturbations grow, become cell-like, sometimes 
eliminated by their neighbours. A number of them finally become 
real secondary dendrites qrowing perpendicularly to the primary 
trunk ( in the case of a cubic crystal). These secondary arms, 
with their higher-order branches, grow and elimina~e each other 
as long as their length is less than ~/2. Once the diffusion 
fields of their tips come into contact with those of the branches 
growing from the neighbouring dendrites, they stop growing. A 
ripening process causes ehe highly-branched arms to change with 
time into coarser, less branched and more widely-spaced ones(7)." 
1.6 Measurements of secondary ar. spacing 
The secondary arm spacing plays a significant role in the 
solidification of metals, together with primary arm spacing 
because it determines the spacing of microsegregation, 
precipitates or microporosity. Thus, it has a considerable effect 
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on the mechanical proper~ies of solidified alloys(51). 
In the earlies~ inves~iqa~ion, Horwach and Mondolfo(52) studied 
the secondary arms in Al-eu alloys. They reporLed that the 
5 (>0. 00 i",;). 
secondary dendrite arm Adecrease wiLh increasing cooling ra~e and 
solute conten~. 
Bower, Brody and Flemings (26) investigated the secondary arm 
spacing in Al-eu alloys in the solidified ingo~s under known 
~hermal conditions and by unidirectional solidification. They 
compared these measurements with several previous studies. All 
the points fitted ~his empirical equation 
~2 _ 7.5 ( 6r )0.39 1. 43 
Later, Kattamis et al(53) showed that the results from the 
isothermal and in~errupted solidification experiments could be 
represented by the same line. 
This power law expression of the secondary dendrite arm with 
solidification time has been shown to be true for all systems, 
but there was a disagreement about exponent of the equation as 
well as pre-exponent constants. 
In ~arallel with the study of secondary arm spacings in 
casting, similar studies were being undertaken in 
unidirectionally partly solidified specimens, cooled under 
steady-s~ate conditions. 
Young and Kirkwood(42) investiqated in detail secondary arm 
spacings in Al-eu alloys , ranging from 2 to 10 % eu, in the 
unidirectionally partly solidified specimens under low and high 
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cooling ra~es. 'rhey found tha~ ~he exponen~ value is 0.32. They 
repor~ed also ~ha~ ~he effect of increasing the solute con~ent is 
to reduce the spacing a~ any poin~ behind the tip and increasing 
the growth velocicy of the tips produces finer spacings for the 
same value of local solidification ~ime. Recencly, che results 
of Mor~ensen at al. (59) on Al-4.5 % cu alloy showed a good 
agreemen~ with Young an Kirkwood resulcs. 
Jacobi and Schwerdtfeger(46) studied the morphology of ~wo 
manganese steels a~ 0.6 and 1.5 % C by using sceady-stace 
unidireccional solidifica~ion cechnique. They found ~hac che e~~o~Q~\s 
of coarsenings of these alloys were 0.44 and 0.50 bu~ they did 
noe quench these specimens during qrowth. Their resulcs were 
based on ~he final arm spacing as a func~ion of solidification 
time. Suzuki(54) reporeed the coarsening exponent as n=0.40 for 
commercial low alloy steels(figure 7). Fe-Cr-C alloys studied by 
Okamo~o et a1(55) showed a cubic root dependence of che 
solidifica~ion time but, over a small range. Rickinson(56) found 
tha~ the secondary arms coarsen linearly with solidification 
time. He also reported that the increase in Cr content reduces 
the secondary arm spacing. 
Taha et al. (47) investigated ~he dendrice morphology of five 
steady-state unidirectionally solidified steels. Their 
compositions were in ~he ranqe of 0.57 to 27 % Mn , 0 to 27 % Ni, 
o to 12 Co and 0 to 28 % Cr. The coarsening exponents generally 
changed between 0.44 to .40 for all specimens. They agree with 
Rickinson ~ha~ the secondary arm spacing decreases ae the fixed 
carbon con~en~ with increasing solute contents. Ogilvy(57) showed 
thac this exponen~ in the tool steels is 0.23 under controlled 
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solidifica~ion condi~ion for large cooling ra~e range. 
1.7 Dendrite arm coarsening 
Dendrite arm coarseninq models may be classified into ~wo 
regions, ripeninq and coalescence, bu~ the driving force in both 
processes is ~he reduction of ~he total surface energy of the 
sys~em (figure 8). 
The ripening models are also classified into three groups as 
shown in figure 8 The first of these has been considered by 
Kattemis e~ al(51), ~he second by Chernov, Klia and Kattamis et 
a1(51) and the third by Kah1weit(51). In the first model, the 
radius of dendrite arms is considered to be constant( radius= a 
except for one arm which is r , where r < a . Therefore the 
melting point of the smaller arm is less ~han ~hat of the 
remaining arms, the liquid concentration is vice versa; due to 
the Gibbs-Thomson effect so that the solute diffuses to the 
smaller arm causing dissolution by reducing its radius. 
Consequently, the total dendri~e arm spacinq increases(53). This 
can be expressed as : 
__ ~_~~_~l=~Ql_a_~~ __ a 2 in (1 
DL T 1.44 
In the second model(53), a dendrite arm is considered whose 
root is slightly smaller than its remainder; this arm tends to 
melt off by transpor~ of liquid from the necked region. This 
mechanism can be important when there is a thermal fluctuation 
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in the cas~ ( figure 8). 
In the ~hird model(58), a single dendrite arm of radius a is 
considered. This dendrite dissolves from its tip to root. 
Kahlwei~ presented this model with ~he equation below 
1.45 
Young and Kirkwood(42) observed the secondary arm coarsening 
in Al-eu alloys wi~h coalescence mechanism. Then they proposed a 
different model as shown in figure 9. They considered that the 
actual dendrite geomer.ry could promote coarseninq. As the root of 
a dendrite has a negative curvature there will be solute 
enhancement in ~he adjacent liquid while there will be solute 
depletion by the sides of the dendrite where the curva~ure is 
positive. Diffusion of solu~e takes place leading to deposition 
of solid at the roo~ while ~he tip shrinks back due to solvent 
diffusing away. It was further pointed out that a shorter path 
for diffusion existed if the slight curvature of the dendrite 
side was considered. Diffusion can take place from the roots and 
tip ~o the sides for the solute and solvent respectively causing 
the hea~ of ~he dendrite to swell. As the heads of the dendrite 
swell they touch so that coalescence occurs leaving a small 
liquid region at the roots apparently isolated from ~he main 
liquid which rapidly sphereoidizes. The main attraction of this 
model is thar. it occurs as necessary consequence of the dendrite 
morphology figure 9). They applied Kahlweit model to the 
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coalescence model as 
t. . 
c r ~ l 1. 46 
Recencly, Morcensen et al(59) sugqested that the ripening is 
predominant coarsening mechanism at low volume fractions of solid 
whereas coalescence becomes predominant at hiqh volume fraction 
of solid. They proposed a differenc equacion for coalescence. 
They considered chac the coalescence is limited by solute 
diffusion from the region of maximum positive curvature at the 
dendrice cips co chat of maximum negative curvature, at che 
bottom of the trough. It is assumed that the coalescence process 
is slow enough for che solute concentration profile to obtain che 
steady-stace diffusion condition so that 
~£_g.a.J_2_ _ 0 
at. 
and the equation can be expressed as 
+ 
1. 47 
1 -\cO 
____ 1.___ ) _ 1 } 1. 48 
1 + :f.i 
It is also assumed that ~1 is conscant. In chis equation, che 
volume fraction of solid fSl where coalescence begins should be 
defined. 
All chese models are derived for isothermal coarseninq. 
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However, Kirkwood(60) and Feurer and Wunderlin(61) developed cwo 
differenc secondary arm coarseninq models during solidification 
by employing the Kahlweic model and the Katcamis, radial 
melting, model, respeccive1y. for constanc cooling race. ~l in 
both models is proporcional to t~. The only difference lies in 
the conscant. Kirkwood checked his equation with available data 
in the literature for Al-eu alloys. He found very good agreemenc 
over a wide range of solidification rate as shown in figure 10. 
1.8 Secondary arm migration under temperature gradient 
Migration process under temperature gradient bas been well 
known in the fields of single crystal manufacture, nuclear fuel 
element degredation and interface kinetics studies. The migration 
process of a liquid droplet in a solid alloy was for che first 
time discussed in more general terms by Pfann(62) as temperature 
gradient zone meltinq (TGZM). The mechanism is shown in figure 11 . 
When we consider a liquid droplet inside a solid specimen under a 
temperature qradient , we can expect ~hat che opposite ends of the 
droplet have different temperatures and therefore have different 
compositions. Hence, chere is a concentration gradient across che 
droplet and solute diffuses from cold to hot. This causes 
solidification at the cold end and melting at the hot end, so 
that the droplet migrates up the temperature gradient. 
A vapour or gas bubble in a solid placed under a temperature 
gradient will also be expected to move towards the hot end of the 
solid sample, because the vapour pressure increases as temperature 
increases resulting in a concentration gradient in the bubbles. 
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Similarly a solid inclusion, where solubili~y in ~he solid 
matrix increases wi~h tempera~ure, should in a ~emperature 
gradient migra~e up ~he gradient in response ~o the concentra~ion 
gradien~ produced by the temperature variation(63). 
Recently, Allen and Hunt(64,65) investigated the possible 
occurence of TGZM during dendri~ic solidification in organic 
transparent materials. By using a photographic technique, they 
observed that individual dendrite arms migrate towards ~he tip 
during solidification and it is suggested that it could be as 
much as four arm spacings. This was also explained by TGZM, 
considering the interdendritic liquid pool between secondary arms 
as a liquid droplet in a solid. Under temperature qradient, ~he 
remelting of the secondary arm on the hotter side of the liquid 
pool and the solidifica~ion at the colder side of the liquid pool 
occur simul~aneously (figure 12). Allen and Hunt analysed the 
kinetics of this situation and showed that if the interdendritic 
pool width, L ,exceeds a value of 2 ol/v, where 01 is the solute 
diffusivity in liquid and V is the growth rate of the primary 
tips, then the pool will solidify normally. If L « 201;fv, then 
TGZM becomes dominant and produces asymmetric distribution of 
solute profile across secondary arms called a saw tooth profile. 
Under TGZM effect, the velocity of a migration dendrite (V) is 
given by 
v -
Dl G 
--------------
~l (l-ko) 1.49 
and the total migration distance(d) during solidification is 
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1.50 
where C~ concen~ra~ion of liquid at the end of solidifica~ion 
c~ concen~ra~ion of liquid at ~he start of solidification 
This effec~ was used ~o explain the discrepancy of minimum 
concen~ration between ~he predic~ion of segrega~ion models and 
the experimental results in Bi-Sn system(66,67). 
It can be concluded that TGZM, solute back diffusion, 
dendri~e arm coarsening and a high degree of undercooling at the 
dendri~e ~ips have all been invoked to reduce ~he 
microsegregation during solidification. 
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CRAP'l'ER 2 MICROSEGREGATION 
2.1 Determinacion of microsegregacion 
Microsegregation can be expressed by different indices as 
given below 
a ) Segregation ratio : 
Where Cmax 
Cmin 
Cilia " 
COlin 
maximum soluce concentration 
minimum solute concentration 
2.1 
This is most commonly used in the literacure and also in the 
present scudy. 
b ) Effective parcition racio 
2.2 
Where Co average concentration 
This is used to express the increase in the minimum concentration 
where Cmax is difficult to determine, for instance in AI-Cu 
alloys. 
c ) The quantity of non-equilibrium second phase. 
For example, the amount of non-equilibrium eutectic phases in Al 
alloys is very often used to define the microseqreqation and is 
scill referred to in che literature. This value is represented 
as a volume fraccion(68). 
d Segregacion par~mecer 
The segregacion parameter is defined as the area between che 
average concencration line and the actual solute profile, when 
the cumulative solute concentration is plotted against the 
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frac~ion of solid(44,69 , 58}. 
2.1.1 Methods of decerminacion of microseqregation 
Different ~echniques can be used to determine the 
microseqreqa~ion in alloys. In the early years, 
microradioqraphy(70,71). hardness(72) and metalloqraphic techniques 
were employed to investiqate inhomogeneity in alloys. However, 
these methods qive qualitative results rather than quantitative. 
Later, electron probe microanalysis was used to obtain more 
accurate data on the solute concentration in alloys and this 
generaced renewed interest and debate in the field of 
microsegregation. Most recently, the concentration map of 
segregation pattern has become available with advancing 
technology, so that segreqation can be related more easily to the 
geome~ry of dendritic scructure. 
2.2 Discribucion coefficients 
The equilibrium distribution coefficient ko is given by the 
ratio of solute in solid(Cs} to solute in liquid(Cl}, as defined 
by the liquidus and solidus lines over the solidification 
interval of a binary phase diagram. If these lines are assumed to 
be straight for the ideal case, then the equilibrium distribution 
coefficient can be taken as a constant during solidification 
2 . 3 
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The solid/liquid incerface rejeccs soluce inco che liquid, if 
the solubilicy of che soluce elemenc in che solid is smaller chan 
in the liquid~ In this case, che liquidus slope,j3, is negative 
and the distribution coefficient is smaller than unity. On the 
other hand ; )? is positive and ko is greater than unity when the 
solubility is greater in the solid than in the liquid. In chis 
case, solute will diffuse from the liquid to the solid. 
This equilibrium distribution defines a local equilibrium 
condition which can be maintained under normal cooling rate or 
growth rate. It is a useful approximation in many cases of 
casting solidification and has been used extensively by Flemings 
and his co-workers(26,73,74) to model the solute redistribution 
during solidification both analytically and numerically. For a 
rapidly advancinq interface it becomes unrealistic. The 
distribution of solute between solid and bulk liquid is 
influenced by the diffusion of solute in the liquid, diffusion in~ 
solid and convection. Under these circumstances, it is convenient 
to define an effective distribution coefficient ( ke ). 
ke • -~~-- 2.4 
where Cs is the solute content in the solid at the interface and 
Coo is the solute concentration in liquid far from the interface. 
Burton et al(75) considered that there was complete mixing in the 
liquid behind the interface and this planar interface advances at 
velocity V inco the liquid. Under these circumstances, they 
related ke to ko wich this equation 
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1<0 
k ~ ~ V h 
k o+tl-kQ)expl- --nr-> 
where V growth ra~e of planar interface 
S diffusion boundary layer 
Dl solu~e diffusivity in liquid 
2.5 
For slow growth rates, ke ~ends to ko and ~he situa~ion of 
comple~e mixing is achieved. If no mixing occurs in the liquid, 
the solute concen~ration in ~he boundary layer reaches Co/ko and 
ke=l. Generally however, partial mixing occurs in the liquid 
ahead of ~he solid /liquid interface, and then ke becomes a 
func~ion of hydrodynamic conditions in the melt. 
Bolling and Tiller(76) replaced the planar interface 
assumption with the parabolic dendrite tip interface. Then ke 
becomes 
2.6 
where 
00 
and E~(- 0b) - -o[-~X~f=_~_l- d~ 
These models can predict the solute bUil jf-UP in front of 
interface in the liquid. Kohn and Philibert(77) observed 
the 
this 
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boundary in AI-Cu cascinqs by crossing che solid/liquid interface 
inco che liquid wich eleccron probe microanalysis. This result 
indicaced thac soluce undercooling muse have been presenc 
during growch and che measured ke was found co be qreacer chan 
ko. Dohercy and Melford(78) reporced che similar result in Fe-Cr-C 
alloys. However. Subramanian, Haworch and Kirkwood(79) disagreed 
with these results and suqgested chac che enhanced soluce at che 
interface was caused by very rapid solute rejection on quenching. 
By ignoring the interfacial liquid, they calculaced ke as 
approximacely equal to ko 
2.2.1 Determination of equilibriua distribution coefficient 
The equilibrium distribution coefficient can be decermined 
mainly by four methods. 
a ) Thermodynamic 
If the solid-liquid incerface is thermodynamically ac 
equilibrium, chen che chemical potential of the soluce elemencs 
in both phases should be equal co each other. so c hat ko becomes 
Vc: {l s } (1 ""Lx - In ""ax) ... 7 ko .-~~- - exp (~x - ~x )/R T exp n I I ~. 
where )-1: chemical potential of i phase in standard state 
R gas constant 
T temperature 
~! activity coefficient of i phase 
Xi mol fraction of i phase 
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This should be converced co weighc percencage as used in 
practice. In che multicomponenc alloys. che interaction 
cofficients are required in the calculation. Recently. several 
workers have employed this method in the iron alloys in order co 
check the experimencal results(80-86). 
b ) Phase diagra. 
ko can be easily obtained from phase diagrams if the solid and 
liquid lines are known as a function of temperature. This method 
is usually used for binary alloy when there is no direcc 
experimental daca in the literature. The effect of third element 
on it can be simply checked by thermal analysis. but this method 
can noc give true solidus temperature because of 
microsegreqation. 
c ) Microanalysis of directionally solidified speci.ens 
In this method che specimen is solidified under sceady-scate 
condition and quenched rapidly during growth. so that the 
interface allows us to measure the solid and the liquid 
concentration. However. this technique needs very slow cooling 
rate or growth rate to maintain planar or cellular interface. In 
addition. it also needs homogeneous liquid behind the solid-
liquid interface. 
d ) Microanalysis of quenched equilibrated speci.ens 
The specimen is held at the fixed temperature in the solid-
liquid region for several hours to obtain thermodynamic 
equilibrium and then is rapidly quenched. The solid and liquid 
phases are analysed by the electron microprobe analyser. There 
are two major difficulties in the technique; quenching artefacts 
and cooling rate. Bastow and Kirkwood(87) showed thac the cooling 
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rate can be raised by splat quenching. The other difficulty 
arises from the quenching artefact. Subramanian et a1(79) pointed 
out that if this concentration rise just in front of the interface 
is avoided during measurement, then the actual equilibrium 
distribution coefficient can be determined. This suqgestion can 
also explain the low value of ko, which was obtained previously 
by several workers in different systems. This technique recently 
has been employed in many alloy systems(44,69,58,81,82,84,88). 
2.2.3 The equilibrium distribution coefficient in Fe-C-X alloys 
Recently, Umeda et al and Kagawa(81) measured ko of manganese 
and other solute elements between the liquid and the austenite 
phase in carbon steels. These data have been checked 
thermodynamically by several workers in iron based alloys. The 
result is shown in figure 13. It is found that in the Fe-C-Si 
ternary system, the distribution coefficient of silicon was less 
than unity at the high temperatures or with low carbon 
concentration 
tendency as 
in the liquid, showing 
in Fe-Si binary alloys. 
the same 
As the 
segregation 
equilibrium 
temperature decreases, or the carbon concentration in the liquid 
increases, the distribution coefficient of silicon increases 
remarkably. A noticeable dependence of the coefficient on silicon 
concentration is also observed at the low temperature. In the 
Fe-C-Mn ternary system, the distribution coefficient of manganese 
decreases with temperature and the dependences of both the 
coefficients for manganese and carbon on the manganese 
concentration are small. The addition of 1 % Mn to Fe-C-Si alloys 
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causes an increase in ~he dis~ribu~ion coefficien~ of manganese 
itself a~ low ~emperatures, especially a~ ~he higher silicon 
levels, while ~he effec~ of ~he addition of manganese on the 
distribution coefficien~s of silicon and carbon is small . 
2.3 Models of aicrosegregation 
2.3.1 Solidification near equilibrium 
Under equilibrium solidification , the diffusion in both solid 
and liquid phases is complete, so that homogeneous concentration 
across phases is maincained during growth. The mass balance is 
expressed as 
Cs fa + CLfL - Co 2.8 
2.9 
where Co ini~ial concen~ra~ion 
Ci concentration in phase i 
fi fraction of phase i 
This is known as ~he equilibrium lever rule. This situation 
can be realised in practice only for interstitial solute alloys, 
such as Fe-C , Fe-N, in the case of slow cooling. 
2.3.2 Non-equilibrium solidification aodels 
The firs~ attempts to predict microsegregation quantitatively 
were derived by Gulliver(89) and Scheil(90) and che equacion is 
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known as Scheil equa~ion. It is assumed ~ha~ ~here is complete 
mixing of s6lu~e in ~he liquid bu~ no diffusion of solute in the 
solid can occur and local thermodynamic equilibrium exists at the 
solid-liquid interface, described by a constant equilibrium 
distribution coefficient and negligible undercooling occurs at 
the tip. This equation is 
where fs 
ko-l 
Cs ,. ko Co ( 1 - f' . ) 
frac~ion of solid 
and it predicts the worst seqregation values. 
2.10 
Since the introduction of the probe microanalysis technique in 
the late 1950s, it was shown that the assumption of no solid 
state diffusion is unjustified. Brody and Flemings(74) recognized 
this and presented an analysis which quantifies the effect of 
solid state diffusion occurring between the Scheil and lever 
rule cases (without changing other assumptions of the Scheil 
equation ). They considered a primary or secondary arm as a 
volume element with planar interface. Their analytical solutions 
for both linear and parabolic growth rates are 
C. - ko Co ( 1 - 2.11 
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ko-l 
Cs a ko Co ( 1 - ( 1 - 2oko)fs )-I=2akO- for parabolic grow~h 2.12 
where 
1 = 1/2 half elemen~ length 
The dimensionless group ~ determines ~he exten~ of diffusion 
in the solid phase. If ~ « 1. microsegregation approaches ~he 
Scheil equation. If c.( > >1. uniform composition is ob~ained. 
However. ~his ~rea~ment does not conserve solute. especially for 
fast diffusing elements. such as C, S, and P. 
Clyne and Kurz(91) examined the influence of rapid solid-state 
diffusion in solidification, particularly for cast iron and 
steel. This is accompanied by the rapid interstitial diffusion of 
carbon, which influences ~he estimation of the freezing range and 
mushy zone charac~eris~ics of this type of alloy. They derived a 
rela~ionship involving a modified func~ion for ~ in a 
heuristic way ra~her ~han by a mathematical procedure. The Sl 
replaced by e< is 
( 1) 1 ( __ 1__ ) Ll = u 1 - exp( - -0.--) - -2- exp - 2,). 2.13 
Recently, Ohnaka(92) has criticised this method and solved the 
back diffusion equation approximately for the one and two-
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dimensional cases. He assumed chac che soluce profile in che 
solid can be expressed with a auadracic eauacion. chen he 
obcained che followina eauacion 
k U - l 
Cs = ko Co .... L
( "' - i ' l' s "J - - r - - - 2.14 
where 
f = 1 - -1-~~~-
In this equation j3 =2.1X and 4r:>1. for the plate and the columnar 
models, respectively. Comparina with the Kurz-Fisher equacion 
he replaced n with 
r = ___ a ____ _ 
1 + (~ 2.15 
In che columnar model. he assumed that the arrangement of 
primary dendrite arms is hexaaonal close packed and he simply 
used a relationship between the diffusion area and the distance 
from the dendrite centre for two dimensional back diffusion. His 
results showed that his equation can estimate the liquid 
concentration better than the Brody-Fleminas' solution but it 
gives similar results to the Clyne-Kurz solution. He suqgested 
that numerical calculation or exact solution of back diffusion is 
required for further improvement. In addition. his numerical 
calculation showed that the assumption of dendrite shape. arowth 
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mode (parabolic or cons~an~ grow~h) and diffusion in liquid phase 
did not affect so much the solu~e redis~ributio~ at least for 
fs < 0.9, but indicated that the diffusion path length is a more 
important factor. 
However, these attempts do not conserve solute in the system. 
Kobayashi (93-95) criticised all these equations, especially 
for fast diffusion case, i.e. cK »1. He solved the back 
diffusion equation in the solid for moving boundary conditions 
and obtained the exact solution of the Brody-Flemings equa~ion : 
00 
Csl rs,x* ) - ko Co ~ 
n=O 
n-1 
where = n ( 1 - ko 
m=O 
n 
fs 2.16 
3 1 · f (- _m_ --- - -~-- ) 2 '_~ __ ~ ___ 62-----) 2.17 
----------- 1 1 
f (- -~-, -2-'- -20- ) 
00 
f ( p,q,z ). ~ 
. ) r _~~ ... L-~--­(q)r r ! 2.18 
r=O 
~ ('O<t..l.~o... 0 ~ 
x· A solidified distance 
( P ) and (q) are the Pochhammer symbols which are defined 
by 
p )(' = p ( P + 1 ) ( P + R - 1 ) 
P )0 = 1 etc. 
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At the solid-liquid in~erface 
00 
Cs "" ko Co 2 (',n 1':;' 2.19 
n=O 
This equa~ion can be simplified approximar.ely for very fast 
diffusion case, i. e. <::>( > > 1; then it becomes ~ 
Cstr., X.) ----~Q~Q----­l-<.l-ko)l's 
~ 2 ·1 ~ > Co r 2 DQ_~ =DQ-----~5-­
::In <'<'l-ko)1's) 
+ 
2.20 
He also simplified this exact solution for the very slow 
diffusion in solid case. He solved the second order differential 
equation for the first order approximation and the second order 
approximation cases. The second order approximation equation is 
where 8 D t.f a • -------
A. 2 
When k is close to one, this equation becomes very close ~o the 
Brody-Flemings' solution. 
He compared this exact solution with other equations for the 
fast diffusion element case. It is shown that the Brody-Flemings' 
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equation always underestimates che seqregacion and che Clyne-Kurz 
solution and che Ohnaka solution show almost the same result, 
because chese models do not conserve cocally the solute mass 
balance in the system. However, 
sulphur maintained the mass 
his solution for phosphorus and 
balance in the unit cell and 
therefore estimated the segregation correctly. For carbon, almost 
equilibrium solidification is obtained. When he calculated the 
average concentration numerically with an integration step of 
0.001, the result was very close to the original composition; 
therefore, the exact solution maintained the mass balance in the 
system. 
In his further treatment, he applied this exact solution for 
the hexagonal columnar dendrite model proposed by Ohnaka. It was 
shown that the assumption of the solidification geometry is 
unimportant for quantifying the microsegregation effects and he 
agrees with Ohnaka's result. However, these models can be only 
used for primary dendrite arms at very slow cooling rates, 
because it has been shown in this study that the morphology of 
primary dendrite arms becomes well developed at, the high cooling 
rates and the secondary dendrite arm coarsening reduces the 
segregation between the secondary arms. These two significant 
effects have been ignored; therefore these models can predict the 
segregation only for the very limited case and the neglect of 
the solidification geometry on the solute distribution is an 
unjustified assumption. 
a ) Incomplete diffusion in liquid and solute flow 
Bower et a1(26) examined the validity of solute flow from 
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volume e1emen~ and comple~e diffusion in ~he liquid assump~ions. 
They poin~ed ou~ ~hat there could be significan~ flow of solute 
from the volume element by diffusion alonq the composition 
gradient in the liquid at sufficiently steep thermal gradients 
and long solidifica~ion times. In this case the interface 
composi~ion would no longer be given by the Scheil equation. They 
modified this expression as 
where a = 
01 diffusion in liquid 
Gl thermal gradient in liquid 
This equation reduces to the Schei1 equation where a« 1. 
In the previous model of Brody and Flemings, they showed that 
diffusion in the solid during dendritic solidification depends 
on the parameter , ~ By similar procedure it is readily shown 
for the plate-like dendrite model growing as a continuous 
function of time tha~ the ex~en~ of diffusion in the liquid 
depends on the parameter 
2.23 
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When ~t » 1, concen~ra~ion differences in liquid over the 
distance L are small. For constan~ local growth ra~e, V, an 
equivalen~ me~hod of determining whether or not significan~ 
composition differences can exis~ in 
~he characteristic dis~ance of solu~e 
dendrite arm spacing L. When 
the liquid, 
build-up Pt.. 
V 
D(. / V > > L 
is co compare 
.wi~h ~he half 
negligible 
composi~ion differences exis~ over L. Bower e~ al took L to be 
the secondary arm spacinq. They calcula~ed that varied 
between 300 ~o 5000 for a wide range of experimen~al aluminium 
castings and deduced that the complete mixing assump~ion is 
Qenerally valid. 
Rohatgi and Adams(96) discussed the complete diffusion in 
liquid assumption with a different approach. These authors 
analysed diffusion in the interdendritic liquid, and found that 
concentration differences should exist within the liquid. They 
calculated tha~ the concentration difference between center and 
side of an interdendritic pool is 
2.24 
These two approaches seem to conflict. The Bower et al 
analysis sugqests that interdendritic concentration differences 
becomes negligibly small after sufficient time has elapsed. The 
RohatQi and Adams analysis suggests that interdendritic 
concentration differences do not depend directly on the time, 
and remain finite throughout solidification. 
Allen and Hunt(97) gave an explana~ion for this conflict. They 
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defined two regions for diffusion field between primary arms, the 
transient diffusion field at the near dendrite tips and the 
quasi-stationary diffusion field at the later stages of 
solidification. They showed that O<l is a measure of the ratio 
of the time taken for the diffusion fields to overlap (Btl to the 
total solidification time (e~ l 
0. .. 
Le. 2.25 
0< » 1 is a necessary condition for the applicability of 
the complete mixinq model. They also showed that during transient, 
the width of the primary arm diffusion field is 
approximately. The formula is usually inapplicable. 
It is further pointed out that the concentration difference in 
liquid at the quasi-stationary staqe can be calculated from this 
equation 
( X -
:l ) 2.26 
where w cooling rate 
x = 1/2 thickness of primary dendrite 
This is a modified form of the analysis of Rohatgi and Adams. The 
analysis of the quasi-stationary state is essentially quite 
accurate, but the assumed geometry is simplified as cellular 
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structure. When diffusion occurs in cwo or three dimensions, che 
curvature of che diffusion field in anyone direction is reduced. 
In addition, side-branchinq reduces the dendrite spacing. Under 
these circumstances, the concentration difference will be reduced 
and therefore, the validity of complete diffusion in the liquid 
assumption will be often justified. 
Furthermore, the numerical calculation of Ohnaka(92) and Roozs 
et al(117) showed that the complete diffusion in the liquid 
assumption is justified under the practical solidification 
conditions. These conlusions agree with the result of Bower et al. 
b ) Undercooling 
Solari and Biloni(98) examined the zero undercooling 
assumption. They suggested an equation which is a combination of 
the Burden and Hunt model for dendrite tip undercooling with the 
Brody- Fleminqs microsegregation equation for the primary arms. 
The equation becomes 
ko-l 
} ) 2.27 
where a = 
b = ( -
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When a = b =~= 0, ~he Scheil equa~ion is ob~ained. If~f 0 
and a = b = 0 i~ reduces to the Brody and F1eminas equation. 
This trea~ment is criticised by Oailvy. He asks whether ~hese ~wo 
combined models are compatible or no~. because Burden and Hunt 
allowed the free growth of a sinale dendri~e and considered the 
undercooling a~ the ~ip, while Solari and Bi10ni cons~rained the 
sideways grow~h of ~he primary arm to a linear ra~e and then used 
~he tip concen~ration predicted by the firs~ approach to derive 
their equa~ion. In addition, their analytical solution also 
contains the same approximation for the solute gradient in the 
solid at ~he interface as used by Brody and Flemings, therefore 
this treatment does not conserve solute in the volume element. 
Recently, Kirkwood(99) checked the undercoolinq influence on 
microsegregation in different commercial processes by employing 
the Burden and Hunt's undercoolinq equation. Calculations in 
AI-4.5 % Cu alloy showed that negligible undercooling ( 1-2 K 
occurs in many processes from the point of view of 
microsegrega~ion. It was pointed out that undercooling will 
significantly affec~ microseqreqation only at hiah arowth rates. 
These conditions can be achieved in processes such as splat-
quenching, electron beam and laser surface melting. 
c ) Dendrite arm coarseninq 
All these analytical solutions ignore the coarsening of 
secondary dendrite arms. In fact, it has been recognised by 
Flemings et al that this effect is mainly responsible for the 
reduction in microsegregation, rather than other variables 
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discussed above. Ogilvy and Kirkwood(113) proposed an equa~ion ~o 
include ~his coarseninq effec~ by ripening. Unfor~una~ely. ~his 
equation has no analytical solution. The numerical solu~ion is 
given in the compu~er modellinq chap~er. 
Recently, Mortensen(66) presen~ed a simple analytical 
treatment of the influence of coarsening by ripening on 
microsegregation. In his model. a large number of cylindrical 
dendrite arms are considered. each arm having a radius, r~. 
The other assumptions of the model are the same as the Scheil 
model. The solute balance under this condition is 
2.28 
where ~ is the average solute concen~ration in the solid 
L is the dendrite arm lenqth 
After a finite time in~erval. the radius increases; therefore 
by differentiatinq the equation 2.28 with respect to time. we can 
obtain 
'''( j"'; .... 2\ + I 2 2) OCl _ """ "'l "'. dr + 2<"C"'l -C"'o) (. ~- -u :'::-dt-a.._--,-- '- r T -I'- -d£ - - Lo,"," CIt. - dt. 2.29 
He assumed tha~ : 
i ) there is no back diffusion in solid 
ii ) secondary dendrite arms coarsen accordina to the equation 
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- l' 
n 2.30 
o 
iii the cooling rate is cons~ant, so tha~ the liquid 
composition can be expressed by 
Cl = Co + A t. 
where A = \XI 7 
W = coolinq rate 
After some treatment, we can ob~ain the final solution 
2 
1 + 
(1/(ko-1)] 
Cl 
Cl 
2.31 
• --___ D ____ _ 
---------------2/n (Cl - Co) 
Cl (C-Co) 2/nd C 2.32 J 
[k/ ( l-k) J 
1 - ko 
Co 
where I ~T"')2. \ \. is the volume fraction of solid 
This equation is a nonequilibrium lever rule includinq ripeninq. 
It will be noticed that when n_ 000, this expression reduces to 
the Scheil equation and no ripeninq occurs under this limitinq 
case. The in~egral can be calculated analytically if 2/n is an 
integer. 
When he compared his equation in Al- 4.5 % eu and Sn- 12-30 % Bi 
alloys for planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries, he found 
that the prediction of his treatment gives higher estimates than 
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experimeneal results. He explained this difference with the 
coarsening mechanism. He suggested thae at the low volume 
fraction of solid, ripening is predominant, whereas coalescence 
gains in importance only at higher volume fraction of solid. 
Therefore, by considering the coarsening mechanism onlv with the 
ripening, the model overdilutes the solution. When he ploteed the 
calculated volume percene eutectic against the volume fraction of 
solid, he found that if ripening is taken to be predominant up to 
around 40-60 percent volume fraction of solid, reasonable 
agreement can be obtained with experimental results. He further 
pointed out that the influence of coarsening on microsegregation 
is independent of the cooling rate and of the coarsening law 
constant. 
This simple attempt only demonstrated that the side arm 
coarsening reduces microsegregation. On the other hand, the model 
ignores the back diffusion which is siqnificantly important 
factor for the reduction of microsegreqation. The other critical 
suggestion ehae ripeninq is predominant up to 40-60 percent 
observation. Ie volume fraction is not based on any 
arbitrarily used in order to force agreement 
calculations and experimental results. 
is just 
between 
Generally, all 
binary alloys, 
these models in this part were proposed 
but they have no flexibility to be applied 
tor 
for 
multicomponent systems. In practice, alloys contain several 
elements which may interact with each other, therefore numerical 
calculations are necessarily required to overcome this and many 
other problems. 
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2.3.3 Numerical calcula~ions 
When Brody-Flemings{73,74) firs~ employed ~he numerical me~hod 
in Al-Cu alloys ~o examine ~he effec~ of back diffusion in 
microsegrega~ion, ~heir model overestimated the quan~i~y of 
non-equilibrium eutectic phase. They explained this discrepency 
by suggesting that a smaller arm spacing must be used in the 
model by a factor of 0.32; then reasonable agreement can be 
ob~ained with che experimental results. Later, ~hey applied this 
model to iron alloys and found that these alloys also needed a 
similar correction factor. This factor is 0.13 for primary arms 
and 0.30 for secondary arms. This difference between ~he actual 
and calculaced seqreqacion was rela~ed co che actual morphology 
of dendrices which are much more complex chan che simple plate-
like morphology. Flemings ec al also observed in iron alloys chat 
the segregation be~ween primary arms was hiqher chan becween 
secondary arms and che dendrice morphology changed from rod-like 
co plate-like wich decreasing che cooling race. 
Flemings et al used the constant cooling rate assumption in 
their model. Later, Kirkwood and Evans(100) replaced this with the 
cons~ant heac excraction assumption. Their result showed more 
accurate agreemenc in Al-Cu and Fe-As alloys. It was suggeste d 
that the model needs reliable diffusion data as a function of 
temperature and composition, to improve the agreemenc between che 
measured and calculated results. 
Schwerdtfeqer(101) also applied the Brody-Fleminqs model to the 
numerical calculacion of manganese seqreqation and the formation 
of the sulphur inclusion. He found that the manqanese seqregacion 
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increases from ~he chill region ( S= Cmax/Cmin= 1.5) ~o the 
center ( S= 2.5 ) in ~he 50 kg inqo~, whereas the model gives a 
constant manganese seqreqa~ion ( 2.2 ). They used the actual 
primary arm spacing which was measured in ingo~ specimens, but 
the spacing was not specified. In addition, the diffusion 
coefficien~ was taken from Wells and Mehl (1941), whereas the 
distribution coefficien~ (kmn= 0.75 for aus~enite ) was taken 
from Buckley and Hume-Rothery (1964). However, more recently, it 
has been shown tha~ the diffusion coefficient suggested by 
Haworth(16S) gives more accurate results when kmn= 0.78 is used. 
These values have been used in the present study. He also used 
the binary differential form of the Brody and Flemings equation 
in numerical calculations of manganese segregation in ternary 
Fe-C-Mn alloy. It simply ignored the carbon effect which mainly 
defines the solidification range. 
Matsumiya et al(102-103) proposed a simple cellular hexagonal 
solidifica~ion model including 2>~ phase transformation. This 
model can explain the solute redistribution at the slow cooling 
rate. However, this is not a correct geometrical description at 
hiqh cooling rates because the structure chanqes from cellular to 
well developed dendritic. As a result of this, the model does not 
agree well with experimental results. They also experimentally 
and numerically found that the microsegregation could decrease by 
the addition of ferrite forming elements, and on the other hand 
it could increase by addition of austenite forming elements. This 
is explained by the fact that the addition of ferrite forming 
elements causes an increase in the extent of diffusion in the 
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solid. 
Kobayashi et al(105,106) ex~ended ~he Kobayashi exac~ solution 
to the numerical calculation precedure employinq temperature 
dependent diffusion coefficient and including the peritectic 
reaction. They solved the back diffusion and heat conduction 
equations, simul~aneously. They assumed tha~ 
i the dendrite morpholoqy is plate-like 
ii the distribution coefficient is constant throughout 
solidification and independent of alloy content 
iii) the alloy is ideal, so that the Raoultian ideal law can be 
used to predict the equilibrium phase diaqram of a multicomponent 
alloy system . 
The result of the model was compared with the thermal analysis 
rather than the solute redistribution. They found reasonable 
agreement between the thermal analysis of different low carbon 
steels and calculated results. 
Recently, Clyne(107) and Cornellissen(108) combined the heat 
transfer analysis with microsegregation models. Clyne has 
combined a qeneral macroscopic hea~ transfer model with the 
Clyne-Kurz equation, whereas Cornellissen combined his 
microsegrega~ion approach (modified form of Clyne-Kurz) with the 
macroscopic heat transfer equation to include the peritectic 
reaction. However, these simple models were not compared with 
experimental results for solute redistribution. In addition, 
Cornellissen used secondary arm spacings in the Clyne-Kurz 
equation and obtained the microsegregation of manganese as 1.6, 
even for very low carbon steel ( 0.04 % C - 0.24 % Mn ). In fact, 
this equation cannot apply to the secondary dendrite arms because 
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it does not consider the dendrite coarsening effect. 
it overestimates the actual solute segreqation. 
Therefore 
Battle and Pehlke(109) also proposed a microsegregation model 
with combining macroscopic heat transfer analysis to allow for 
prediction of solute redistributions throughout actual castings. 
Several complicated differential equations were solved. 
Suprisingly, this model gives similar results to the Ogilvy and 
Kirkwood dendrite arm coarsening model, although they used a 
constant secondary arm spacing. It was difficult to understand in 
the paper how these results were achieved without arm coarsening. 
But the model underestimated the Ni microsegreqation in Fe-25 % Ni 
alloy. 
Feest and Doherty(110,111) observed siqnificant undercooling 
in equiaxed solidification of Ni-Cu alloys as Doherty and Melford 
observed in Fe-C-Cr alloys. In order to explain this effect, they 
suggested five different equiaxed microsegregation models and 
compared them with experimental results using measured 
morphological and undercooling data. Two of models employed the 
Brody-Flemings equation with and without the imposed tip 
undercooling of 5 deg C in Cu - 40 % Ni. The other two are based 
on cylindrical arms with and without the tip undercooling, the 
last one used the Brody-Flemings model with half of the final arm 
spacing allowing coarsening during growth. However, calculations 
were made up to fs=0.25 because the program became unstable. The 
result showed that the minimum concentration of Ni can be 
predicted, if models allow undercooling or coarsening. They 
assumed that the rest of solidification ( 75 % ) can not alter 
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the resul~, alchough back diffusion con~inues. This coarsening 
model does noe conserve soluee. 
A simple dendrite coarsening model was proposed by Basaran(112) 
He considered ehree differen~ arm coarsening models. 
a ) dissolucion of small arms 
b dissolueion of arms from roo~ 
c combinacion of a and b 
In the model. the secondary arm spacinq increases wich this 
equacion 
2.33 
where n depends on coarsening mechanism 
He simply modified the Brody-Flemings equation to the dendrite 
arm coarsening case. However, this equation does not conserve 
solute in che cell element because che extra liquid volume was 
added to the existing liquid. Data used in che model are 
unchanged from the 1966 work and this was cricicised by Oqilvy. 
Oqilvy and Kirkwood(58,99) recognized that the coarsening of 
secondary dendrice arm is an importan~ homoqenizacion process. 
This homogenization can explain the undereseimation of 
seqreqacion in alloys. Then they modified the Brody-Flemings 
equation correcely co account for secondary arm coarsening and 
proposed a more complece segregation equacion. In order to 
maintain the mass balance in the model, the liquid at the average 
composicion was added to che system ( Details are qiven in the 
computer modelling chapter ). This dilutes the liquid 
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con~inuously. The second advan~aqe of ~his numerical calculation 
is that ic increases che back diffusion by using che actual 
diffusion lenq~h durinq solidificar.ion. When Qqilvy compared this 
model in AI-4.17 % Cu alloy, very close aqreemen~ was found for 
the minimum solu~e con~en~ as well as a fair qeneral aqreement of 
the shape of che soluce rediscribution. He also compared che 
amoun~ of non-equilibrium eu~ec~ic with ~he secondary dendrite 
arm coarsening model and the constant secondary dendrite arm 
model and with two analytical solutions for large solidifica~ion 
range. It was found that both the numerical calculacions show 
bet~er agreement with the experimental results of Michael and 
Bewer ~han the analytical models ( Brody-Flemings and Clyne-Kurz ). 
Bu~ the constant arm spacing model overestimates slightly the 
total eutectic, whereas ~he secondary dendrite arm coarsening 
model underestima~es it sligh~ly. The model variables such as 
temperature-dependent and fixed diffusion coefficient and 
differen~ equilibrium dis~ribution coefficients, were compared by 
Kirkwood wi~h keff in Al-5 % Cu alloy. It is found that the 
excellent aqreement is obtained with keff ( 0.34 from Bennetc(166» 
when the dendrite arm coarsening equation is used with the 
constant distribution coefficien~, kcu=O.20, and the temperature 
dependen~ diffusion coefficient. This model was later modified by 
Ogilvy and Kirkwood(113) for ternary and multicomponent systems 
and iron alloys with constant cooling rate, where no growth law 
or local solidification time was imposed. These models are used 
in the presenc study. Howe and Kirkwood(114,11S) extended thes e 
models to the peritectic reaction. It is assumed tha~ the 
cornposi~ion is uniform in the delta ferrite and in the liquid. 
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When the austeni~e forms, ~he solu~e diffusion balance for a 
subsiti~ional element is 
2.34 
Solute balance at the austenite-delta ferrite interface is 
dXl 
BY/b t1-k6/y )-d£-- = D Y 
dB /6 ___ 2:: __ _ 
dx 2.35 
Solute balance for carbon in equilibrium across the whole cell is 
+ 
2.36 
+ } 
del • . dL tL - X2) -df,-- + (t:l - cO>-(it:-
Roozs et al(116-119) proposed two microsegreqation models 
assuming incomplete diffusion in the liquid in the first model 
and dendrite arm coarseninq in the second model. The result of 
the first model showed that the complete diffusion in the liquid 
phase assumption is true under the practical solidification 
conditions. Only the rapid solidification needs finite diffusion 
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rates in the liquid. On the other hand, they extended this 
numerical procedure to the secondary dendrite arm coarsening case 
using the Ogilvy-Kirkwood mass balance equation. However, the 
most critical assump~ion in the model is that they employed a 
semi-empirical dendrite coarseninq equation, while Oqilvy and 
Kirkwood employed an empirical one. This semi empirical equation 
which they suggested introduces a qeometric factor. This factor 
was calculated in a heuristic way rather than any physical way 
and plays a correction factor role in the coarsening equation. In 
fact. originally, this had been sugqested by Flemings and 
co-workers. The coarsening model also assumed that the dendrite 
arm spacing is proportional to ~ However, it has been 
shown that the exponent in the equation can vary from one alloy 
to another. 
Miettinen(120.121} also presented a multicomponent model. This 
model is based on thermodynamic and kinetic calculations made on 
a volume element of the secondary arm. It was assumed that the 
local thermodynamic equilibrium at the solid/liquid interface 
determines ~he dis~ribu~ion of solutes. This is obtained from ~he 
equilibrium chemical potential equation, but approximate data 
were often used in the case of multicomponent systems, because of 
limited available data in the literature. Although the model 
considers ~he secondary arm spacing as a volume element, it does 
not take account of the dendrite arm coarsening. 
All these models ignored the TGZM effect. Recently, Lalli(122) 
presented a numerical model for A1-eu alloys to include TGZM. The 
model solved the moving boundary diffusion equation in the liquid 
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and in ehe solid. Ie is found ehae ehe minimum coppe r 
concentration increases wieh eemperaeure gradiene ( 0.5 % Cu for 
2.8 deg ~/mm and 1.3 % Cu for 11 deg ~/mm ) at the constant 
cooling rate and alloy composieion, whereas ehe volume percent of 
eutectic decreases under the same conditions. However , there is 
no clear evidence in the literature to compare this model with 
experimental results. In order to make clear the effect of the 
TGZM, more experimental work needs to be done in different 
systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 EQUILIBRIUM DIAGRAMS 
3.1 Fe-C 
Several reviews have been done on the Fe-C equilibrium phase 
diagram(123-125). Chipman(126) put together the more recent data 
in 1971 and it is in general agreement with his thermodynamic 
This diagram and its peritectic corner is given in analysis. 
figure 14. 
line from 
The liquidus of ferrite phase is shown as a straight 
the melting point to 0.53 % C at peritectic. The 
reaction here is 
6-(-'e <. 0.09 % <.:) + L { 0.53 % C) .~ r-fe <. 0.17 % C ) 
3.2 Fe-Hn 
The Fe-Mn equilibrium binary phase diagram is based on 
Hellawall(127) as shown in figure 15. In the Fe-rich alloys, the 
liquidus falls to meet a peritectic at 1473 C. The peritectic is 
6-fe <. 9.5 % Mn) + L <. 12.8 % Mn ) .-- y-fe(10. 2 % Mn) 
At high Mn contents, the liquidus and the solidus fall to a 
minimum near 87 % Mn at about 1232 C. The nature of the Mn -rich 
region is uncertain. 
3.3 C- Hn 
Only the Mn- Rich region has been analysed because of the 
formation of numerous carbides(128-130). The most reliable binary 
diagram is shown in figure 16. 
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3.4 Fe-C-Hn 
The liquidus and the solidus equilibrium isotherm have been 
studied by Vogel and Doring(131) , Schurmann and Geissler(129). 
But none of them carried out a detailed investiqation into the 
peritectic Fe- rich corner. Recently, Scmithmann and Rakoski(132) 
examined the peritectic corner at the composition of 1.5 % Mn in 
the carbon range of 0.015 to 1 % C. An increase in Mn raises the 
peritectic temperature and reduces the peritectic carbon 
concentration. The peritectic reaction occurs within a 
temperature range ( figure 17 ). 
3.5 Peritectic reaction 
Many steels and other alloys undergo the peritectic reaction 
during solidification. Recently, much attention has been drawn to 
the microseqregation of these kinds of steels, simply because the 
pre-peritectic phase, which is ferrite, has much higher 
diffusivity than the product of the peritectic reaction, which is 
austenite. This causes less segregation of solute elements in the 
product. 
The peritectic reaction takes place between a solid and a 
liquid phase to produce a second solid phase. Its name originate s 
from 'periphery', because the second phase usually grows around 
the periphery of the primary phase. 
Kerr et al(133) distinquished the definition of the 
peritectic reaction and the transformation. During the peritectic 
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reac~ion, all ~hree phases are in con~ac~ wi~h each o~her. In ~he 
case of peri~ec~ic ~ransforma~ion, ~he second phase isolates the 
primary phase from ~he liquid and qrows in~o bo~h ~hese phases . 
This transforma~ion is con~rolled by long-ranqe diffusion . In 
this case, ~he diffusion coefficient becomes very significant, as 
well as the distribution coefficien~s. It is reported that the 
peritectic reaction and the growth occur in two different forms: 
~he homogeneous nucleation of the second phase in the liquid 
without contact with the primary phase, the heterogeneous 
nucleation of the second phase on the primary solid phase. The 
first kind of the reaction rarely happens in metallic alloys and 
is only observed in Al-Mn, Ni-Zn and AI-U systems. This is 
explained by the surface energy conditions. During the 
transforma~ion, ~he primary phase remelts and the second phase 
grows separately and produces different morphology to the primary 
phase. The second type of reaction is most commonly met in 
practice. The second phase is nucleated at the interface between 
the primary and ~he liquid phases. Under these circumstances, the 
growth of the second phase is controlled by the shape of the 
phase diagram, the cooling rate, the diffusion process and the 
concentra~ion. The growth rate increases with the undercooling at 
the peritectic temperature, whereas the volume fraction ot 
primary phase decreases under the same conditions. The second 
phase mostly grows from the liquid if the second phase has face-
centre cubic structure, which has a lower diffusivity than body-
centre cubic crystals. For body-centre cubic metals, the second 
phase grows into both phases(134). 
Kerr et al(133) investigated the peritectic reaction in 
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AI-O.l-O.B % Ti alloys under differenc cooling rates. At slow 
cooling rates, che equilibrium periceccic reaction was observed. 
The primary Al3Ti phase reacting with the liquid produce ~-Al 
phase. The thermal analysis showed a plateau at the peritectic 
reaction due to the heac release as expected. However, with fast 
cooling rates, no plateau was observed and the microstruccure 
only consisted of ~- AI. This is explained by the excension 
of the liquidus line of second phase which becomes stable at 
high undercoolings, so that the ~ - Al nucleation starcs above 
the peritectic cemperature and below the extension of the 
liquidus line of che second phase. Ic was furcher pointed ouc 
that the amount of the pre-peritectic phase decreases wich 
increasing the cooling rate and che structure becomes more 
irregular. 
Chalmers(37) suggested that if the temperature gradient is 
steep enough, then the planar interface with two coupled solid 
phases can be obtained like eutectic alloys. 
This effect was observed for the first time by Boettinger(135) 
in Sn-Cd alloys by varying the G/V ratio. At the low value of G/V, 
the dendritic or cellular type of peritectic reaction was 
observed. The volume fraction of the second phase increases 
slightly behind interface during cooling. This indicaces the 
existence of the solid-state diffusion in chese alloys. At the 
moderate value of G/V, the primary phase grows with the second 
phase at che planar interface with hiqh undercoolinq. This 
produces a banded microstructure which consists of one layer of 
the primary and one layer of the second phase continuously. In 
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the case of high value of G/V, the formation of primary phase is 
suppressed and only the second phase grows as a single planar 
interface. The qrowr.h r.emperar.ure of this phase was above the 
peritectic r.emperar.ure. Similar results were obtained by Brody 
and David(136} in the same alloys and Pb-Bi alloys. Ostrowski and 
Langer(137} reporr.ed the banded microsr.rucr.ure in Zn- 10 % Aq 
alloy at a high value of G/V. 
The investigar.ion of the peritectic reaction is more difficult 
in steels because of high back diffusion of carbon. In the early 
years, the thermal analysis was used to determine the peritectic 
range in industrial steels. These results showed that the length 
ot the peritectic arrest decreased with carbon due to the S~ r 
solid-state transformation(138, 139). 
Fredriksson al(140-143) investiqated the peritectic 
reaction in Fe-Ni and ferrous alloys under different cooling 
rates. They defined a critical line which is below the extension 
of austenite liquidus into th~ metastable phase. Under these 
circumstances, ferrite can form at low undercoolings, where 
austenite can also form between the critical line and the 
extension of r.he liquidus of austenite, but ferrite grows 
faster than ausr.enir.e and becomes dominant during 
solidification. However, if undercooling increases below the 
critical line, ferriee is suppressed and only austenite grows as 
a stable phase. A similar result was observed in Fe-C-Mn 
alloys(48} and microsegregation was higher than near equilibrium 
solidification. However this conclusion in Fe-C-Mn alloys has 
not properly been proved with microprobe analysis because of 
limited results. 
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Fredriksson(l4l) observed chac che periceccic reaceion 
eemperacure decreased wich increasing cooling race in che high 
speed steels and hiqh chromium alloyed seeeis. Remeleing in che 
center of secondary dendrices was also observed. During che 
peritectic cransformacion, che eunqseen concencration in the 
ferrite increases as the delta phase size is reduced. As a 
result, che chemical potential of che carbon is also reduced and 
carbon diffuses inco the centre raisinq the concentration in the 
delta phase. As it is known, the carbon determines the liquidus 
temperature, so chat chis highly concentrated delta phase remelts 
at the interface becween the ferrite and austenite phases during 
solidification. This has also been reported by Oqilvy(S7) . 
Chadwick(144) examined the phase orientation in the peritectic 
reaction of Fe-C alloys. It was poinced out that if austenite 
phase grows with an oriencacion relationship of <100> //<100>, 
then the auscenite deposites uniformly around the ferrice. If 
this crystallographic relationship is not realized, the dendrite 
growth form will change way through the solidification process 
and the resulting segregation pattern will be complex. The 
effect will not be important for plain carbon steels, because 
the carbon will readily diffuse in the solid phase and produce 
homoqeneous solid, but when substitucional solutes are present, 
the segregation can change. 
Recently, several attempts have been made at modelling of the 
peritectic reaction. The most recent one is proposed by Howe and 
Kirkwood. This model is given briefly in the previous chapte r. 
Was -to c.o"~iJcI' 
Later, this modelAmodifiedAdiffusion in both phases. 
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIHENTAL PROCEDURE 
4.1 Unidirec~ional solidifica~ion 
The unidirec~ional arowGh Gechniaue was developed by Chalmers(145) 
and la~er used by manv inves~iaa~ors to simulate che solidificacion 
of alloys durina ~he cRs~ina process. The main advancaae of chis 
mechod is ~ha~ ~he arow~h rate and ~he cempera~ure aradient can 
be independen~ly varied. In addition, che arowina incerface and 
~he growth s~ructure can be re~ained by auenchina into wacer. 
It is assumed in all unidirectional work thac the sceady-scate 
condicions are achieved very rapidly and the primary dendrite tips 
grow at the traverse speed of specimen crucible. Clyne(146) showed 
~hat ~hese are uniuscified assumptions under some conditions. He 
checked the velocicy of the interface in the unidirectional 
solidification furnace by mechanically probina throuah the liquid 
with a ceramic rod, usina commercially pure aluminium and found 
that che auasi-s~eady sta~e conditions were obtained ac t he 
beginnina a~d che end of specimen, whereas the condicions were 
steady scate between Ghese zanp~. The ve l ocity af che advancina 
interface was sianificancly areater than the crucible spe ed. 
Further investiaations (147) by the same research e r usina a 
numerical model showed that this discrepancy was a funccion of 
length, thickness, velocity and the thermal diffusivi t V of t he 
specimen and a function of furnace conditions. Th e se comput e r 
results indicated that when the specimen was lonaer, ~hinner , and 
having faster arow~h rate, ~he advancing interface velocity was 
closer to the traverse speed. For example, the ratio betwee n th e 
interface velocity and che traverse speed of che crucibl e was 1.3 
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and 1. 2 for a 1 30 mm l ana sppcimen of ~lum 1nium ac 6 mm / m1n a nd 
60 mm/min respeccivelv. When che lenath of ~he specimen was 
increased to 200 mm . 
for the same rates. 
che difference was reduced co 1.15 and 1.05 
It was shown that rela~ively low thermal 
diffusivity alloys, such as iron alloys, can exhibit an interface 
velocity closer to the traverse soeed than do hiah chermal 
diffusivicy allovs. such as aluminium. For example. the incerface 
velocity was 1.3 times faster than the traverse speed for a 130 
mm lon~ aluminium specimen . whereas this ratio was 1.05 for cast 
iron under the same conditions. In the present work . ic is 
believed that the specimen was lona enouah ( 200 mm ) to ensure 
that the interface velocitv was close to the traver~e spe e d. Also 
Younq(156l checked the interface speed in the unidirectional technique 
using tWO thermocollnles and found that che specimen interface 
speed was fairly close to the traverse speed in aluminium alloys. 
Neumann(148,1491 presented one and cwo dime nsional heat flow 
models for the directional solidification, which calculate the 
maximum curvature of the interface for sinale cryscal arowth. 
However, it is difficult to apply this computer model to the 
unidirectional solidification of dendritic structure . The 
metallographic examination of the dendrite tip does not indicat e 
any apparent curvature of the interfac e . 
El Mahallawav (150) investiaated the effect of th e cr e s e nc e of 
a thermocouple on the temperature aradient in the unidir ect iona l 
aluminium specimen. From his computer model results . wh e n the 
ratio of the alumina chermor.ouple sheath diamer. e r to the gpecim n 
crucible diameter was 0.58. th8n the cemperature aradient 
computed was 8 _ less r.han ene true aradien t and thR pr ese n ce of 
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che thermocouple resulced in an increase of che curvacure of the 
incerface. In che presenc work, ic is expecced that this will be 
less chan 8 %, because che ratio used was .33 and the chermal 
diffusivicy of iron is closer to alumina than to aluminium. 
It is possible that the argon qas flow rate may affect the 
chermal environmenc in the furnace , so that different temperature 
gradients can resulc for different qas flow rates. Alchough the 
gas flux was kept constant durinq all experimental works, the 
dendrite cip direccion was noc parallel to the heat flow 
direction in some specimen and one small reqion of the specimen 
remained liquid close to the dendrite cips, as shown in figure 36. 
These indicated that there was radial heat flux in the furnace. 
The difference in diameters between the specimen crucible and the 
graphice susceptor was 8 mm, so that ideally there should be a 
4 mm gap on each side. In practice, it was almost impossible to 
hold che specimen in the middle of the graphite susceptor during 
growch, and this asymmetry of position resulted in heat 
extraccion on one side being less than from the other regions. Ic 
is believed that chis asymmetry caused the unbalanced radial he at 
flux, which was almosc impossible to cure without redesigning th e 
furnace . 
•• 1.1 Unidirectional solidification apparatus 
The unidirectional solidification apparacus used in this work 
was originally designed and used by B.A. Rickinson(44) and lat e r 
by A.J.W. Oqilvy(57). It has underqone only minor modifications. 
Initially, at the top of the furnace, the bellows and th e 
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scainless steel supporting rod were left oUt and the top of the 
furnace was sealed by a copper place. The copper plate had three 
holes with 0.5 mm outer diameter (O.D.) alumina cylindrical 
liners. The two holes were used for insertinq the thermocouple 
wires , the middle one for suspending the specimen crucible with 
copper wire . At a later stage, the two holes were sealed and the 
thermocouple wires were inserted from the botcom end of the 
furnace. 
The construction of the furnace is shown in figure 18,19 . The 
isolation of che system from the atmosphere was provided by a 
recrystallized alumina tube, ( 65 cm leng t h X 55 mm O.D . X 46 mm 
1.0 . ) and the top and the bottom were sealed by water cooled 
syscems. The pure argon gas was admitted in from the top, exited 
from the bottom and the positive pressure was maintaine d by 
passing the gas through a mineral oil bubbler. 
The graphite susceptor was situated in the middle of the 
furnace to provide a hot zone. This susceptor was supporte d from 
the bottom with another alumina tube. Alumina powder fill e d th e 
gap between the small alumina tube and the main long alumin a t ube 
to promote uniaxial heat flow in the solidifying zone. Th is 
insulating system was also supported by a Sindanyo box fi lle d 
with alumina powder up to the induction coil. 
A 15 KW Radyne power unic supplied power to th e furn ace 
<1.9, 2.2 and 2.4 KW. ) for three different induccion coi l s, s o 
that chree different temperature gradients were obtained. The 
power was increased in four stages to above liquidus tempe r ature 
of the alloys and decreased slowly over one hour to avo i d any 
possibility of cracks as a result of thermal shock. Al t houg h 
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every precaution and care were taken . unfortunatelv . 
the alumina tube was seen. cowards ehe e nd of work . 
a crac k o n 
around the 
bottom of the araphite suscepcor. It is likely t hat this has n oe 
any effect on the results. because no aas leak was observed . 
The speed was controlled bv a Multur ten spe e d svnchrome sh 
gearbox and an electric motor. The motor was connected t hrouah a 
complex of pulleys to a copper weiqht . so that excessive loads 
were not transmitted to the motor. This system provided a range 
of speed from 0.03 to 30 mm/min. 
4.1.2 Release and quench 
The copper weiaht was connected throuqh a complex system of 
pulleys to the drivina unit by an one mm diameter flexibl e steel 
wire and the assembly was huna by a 0.5 mm diameter copper wir e 
to this copper weiaht. When the copper wire was cut. the specimen 
assembly was released. The released specimen crucible tor e t he 
polythene membrane at the bottom of the furna ce and was 
immediately auench e d in the iced brine solution. In order to 
increase the efficiency of auenchinq. the solution was stirr e d by 
a n one meter copper bar durina allenchina. Th e specime n crucible 
was cracked due to the thermal shock and only a small amount of 
liquid in the liquid zone usuallv flowed t hrouah the cracks. It 
is observed metalloaraphically that this met hod allowe d o n e to 
distinguish clearly between dendrites present be for e que n c hina 
and those formed durina the quench. 
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4.1.3 Temperature qradient measure.ent 
In order ~o measure ~he ~empera~ure gradien~s in ~he specimen . 
~wo me~hods were involved using a dummy specimen. 
In the firs~ method. a qroove was machined alonq ~he specimen surfac e 
to a depth of 2 mm and this sample was placed at the top the specimen 
crucible which contained r.wo 100 mm long specimens. The end of a 200 mm 
long recrystallized alumina shea~h was closed by arc-welding to protect 
~he ~hermocouole from the liauid me t al and the alloy from any 
contamination. and inserted in the qroove of the ~op specimen. The tip 
of the sheath was r.herefore in the middle of the specimens. so that 
measurements were ~aken in the s~eadv s~a~e zone (see fiq. 20) A 0.2 
mm Pt-Pt 13 % Rh thermocouple was inserted into the thermocouple sheath 
and the top of the thermocouple was fixed to the ~hermocouple sheath 
by Autostick cement. to pro~ec~ it from any independent movement during 
the run. The rest of the thermocouple gap was isolated by alumina beads 
up to the copper plate a~ the top of the furnace. The thermocoupl e 
wires were inserted through two holes in this pla~e and isolate d from 
the copper plate by 10 mm 10nq 0.5 mm diameter alumina ~ube . Th e s e 
wires were connected ~o leads. These connectors were f e d throuqh a cold 
junction to a Cambridqe ootentiometer and backed off . so t ha t th e 
remaininq 2 mV was fed to the servoscribe. In this method, it was 
necessary ~o leave a~ least 200 mm thermocouo le qap betwp.e n th e tO P o f 
the crucible and ~he top of the furnace , b e cause th e th e rmo coup l s ho u ld 
be allowed to move with the specimen crucibl e when the soecime n was 
traversed down and up. However, after a small movement, th e the rmocoupl 
insulatinq beads were attached to the top of the qraphit e susc e p t or. 
This caused the movement of the specimen to stop or to unstabiliz e . 
From this method , accurate measuremen~s could not be obtaine d. 
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In che second cechnique. ehe ehermocouple sheath and. of course . th e 
chermocouple were insereed to the specimen crucible from the bottom. In 
order to do chis. ehe 110 mm lona thermocouple sheath was sealed to the 
specimen crucible by CC 60 cement at 1200 deq C for 12 hours. Then th e 
thrmocouple was placed in the middle of the specimens and was sealed to 
the sheath by Autostick cement. The extra lenqth of che thermocouple was 
always at the bottom of the furnace, due to aravity and. also . there was 
no barrier in the bottom part of the furnace for it to attach tn. After 
this modification to the first method. temperature aradi e nts wer e 
recorded as defined above. 
Knowina the chart speed and the arowth rate . the temperature gradient 
could be determined. This was repeated for different arowth rates and 
for three different induction coils. A new assembly was used for each 
different calibration. It was assumed that the temperature gradient 
in the specimens (without the alumina thermocouple) was same as in the 
dummy specimen. Therefore the poss~ble effect of the alumina 
thermocouple sheath on the temperature qradiend has been iqnor e d in th e 
calculation of temperatures in figures 55-64 which may suf fe r from 
a s mall but unknown error. The absolute temperatur e is not impo rt a n t 
in the calculation of the temperature gradi e nts sinc e only the 
temperature differences are involved. 
4.1.4 Alloy preparation 
Alloys we re made UP fro m hiah p tlrity J aoanese e l ectrolv i 
iron . ferro-manaanese and araphite by meltina and castina under 
vacuum. The top and the bot~om of ingots of ehree inche s di amete r 
and twelve inches lenath. were cut off to r e move t h e shr i nk a a e 
pipe from the top and bottom slice and sent for c h e mi ca l 
analysis. The analysis results were determined by Quantome t e r f o r 
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Mn and by Leco meehod for carbon and sulfur. 
These inqocs were machined r.o 2.875 inches diameter and one 
end was rounded in order co fit the extrusion chamber. Then they 
were heated to 1200 decr C under a controlled cras atmosnhere and 
extruded to 0.75 inches. The top and the botcom of the extrusion 
bars were analysed for secrrecration of mancranese and carbon. The 
difference in the content of alloyinq elements from the too 
to the bottom Wt=lS fnund t.o be less chan 0.02 wt. %. These last 
analyses were taken co show the composition of alloys which were 
used in the experiments. These are shown in t.able 1. Also the 
of some specimens was checked after che composition 
un i directional experiment.al work. Good acrreement was found for 
both elemencs. The bars were hot rolled to .375 inches diamecer. 
The section was furcher reduced by cold swacrinq co .25 inches 
diameter. The materials showed no tendency to crack or co produce 
any other defect. . althOUGh swaGinq t.he 0.8 % C steel was 
difficult because of the hiGh carbon content. 
Finally. che swaqed specime ns were cut into 100 mm lencrths and 
then the surface was around in a centerless crrind er to 5.5 mm 
diameter. -rhis nrocecillre heloed to remove all trRCes ot 
decarburization at the surface. These materials were used i n th e 
steady-stRee orowr.h anoar"r.11S. wh e re an alllrninR ube of 
dimensions 6 mm I.D. 10 mm 0.0. and 250 mm lenqth was filled with 
it. 
4.1.5 Specimen assembly 
The specimen crucible was an open ended recrystalliz e d al umina 
tube. One end of the tube was sealed with CC60 hiqh purity 
alumina cement. fjred 1'\t. 1.?-00 C for 1.2 hnl.lTS. Two of the 100 mm 
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long samples were loaded in~o ~he ~ube. A aroove was made 0.5 mm 
below the ~op of each tube co hold 60 mm lenqch of stainless 
steel wire around i~. This wire was sealed with Autostick cemenc 
to the tube. The specimen assembly was suspended by a copper wire 
connected to che stainless steel wire, so that the heat 
extraction from the top of the crucible was reduced, instead of 
using a stainless steel sleeve as in previous work. 
4.1.6 A typical run 
The specimen was lowered into the furnace and ~he top and 
bottom of the furnace were sealed by a copper plate and a 
polythene seal, respec~ively. The copper wire was inserced 
through a hole on the copper plate and was connected to a copper 
weight. The function of ~his copper weiqht was ~o keep the wire 
straight in order to avoid any possibility of a gap between the 
specimen drive unit and the furnace, so that the speed of the 
motor can be assumed equal to the velocity of the specimen. 
Initially, the bottom of the specimen crucible is located 20 mm 
below the hot zone. 
Before startinq to heat up the furnace, the high purity argon 
S 
qas was flushed into the system for about 20 min at 10 ft/h, so 
that oxygen in the furnace was removed. Then the power supply was 
switched on. The temperature was raised in four stages over two 
hours co reach around 1600 deq C. The power input at each stage 
was monitored from che qenerator and the final setting recorded, 
so that the furnace temperature could be calibrated. 
When the constan~ hot zone was maintained, the specimen 
assembly was allowed to move vertically downwards and upwards 
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twice. This was done for ~wo reasons: Firs~ly, ~o fill the 
specimen crucible comple~ely wi~h alloy and, secondly, co have a 
good concact be~ween the thermocouple sheath and the alloy, so 
that the possibility of gas bubble appearance in the specimen 
crucible would be avoided and the temperature gradient would be 
consisent at a given power setting. 
During the run, . S the flux of argon gas was reduced to 6 ft/h. 
This gas flux was kept constant throughout all the experimental 
work because it could chanqe the temperature gradient. Before che 
final run, the bottom of the crucible was kept at the beginning 
of the hot zone for 10 min. The motor speed was reset at che 
required rate and the specimen was driven down for about 120 mm. 
Then the copper wire was cut in order to release the specimen 
assembly. The polythene seal was broken and the specimen was 
quickly quenched into ice cooled brine, immediately followed by 
stirring the solution with a copper bar to increase the 
efficiency of heat extraction. The crucible was usually cracked 
and only a small amount of liquid metal flowed through the 
cracks. 
After this, che bottom of the furnace was closed and the gas 
flow rate was increased to protect the graphite susceptor from 
any more oxidation. The furnace was qradually cooled down for 
1 hour to reduce the thermal shock to the furnace tube. 
This procedure was repeated for all the specimens assuming 
that the specimens without the thermocouple cannot change 
the temperature qradient. 
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4.2 
4.2.1 
Sample exaainacion 
Sample preparation 
Having removed che specimen from the alumina tube , it was 
macro-etched with 5 and 10 % HCl to identify che dendrite cips 
and the interface . A mark was put 2 mm in front of the 
interface to slice off the directionally solidified material from 
the completely liquid zone. This bar was cut to 30 mm long pieces 
because the holder of the electron probe micro analyser and the 
bakelite mounting press can allow a maximum length of sample 
equal to 30 mm. Each piece was mounted in conductive bakelite. 
Then the specimens were coarse-polished about the depth of 3 mm 
and fine diamond polished up to 0.25 micron. After etching with 
4% picral, the interface and the fine dendritic structure were 
clearly revealed. 
When the microprobe analyses were completed on the 
longitudinal sections, the specimens were cut transversely by the 
Servomet spark machine at different distances behind the tips. 
These were mounted and the growth morphology of the primary 
dendrite arms was examined. 
Metallography 
In an attempt to reveal the microstructure, four reaqents we r e 
used. The macrostructure was examined by usinq the 10 and 5 % HCl 
acid to identify the interface. The dendrite arm morpholoqy a nd 
the peritectic structure were revealed by using the 4 % picra l 
and K.2Sps etch(151). 
It was found that instead of etching with K~ ~O. solution 
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direc~ly af~er pre-e~ching wi~h 4 % picral, we may e~ch wi~h 
picral con~aining only a few drops K2~O~ solu~ion which gives 
be~~er seqrega~ion con~ras~. The colour of e~ch depended on 
etching time, carbon and manqanese seareaa~ion and con~en~s. 
Although the same colour could no~ be obcained, the liquid could 
be iden~ified as brigh~ colour be~ween che dendri~es. 
The low carbon sceels, especially less chan 0.2 % C, showed 
some difficulties ~o etch, because the high diffusion in ~he 
delta ferrite reduced the segregation. Basically che same mechod 
was used to e~ch them with ttie highly concentrated K; ~o~ and 
picral solution. 
The etch depended on the efficiency of quenching, as well as 
on che highly segregated trace elements in che steel, such as 
phosphorus and sulfur. It may be nociced thac ~he sulfur and 
phosphorus conten~ of all che alloys were ten cimes less ~han ~he 
commercial limits. There was another difficulty in low carbon 
steels co ge~ high con~rast. And also it was ~he objecc co have 
almost MnS inclusion free steels . 
•. 2.3 Secondary ara spacing .easure.ent 
Two methods were used for measurement of secondary arms. In 
the firs~ cechnique, the microscope of the Vickers microhardness 
equipmenc was used to measure the secondary dendrice arms · as a 
function of discance from the solid-liquid interface. The stage 
is controlled by the - microme~ers and the magnification used was 
X 100, so chat ~he error was minimized. If chere was any error in 
the measuremen~s, ic arose from the sectioning of the specimen. 
Bu~ also this was overcome by measuring several dendrite arms in 
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Buc also chis was overcome ov measurinq s e ve rnl dendrir.e arms in 
che same reqion. 
The second mer.hod was r.har. nfc e r r.akinq r.he sequencial 
phocoqraphs of r.he l onair.udina l seccion , and nrinr.ina r.hem, che 
secondary arm spacinas were measured on r.he phor.oarachs. Bur. chis 
mechod was expensive in chotoaraphic macerials and slow and 
depended on che concrasr. of che phor.oqraphs. 
mechod was used. 
In some cases, this 
The secondary arms were analysed with microprobe as a function 
of discance. From chese analyses, che secondary arm size can be 
easily recoqnized due co seqreaation. These results were checked 
wich che ocher method. 
chese mechods. 
A good aqreemenc was seen between all 
4.2.4 Primary ara spacinq ~easureaenc 
The transverse sections were prepared mecRlloqrnohic a lly , 
phocographed and printed. As Schwerdtfeaer(46) describe d , t.wo 
differenr. crimary arm spaClnas ot ~he closp. pack ~ d arr a na eme n t 
were measured on che phor.oaraphs. One primary arm soar. i nq wa s t. h e 
perpendicular di~tanr.A b e tween rows of nljaned secondary arms nd 
che ocher one was alonq r.he rows( fiqure 22). At. l e ast'. 20 - 30 
spacinqs were measured to cr e sent the averaa e a rm sca c inq alo nq 
t.he rows. Buc che number of measuremencs becween t.h e r o ws was 
less chan chac alona che rows, because of the limited size of th e 
specimen. 
Several specimens were cut transversely as clos e as possibl e 
to the cips and ac different distances, b e hind th e tips. As sho wn 
in fiqures 32.35 . 36 , th e primarv arm sPRcino Rnd t h e s iz e nd 
H3 
location of grains in che specimens remained constanc during 
solidificacion. 'rhis may confirm chat steady scace conditions 
were very closely achieved during growth. Tertiary dendrite arms 
were noc observed even ac che beqinning of che solidification in 
the specimens. 
The primary arm spacinqs were usually measured in che 
interface region because the hiah concrasc between the solid and 
the liquid phases helped to idencify chern clearly. 
4.3 
4.3.1 
Electron probe microanalysis 
Specimen preparation 
Following metallographic examination of the specimen, regions 
were selected for microanalysis and marked by indentation with a 
micro-hardness cester. The specimens were repolished and analysed 
by electron probe microanalyser EPMA After scanning, 
specimens were re-ecched with 4 % picral and photographed, so 
that the actual probe scan crace was shown up, due to the surface 
film of carbon deposited by the beam. The corrected concentracion 
of manganese was compared wich the probe trace and concentracions 
were relaced to che dendritic morphology. 
Three different regions were selecced for analysis 
a Secondary dendrite arms were analysed at differenc distanc es 
behind the tips on the lonaitudinal sections, so that the change 
in Cmin and Cmax of manganese was obtained during growth and 
these results were compared with a secondary arm coarsening 
computer program. Usually, four secondary arms were analysed and 
the average of the minimum and maximum of manganese concentration 
were taken co represent the region. 
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b On ~he longi~udinal sec~ion, hiqhly segrega~ed spo~s were 
observed in ~he lasc solidificacion reqions. These poin~s were 
analysed. Bu~ i~ was a problem co focus ~he eleccron beam on che 
spot of maximum concencra~ion. In order co overcome chis problem, 
several scan analyses were made over che spo~ af~er 2-3 
microns intervals. The maximum of analysis was taken to represent 
the maximum manganese concentracion of the spot. 
c ) the manganese concencracion between primary arms was analysed 
along the long secondary arms on the transverse 
perpendicular co ~he qrowth direction on the 
seccion, after solidification had been completed. 
sections and 
longitudinal 
At the low 
carbon concencs, che analyses were carried out on che 
longi~udinal sec~ion, as well as on the transverse seecion, 
because che segreqacion between secondary arms disappeared. 
The analyses resulcs are shown in cables 5,6,7,8. 
4.3.2 Operating Condicions 
The ~ypieal condicions for analysis on the CAMBRIDGE MICROSCAN-5 
1nstrumen~ used in chis work were : 
Elemen~ 
Mn 
Fe 
Councer Crystal 
Sealed LiF 
Sealed LiF 
Standard Peak angle Back Ground Ang. 
elec.-Mn 62.56 +-2 
elec.-Fe 57.29 +-2 
Spec~rometer take-off angle was 75 deg. The low volcage anode 
was used wich acceleration voltage of 15 KV. Scan velocity was 
10 micron/min. The mylar window was in che ou~ posicion. The dead 
time correccion was 3.2 micron sec for che sealed counter. 
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There ar e two kinds of error. One comes from couneinq 
statistics. When the evpical count of 13500 110 sec) for a 
standard spe cimen and of 250 130 sec) for a speci~en ar e 
obtained I usina a counter voltaae of 1640 V to qet the 2 V puls e 
height analysis) then the standard deviation for manganese can be 
expressed as : 
N counts obtained in time t 
Taking the 95 % confidence limit, i.e. 2.~ , the corresponding 
error for anyone poine is + 0.02 %. The other error aris e s 
from ZAF correction procedure . As explained below, ie is beli e v e d 
that it was very small. 
4.3.3 Analysis procedure 
Electron probe microanalysis was employed for auan e i t a t ive 
deeerminaeion of conc entration . The followina aen e ral procedu re 
was used throuahout t his work. 
After vacuum was maintained in the system, th e b e am was e urn e d 
on and the acceleration voltaae was set to 15 KV. Th e e l ect r on 
beam was focussed on the Faraday caae. The spectromete r a nales 
were set for el e ctrolytic manqanese and iron s t andard speci me n s 
and the counter rate was maximized by the count e r supply vo l tage 
a nd the spe ctromeeer anal e . 
For lana analyses , the sPecimen curren t decr e as e d a radu a lly , so 
that the count rate could be dropped durina the anal ys is. In o rder to 
a void a chanae in the spe cimen current e ffectina ehe r e su lts, four 
standard measurements for peak and backaround we r e take n befor e 
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The councing incerval was sec ac 30 sec and the scan velocity 
was 10 micron/min, so chac each measuremenc presented the average 
concencration in a 5 micron distance along the scan. In the case 
of primary arm analysis, che cime interval was 10 sec, so chac 
after each two microns, one measurement was taken and this could 
provide that a very sharp peak of manganese 
decectable. 
segreqacion was 
A scan speed of 10 micron/min and a chart speed of 10 mm/min 
were used, so thac one mm on the chart corresponded co one micron 
on che specimen. 
After che electron beam was focussed on the microhardness 
indentacion at the low and high magnification with the back 
scattered electron image, the analysis was run through the center 
of secondary dendrite arms. 
4.3.4 Concentration determination 
x- ray intensity ratios were converted to weiqht percent of 
manganese by using the ZAF correction computer program, which is 
called Sheffield FRAME 3. This proqram was wricten by C. W. 
Haworch and J. Horsfield(152). After ZAF correction, it was found 
that there is very small effect of ZAF factor on the manqanese 
concentration, because 
and 26 respectively. 
fluorescence correction 
iron and manganese atomic numbers are 25 
The atomic number, absorPtion and 
effect of manganese on iron and vice 
versa are negligible at low concentrations of manganese, such as 
in the present work. (153) The typical calculated correction 
factors are as follows : 
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z- Line 
25 
25 
26 
26 
z- Absorber 
25 
26 
25 
26 
Mass Abs. Coeff. 
78.50 
88.72 
62.71 
70.88 
F 
0.9824 
0.9824 
0.9866 
0.9866 
After ZAF correction, the results were normalized co a hundred 
percentage. 
4.3.5 Concentration .ap 
Two specimens were selecced for analysis by CAMEBAX SX50 
computerized microprobe at the Bricish Steel Swinden Lab. The 
main advantaqe of this equipment is that it has five 
spectrometers, so that five differenc elemencs can be analysed 
simultaneously. But in the present work, only cwo of them were 
used for manganese and iron. In addicion, selected reqions could 
be examined and concentration of these reqions could be plotced 
as a colour map. Each colour represents a range of manganese 
concentration, so that the concentration can be related to the 
morphology. In the present work, the concentration resulcs of 
each specimen were plotted in two concentration ranqes as shown 
in figures 80,81. 
A LiF crystal and flow counter were used. The acceleration 
voltage was 15 KV and che probe current was 100 nA. 512 X 512 
pixels were counted for 100 m sec on each pixel which is tWO 
microns, so that an 1.024 X 1.024 mm. area was analysed for 8 
hours for each spacimen. The results were plotted as a colour 
concencracion map. 
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CHAPTER. 5 COMPUTER. HODELLING 
5.1 Introduction 
Althouqh several attempts have been done to predict the 
microsegregation for primary and secondary dendrite arms 
quantitatively(74,89,90,91,92,981, the starting point of numerical 
modelling for binary system was proposed by Brody and Flemings(74) 
which is the basic model for later modification. Kirkwood and 
Evans(100) extended this model to the constant heat extraction 
case and they assumed that there is an equilibrium at the solid 
Iliquid interface and the complete mixing of the solute in 
liquid. In addition to this, the diffusion coefficient was 
assumed to be constant durinq the freezinq. 
By using these assumptions, the rate of growth of the solid 
can be calculated from the equation below 
where 
df.' <'~-)f + 
--"" 
f: fraction of solid 
D: diffusion coefficient 
t: time 
1: half of arm spacing 
L: latent heat of solidification 
Co: initial composition 
)6: slope of liquidus 
~: cooling rate 
x : distance from the plate centre 
VJ 
5.1 
In this model, ~he moving boundary condition suggested by Crank(154) 
was used. 
This approach was later modified by Ogilvy and Kirkwood(112) 
for dendrite arm coarsening situation. Oqilvy and 
Kirkwood(99,57,113) extended it to multicomponent systems with and 
without coarseninq and containinq fast diffusion element cases 
under constant cooling rate. Finally, Howe (114,115) extended this 
model for constant heat extraction si~uation includinq the 
peritectic reaction. In these models, planar solidification is 
assumed. 
However, it is seen in this investigation and also in other 
works(101-104,155-158,73,47,46,44,39,28) that microsegregation is 
closely related to the detailed morphology of arms and the 
segregation between the primary arms may be higher than that of 
the secondaries, especially for dilute alloys. Under these 
circumstances, several primary arm models are proposed by 
applying the Ogilvy and Kirkwood model for different morphologies. 
Flemings et al. (73) and recently some Japanese authors 
(92,102-104 ) have noticed the siqnificant effect of morpholoqy 
on the segregation. They suggested analytical and numerical 
models of primary arm solidification for the binary syste m. 
However, they did not specify the primary arm spacing which they 
used. 
Basaran(112) has suggested a numerical calculation of back 
diffusion with dendrite coarsening, but the interface composition 
was computed with the modified form of Brody and Flemings' 
equation. In addition, the extra liquid volume at the composition 
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of ~he exis~ing liquid was added ~o ~he uni~ elemen~ a~ each ~ime 
s~ep in his assump~ion. This procedure canno~ conserve ~he solu~e 
in ~he elemen~. Recen~ly. Roosz e~ al. (116-119) proposed ~wo 
models: One for secondary arms coarseninq by applying ~he Ogilvy 
and Kirkwood mass balance sugqes~ion and ~he o~her without 
coarsening bu~ incomplete mixing in ~he liquid. However, ~hey 
used the semi- empirical coarsening equation ~o 
predict ~he secondary arm spacing, although the coarsening 
exponen~ and the initial arm spacing can vary from one alloy to 
another; for example, exponent n=0.22 for tool steels and n=O.S 
for carbon steels. The theory(60) predic~s that at the short time 
of solidifica~ion, ~here is a single relationship of the form 
'?> 
1A2. 0( *- i.~. "" = o. '3 '3 . Therefore, the theore~ical approach 
is still far from predic~ing ~he secondary arm spacing accurately 
and its use in the compu~er models is undesirable. detail of 
models in chap~er 2 
One point that should not be forgotten is that the rGZM effect 
is not taken into account in ~he coarsening models. It might have 
a significant influence at the high temperature qradient as 
observed in this project and other UDS work (57,47,44,156,159-161) 
and also in the cast ingots(162,163) and the continuous 
castino(164). By observing the secondary arms migration to 
dendrite tips under high temperature gradient during 
solidification, Allen and Hunt(64) suggested that this migration 
can cause melting of solid at the trailing edge of a secondary 
arm, where temperature is higher. By diluting the initial liquid, 
the new liquid resolidifies at a leading edge of secondary 
arms, where temperature is lower. This produces an asymmetric 
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microsegrega~ion profile called 'saw ~oo~h (de~ail in 
chapter-1 
Lalli (122) has proposed a numerical model for TGZM using 
Allen and Hun~'s assumption. 
5.2 Physical assu.ptioDs of the .adels 
The firs~ quan~ita~ive attempt ~o predic~ microsegrega~ion 
came from Gulliver(89) and Scheil(90) and i~ is known as ~he 
Scheil equation. I~ is assumed ~hat there is complete mixing in 
the liquid and ~he diffusion in ~he solid during solidification 
is neglected. Also, local thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained 
at ~he moving in~erface, described bv a constant equilibrium 
partition coefficien~. No undercooling is allowed for. 
With the introduction of microprobe analysis, it was seen ~hat 
the minimum concentration rises during freezing. Brody and 
Flemings (74 ) proposed an analytical equation which included ~he 
solid-state back diffusion during solidification. The other 
assump~ions of the Scheil equation were kep~ the same. 
I~ is known ~hat the solidification is a dynamic process. 
Durinq the freezing of me~als, many parame~ers can change. The 
secondary arms coarsen, the difiusion decreases with ~emperature 
and the equilibrium coefficient can vary with composition. 
Therefore as Brody and Flemings sugges~ed over twen~y years aqo, 
all these parame~ers can easily be chanqed by usinq ~he numerical 
techniques for partial differen~ial equa~ions. Also ~his 
technique allow us ~o modify the plate-like dendritic morpholoqy 
to cylindrical and o~her morphological cases. 
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In ehis seudy, ehe pareial differeneial form of Brody and 
Flemings's equa~ion is used for ehe primary arm spacinq model 
wiehoue varying ~heir assump~ions and by applying che moving 
boundary condieion. 
Ogilvy-Kirkwood(113) modified ~he Brody-Fleminqs's equation for 
ehe secondary arm coarsening case by going one seep forward: They 
suqqeseed thae che secondary dendrice arm coarsens during 
solidification by ripening, so ehae che liquid composicion is 
dilueed by the remelcing of this initial solid. This new mass 
balance is obeained by adding ehe term dL/dt*(CI-Co) to ehe 
element. This dilution is responsible for a reduction in 
microsegregaeion. The other advantage of this model is that ie 
considers the true back diffusion distance between secondary 
dendriee arms. Initially, the secondary arms are small and 
eemperaeure is high; therefore, back diffusion discance is short 
and diffusion process is high. This reduces che microseqregaeion 
in addition to ehe ripening of secondary arms. This mechanism 
qradually becomes less effective wich coarseninq and temperaeure 
ae the later seage of solidificaeion. However, ehe model ignores 
the TGZM effece. This is ehe model used for microseqreqa t i on 
between the secondary arms in this projece. 
In che models, as Ogilvy(57) sugqeseed, constant coolinq raee is 
assumed for UDS experimenes, whereas ehe constane heae exeraction 
qives beteer agreemene for ehe praceical cast situation. 
In addition eo these, a temperaeure dependent diffusion(165) 
and 
used 
conseant par~ieion coefficients for manganese and carbon ar e 
in the calculation. (102) In the literaeure, a very small 
carbon effece on the manganese partition coefficiene is 
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repor~ed. (82,81) 
5.3 Morphological assump~ions of the aodels 
Two of ~he biggest problems in predic~inq che microsegregacion 
closely are ~he morphology of dendri~e arms and the crue 
represen~a~ive back diffusion distance. By considering these 
effec~s, five microsegrega~ion models are proposed. One of chose 
models is for secondary dendrite arms wi~h coarsening. whereas 
the others are for primary dendri~e arms with the different 
morphology. 
In ~he secondary dendrice arm model, ic is assumed that the 
secondary dendri~e arms are place-like. This is an acceptable 
morphological assumption for carbon s~eels. because tertiary 
dendrice arms are not observed. as shown in ~his s~udy. In the 
model, the unit elemen~ is ~aken to be between ~he centre line of 
a solid arm and the cencre line of ~he liquid separating it from 
the adjacen~ arm. Apar~ from ~his model. tertiary dendri~e arms 
are repor~ed for highly alloyed steels. such as s~ainless steel. 
Hadfield steel(47), Fe-As-Cr alloys(79) and for Al-Cu alloys(156.69). 
In ~he primary arm models. four dendritic morpholoQies are 
considered. 
1 Cylindrical cellular primary arm model 
2 Planar primary arm model 
3 Cylindrical primary arm model 
4 Concave solidifica~ion model ( for spot seQrega~ion 
The cylindrical cellular primary arm model is developed for 
low carbon s~eels (less than 0.2 % C ) at low grow~h rates 
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( 1.5 mm/min and less). Under chese condicions, che secondary 
dendrite arms are poorly-developed and lacer disappear as a result 
of high back-diffusion in the delta iron, as shown in figure 21. 
These primary dendrice arms wichouc secondaries are considered 
cylindrical. Then, half of the primary arm spacing is taken to be 
equal to the radius of cylinder as a unit elemenc. T.Matsumiya et 
al. (104) observed the same morphology under similar condicions 
for low carbon steels. They considered che primary arm as a 
hexagonal prism, inscead of a cylinder. It is believed that these 
different models produce similar results. However, when these 
models are applied co che hiqh coolinq races, the prediccion of 
these models for maximum and minimum concencration of manqanese 
is far from the experimencal results. This difference arises from 
the unjustified assumption of dendrite morphology. In fact, the 
structure becomes well-developed dendritic when the growth rate 
or cooling rate) increases. 
Under these circumstances, planar and cylindrical primary 
dendrite arm models are proposed by considering the shortest 
diffusion path in che structure. In the close packed arrangement 
of primary arms, long and short, two kinds of secondary arms 
are observed, as shown figures 22. Mainly, the seqregation took 
place between the lonq secondary arms. These long secondary arms 
are assumed cylindrical in the cylindrical model and planar in the 
planar model. The unit element is taken to be between the centre 
line of the lonq secondary arms and the edge of the secondary 
arms. This unit distance can be expressed as a L =~1/4 for both 
cases due to the symmetry, as it is schematically shown in 
fioure 22. 
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On ~he lonqi~udinal sec~ion, hiahlv searega~ed SPOtS are 
observed in ~he las~ solidification reaions. These reaions are 
between primary arms surrounded by three or four secondary arms, 
as shown schematically in fiaure 22. In the model, the unit area 
is ~aken by mul tiplyinq half of the primary arm spacina (~ .. ) 
~imes ~he secondary dendrite arm spacina(A~). When this square 
area is assumed to be equal to ~he area of cross-seCtion 
cylinder, ~he radius of ~his cylinder may represent the cell 
distance. The solidification s~arts from the edge of the cylinder 
and finishes a~ i~s cen~re, so that all the liquid is 
concentra~ed at a poin~, instead of spreading between secondary 
and primary dendrite arms. The model apparently over-predicts 
~he maximum concen~ration of manganese. Modifying the morphology 
and using ~he two or three-dimensional back-diffusion models are 
needed ~o overcome this simplicity. 
In the models, the back diffusion could be easily calculated 
between ~he solid/liquid in~erface and the centre of the 
dendrite. This back diffusion distance increases from zero to the 
to~al elemen~ leng~h durina solidification. 
5.4 Compueer modelling of priaary arms 
5.4.1 Basic model for binary sysee. 
The par~ial differen~ial form of Brody - Flemings's equation 
can be rewritten as shown in figure-23 
+ 
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<. Yo-V, )~I.. 
eft.. 5.2 
where Vi volume of solid 
Vo ini~ial volume 
Ai diffusion area of liquid/solid in~erface 
I~ is known tha~ 
Then using this relationship, equa~ion ( 5.2 ) becomes 
-=..t. < V V) del 
l> <. V~) + ___ 2=_~_ - ~K -ax x ~ A~ vv 5.3 
and 
5.4 
M depends on the shape and solidifica~ion direction. In ~he case 
ot convex solidifica~ion 
tor planar M - (L-X~) 5.5 
for cylindrical M := ( L2 - x~ ) ------------ - 5.6 
tor spherical 5.7 
and in the case of concave solidification 
for planar M = <'L-X~) 5.8 
for cylindrical <.L - Xt) 11 = ----2----- 5.9 
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for spherical ~j = (L - Xc .> 
----:;------ 5.10 
where L half of dendrite spacing 
Xi solidified distance 
If cooling rate ( W ) and che liquidus slope (J3 ) are assumed 
constant, then 
OCt W = (3 -d(.-- 5.11 
where 
and 
thus for planar solidification 
dXi. + 
= 
5.12 
Ct(l-kO) 
Ie can be applied for any case by changing the value of M 
Equation (5.12) concrols che movement of the incerface and 
the new liquid composition can easily be calculated from (5.11) by 
knowing the time interval. The equilibrium is maincained at the 
interface and no undercoolinq is allowed for. 
Crank(166) applied che Laqranqian interpolacion formula for the 
moving boundary of the second Fick's equation. By using these 
numerical equations, the arranqement of node poincs at the 
interface position can be defined by rand p, where 1 < p < 2 so 
that (figure 24 ) 
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where node spacina 
f frac~ion of solid 
The composi~ion gradient at che incerface becomes 
de (-:---) dX x. 
where 
p + 1. 
---p--- Cr-l 
Cj solute concen~ration at node j 
ex solute concentration a~ in~erface 
Back diffusion(167) 
+ 5.13 
In the case of planar diffusion. the second Fick equacion is 
de d 2 C 
~ = a x· 
5.14 
and it can be approxima~ed by using the Taylor's expans ion 
cheorem 
C~ = Cr + -~:f~:)2 {Cr+l - 2 C r + Cr - l } 
. 2n 
for 1 < r < r-2 
Where C' 
.J is updated solute concen~ration a~ node j 
When r=O, Equation (5.15) becomes 
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5.15 
r=O Co = Co + { t: 1 - C o } 5.16 
Due ~o the surface boundary conditions. the equation ( 5.15 
becomes 
r=n c~ = Cn 5.17 
For radial diffusion. the second equation of Fick 
5.18 
in ~he fini~e approxima~ion form 
for 1 < r < r-2 
c~ = Cr + _!LQ~ _____ {<. 21' +l)Cr-l - 41' Cr + <.21'-1) Cr - l } 
<.21' ><.. _~~_ > 2 5.19 
for r=O in ~he center 
= Co + { (;1 - Co } 5.20 
for r=n at the surface 
= t':n { Cn - l - en } 
5 . 21 
and Cr-1 concentra~ion for any case 
C~ - t = C~ - 2 5. 22 
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and che chree poine laqrangian incerpolacion formula for Cr 
5.23 
The new solid ineerface concencration Cx is calculated from che 
new liquid ac each scaqe usinq ehe equilibrium pareieion 
coefficiene. 
To keep the sysr.em scable. ic should be 
5.24 
In the compucer programs , we choose it 1/4 in order to ensure 
that the back diffusion calculations remain stable in the cencre. 
In addieion, the number of divisions is chosen as n=lOO or 200 in 
order to obeain the small node spacing, and therefore, to 
maintain ehe mass balance in the system as close as possible to 
100 percent. 
Ae the beginning of ehe proqram, the firse three nodes muse be 
calculated wich the Scheil equation. in order to proceed to the 
finice difference calculation. For fase diffusion elements. the 
lever rule is used. 
5.4.2 Basic model for fast diffusion ele.ent 
By using Ogilvy and Kirkwood' sugqes~ion for a fasc diffusion 
elemenc, ie is assumed that the system is at equilibrium with 
compleee mixing in solid and liquid. Then equacion(S.2) can be 
rewritten 
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. ,. 
and therefore 
( 'L <.1-k6 ) t.!Y' ':.. 
" a l. 
+ \' V (..Ie l <. ' 0 - t .> - Oi. --
{' v u + V t <. k.Lu _ l '> ,'} , ':!l~ ~ (;I'~ 
This can be used in the Fe- C system for carbon. 
5.25 
5.26 
5.4.3 Ternary system containing fast diffusion solute ele.ent 
In order to solve the microseqreqation problem in steels , both 
these sys~ems should be combined to determine the movemen~ of 
interface, by assuminq there is no interaction between elemen t s , 
therefore 
,.'11 + (V O-Vt)g'gl tfl~ 
(All 
+ (Vo- V t ) de -
5. 27 
5. 2 8 
If the cooling rate and the liquidus slope are assumed t o be 
constant, then 
5 . 29 
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where 
{J1. = 2'1: 
<.Jel. 1~2 
If we multiply equa~ion ( 5.27 ) by )31 and multiply equation (5.28) 
by ;B~ and then add them ~o eliminate dC/dt , we get, 
as 
dV, <. -- - ) d't- 1 
dV,-
5.30 
= 
dt. 
where Z = ___ 1_=_t _______ _ 
<'1- (l-kO)f) 
f' t'ract..ion of SOll_d 
Inicially dCl and che time interval are known and therefore the 
movement of interface can be calculated from equation. (5.30) By 
knowing ~his movement, the increase of the liquid concencration 
for each elemen~ can be obtained from equation (5.27) and (5.28). 
By adding chis ~o the ini~ial liquid, the new liquid concentration 
and the new solid concencration can easily be calculated by usin9 
the equilibrium coefficient. 
The main equa~ion (5.30) may change for each shape and cas e of 
solidificacion. 
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planar model: 
= 5.31 
convex cylindrical model 
= 
5.32 
concave cylindrical model : 
dX 
= 
5.33 
The back diffusion calcula~ion is only needed for 
substieu~ional elements, because fase diffusing elements assumed 
to be completely mixed in bo~h phases. 
5.5 
5.5.1 
Computer modelling of secondary arms 
Planar coarseninq model for binary sysee. 
In ~his model, i~ is assumed that the secondary arm spaci ng 
increases by increasing the length of the mele pool at ehe same 
time, with remeltinq other side arms somewhere in the syste m. By 
taking the centre of solid to ehe cen~re of liquid as th e e l e me n t 
spacing, the mass balance can be written similarly to the Brody-
Flemings equation with adding extra volume to liquid wi th 
original concentraeion, Co. This assumption is required to c on se rv e 
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solu~e in ~he sys~em. 'fherefore ~he mass balance is (figure 25) 
Area a = Area b + Area c + Area d 
. k a X c -_ IJ (f.A:]) l. l (l- 0)---
<11.. cJt. . X L + < l ' (' - ) 0 6, :.t. / ~ . , L - A I . - oT.-- 5.34 
It is well known that the secondary arm coarseninq can be 
presented by this equation 
Where 
then 
dA.2 
(jt. 
n coarseninq exponent 
K experimentally found constan~ 
o r 
n 
-:z-
5.35 
5.36 
By using the constant cooling rate and liquidus slope, as assume d 
before, the movemen~ of interface is 
tJXl 
-- = 
5.37 
dt. Cl<'l-ko) 
This model increases the back diffusion, initially choosing th 
small arm spacinq and allowing it to thicken durina th e 
freezing. The extra ~erm, by diluting the liquid, d e creas s t h e 
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segrega~ion. 'fhe seqrega~ion does no~ vary practically with 
solidifica~ion ~ime or cooling rate. 
5.5.2 Planar coarsening model containing a fast diffusion 
solute element for ternary syste. 
In the case of fast diffusion solute element such as carbon in 
steel, the in~erface equation can be written 
C 1 dXi. 1 dCl Ltl-ko )dt - = k o Xc 2t£ - 5.38 
and for substitutional solute elemen~ 
5.39 
By multiplying two equations by )31 respectively 
and by adding them to eliminate dC/dt, we get 
w ~2 X { ., C" ) + /' 2'Ul _ c' o >} c.j:~Z,(~ + "( :2 - c ) + /h (CL - 0 >, u v 5.40 
Then the precedure is ~he same as in the primary models. 
The compu~er proqrams are given in appendix-1. Th e r e sults 
are compared with the experimental resul~s and discussed in the 
nex~ two chap~ers. 
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
6.1 Tempera~ure gradien~ measure.en~s 
Having obcained a constant temperacure in the furnace, a dummy 
assembly was moved down and the chermal history was plotced on 
the servoscribe wich 2 mV full scale deflection, using backinQ 
off facilities. A discontinuicy of che slope of the curve showed 
the thermal arrest. The average temperature gradients were 
calculated in the liquid region ahead of che solid-liquid 
interface (Gl), in che liquid + solid region ( Gl+s ) and in 
the solid Gs ). It was assumed thac chese condicions were 
always achieved in all specimens without a thermocouple. 
Therefore che gradients could not be precisely determined in each 
specimen. 
The 0.8 % C specimens were used to decermine the cemperature 
gradients under different traverse speeds and induction coil 
designs. This alloy has che largest solidificacion ranQe in the 
experimental alloy series: therefore the phase transformation can 
be easily recognized. A 0.1 % C alloy was used to chec k th 
effect of carbon content on the temperature gradients. It is 
found that che carbon composition changes did not show a larQe 
influence on the temperature gradients. It is interesti ng chat 
undercooling was observed below che peritectic temper atur e under 
all traverse speeds in one 0.1 % C specimen. In ch e literatur , 
this has been seen at low carbon steels in cast inqots(157.16S). 
but not in the unidirectional experiments. However, wh n t h is 
experiment was repeated with anocher 0.1 % C specimen, this 
undercooling could not be seen. Probably, in the pr viou s 
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specimen, ~here were some gas gaps which the liquid metal filled 
at the later stage because of high gas pressure. This could cause 
an increase of the ~empera~ure around ~he tip of ~he 
thermocouple. 
The three differen~ induction coils were used to obtain the 
various ~empera~ure gradients. The recorded power inpu~s were 
calibrated as series-I, 1.9 KW, series-2, 2.2 KW and series-3, 
2.4 KW. Each of the three series of experimentals was carried OUt 
over a short period of time without changing the construction of 
the furnace to minimize changes in the system from the burning of 
the graphite susceptor. 
The calculated temperature gradients and cooling rates are 
shown on table 2 for each series and speeds. When the traverse 
speed (growth rate) is increased in a series, the temperature 
gradients is reduced. 
6.~ Metallography and morphology of dendrite aras 
A Kj ~OS- Picral colour etch was mostly used to reveal th e 
microstructure since it is very sensitive to composition. Th e 
morphology of primary and secondary arms was studied both on the 
longitudinal and the transverse sections. 
The 0.8 % C sample, qrown at the lowest qrowth rate (1.5 mm/min) 
with a temperature gradient of 8.4 ~/mm in liquid, is shown 
in figure 26. 
solidified as 
The quenching was so efficient, that liquid 
dendritic up to 3 mm behind the dendrit e tips 
between the primary arms and the microsegregation remained. At 
the beginning of solidification, manganese and highly segregat d 
carbon caused blueish and reddish colour difference. This colour 
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contras~ increased as a resul~ of segrega~ion a~ ~he end of 
solidifica~ion and ~he briqh~ blue indica~ed highly segrega~ed 
liquid be~ween ~he primary arms. This structure can be explained 
as a resul~ of coalescence, as Young(42) observed the same 
struc~ure on AI-Cu alloys. Moving away from the ~ips into the 
solid, the secondary arm spacing increased by the process of 
coarsening. During solidification the secondary arms thickened 
and rejected the concentrated liquid into spacing between the 
primary arms, simultaneously. The secondary arm tips even~ually 
~ouched and coalesced, leaving a highly segregated liquid. This 
liquid shrank and spheroidised with further cooling(figure 27). As 
a result of ~he coalescence process, secondary arms joined each 
o~her and comple~ely disappeared a~ the end of solidification. 
This solidifica~ion mechanism was always found a~ all the lowest 
growth rates for all carbon conten~s and all ~emperature 
gradien~s. 
The coalescence process was observed also at the higher growth 
rates but as a result of high cooling rate, the secondary arms 
did not entirely disappear at the end of solidification for all 
carbon contents, except 0.1 % C. The longitudinal sections of 
0.8 % C, grown at the rate of 6 mm/min and 15 mm/min, are shown 
in figures 28 and 29, respectively. In these microphotographs, th 
bright colours indicated highly segregated liquid betwe n th 
primary arms as a result of rejected liquid. 
In ~he case of 0.1 % C, the same coalescence process was s n. 
A typical 
temperature 
example of 0.1 % C, grown at 6 mm/min with 8 
gradient of 7.2 ~/mm in liquid, is shown in figure s 30 
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and 6 ar. d1ffer e nr. m ~ani ri c~~ions. Hi~hly searea~~ e d l1quid 
remained between r.he primary arms. As observe d in ~he 0. 8 % C 
specimen, ~he liquid be~ween the primarv arms surrounded by 
secondaries tended ~o spheroidise. These reqions appear e d as 
yellow Spots in fiqure 31. The secondary arms disappeared 
completely at the end of solidification, even at the hiah growth 
rates , due to the hiqh back diffusion in the delta ferrite and to 
the poorly developed secondaries. 
It is generally found that the process of coalescence is so 
effective in removinq r.he inr.erd e ndritic liquid reqions be twee n 
the secondary dendrtt e arms . tha t reliab l e estima t es o f t h e fi nal 
spacinq were mi'lde more diffic1Jl r . , 
content. 
e specially a t th e l ow ca rbon 
After the secondary arm morpholoqy and spacinq had b ee n 
studied and measured on the lonqitudin~l sections , t h ese 
specimens were cut in order to investiqar.e the t r a nsve r se s e ction 
of the primary arms. Some spe cimens wer e chosen t o b e c u t at 
different dis~ances from ~he dendrit e t ips, in ord e r to o b s e r v e 
the developmen~ of secondaries from th e primary arm mo r ph o l ogy 
during solidifica ~ ion. 
Mainly two differ e nt morpholoqi e s we r e obs e rved : 
a ) planar flanqes (pf ) -with a cross s e c t ion in t h e form of plu sian 
b circular flanqes(cf)-with a cross s ect i o n i n t h e fo r m of 
four-leaved clover 
Typical Rxamol e s of ~he apnroxima~el y c i rc u l a r l y d v l o p a d 
flanges ar e shown in fiqur e 32 for D.R % C qrown a t 1 . 5 mm / m n 
various distances from th e dendr i~ e ~i p s a n d i n fi qu r e s n 
for 0 .1 % C and 0 .2 % C qrown at 1 . 5 mm/mi n . r . p ecti v e ly . 
11 0 
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As 
seen in fiqure 3 2 . ar. r.he beainnina of solidifica~ion . s e condary 
arms grow from ~he primary sr.alks initially in r.he form of 
approxima~ely circular flanaes (fiqure 32-a-b). Durina ~he cours e 
of solidification. se c ondary arms star~ed to coarsen and be came 
more circular(fiqures 32-c-d ). As dendri~es collide with each 
other. ther e will be no more arowth as indicated in fiqure 3 2- e . 
However , solute rich liquid still rem~ins be~ween the pr imary 
arms surrounded by secondaries. Finally . thes e reaions sol id ify. 
leaving randomly dis~ributed hiah searea~tion ooinr.s b e twe e n t h e 
primary arms. This moroholoay was seen ~t t h e lowe s ~ arow t h 
rate(1.5 mm / minl for a l l conditions and carbon cont e n r. s(fiaures 
32.33 and 34). 
At the hiqh growth rates. the dendrite morpholoav s e ems ~o be 
different from the lowest growth rates. Typical e xampl e s a r e 
shown in fiqures 35 and 36 for 0.8 % C grown ar. 6 mm / mi n a nd 
15 mm/min. resoectively. As seen in these figures, t h e s e co nda ry 
arms develop a s planar flanaes. This may ca u s e a more 
uniformly distribur.ed seqreqa r. ion par.tern at r.h e e nd o f 
solidification: 
modelling. 
t herefore it: requir e s di ff e r e nr c ompu te r 
One r.h i nq t ha t ho t h morpholoa iB s have i n commo n , 1S e h r. he 
hiqhest possible sear e aati o n will te nd t o tak e p lac 
interdendritic zone be~we en t he prima ry a r ms. 
1n eh 
It may be noticed in fiaures 32 to 36 that ma ny pr i mar y rm 
grow mainly in the so-call e d ' cl os e -oacke d' ar ra nq me n t ( i n te r l o c k i n Q) 
Jacobi and Schwerdtfeqer(46 ) defined ~wo . e v e n i n some c ses 
thr e e, prima ry arm spac i nns i n th e cl nse pa c ke d s t r u c u r . . I n 
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fac~. i-he chird was a sliahcly differenc ori e ncacion of 
che second primary arm spac i na. That is whv . in this st udv . t WO 
primarv arm spacinas are lIsually ci e fined and mer.lsur e d(fiau r e 22 ). 
I~ is also found i-hat i-he secondarv arm lenath alona th e array 
direction is shorr.er than r.he secondarv arm lenath which grow 
normal to the arraY direction(fiaurR 37 ). The same morpholoay wa s 
observed by Jacobi and SchwerdtfRaer(46) in carhon ste e ls. 
Higher order arms. such as certiary dendrites or cells. were 
no~ observed even at the beqinning of solidificacion as some 
investigators have recorded in similar alloy syscems ( 44 . 46). The 
figures 32.35 and 36 are also proof thac primary arm spacings do 
not change wi t h discance during solidification. 
It is generally found that the morpholoqy of the primary a rms 
changed with d e creasinq carbon coni-enc . so that t h e prima ry 
dendrite core became more pronounced and t he s e condary a rm s 
became less well developed. 
6.2.1 Periteccic cransfor.acion 
The perit e ctic reaction has not been inv e stiqa ted 1 n d e tail i n 
carbon steel . owinCT r.n t he diffir.lI lty i n r e r.a:i n i na h e 
solidificacion scructure bv rap :i.d quenchina . d ll e t o the h iah 
diffusivii-Y ot carbon. Howe v e r . som e e v idenc e of 
transformation we re observed in i-his study . a l t h o u a h th e 
f e rrite was not see n directlY in the micros t ructur e . 
t h is 
It 
A 0.1 % C specimen. qrown at the rate of 6 mm/m i n with 8 
temperature aradient of 7.2 C/ mm, was cut a t v a r i ou s dist n c 5 
from the dendrite tips and these transvers e s e c tion s we r e col o u r -
etched as s e en i. n fiaur e 38. At approximat e l y 14 95 C . t h 
specimen was in th e I j auid + de l t a r e qion ( f i au re 38 - a ). Wh n h e 
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cemperacure dropped Co around 1440 C, che specimen complecely 
solidified, bue ic was seill in che delta ierrite-auscenice 
region(figure 38-b). Then the delta ferrice eransformed co 
auscenice with furcher cooling(figure 38-c). 
Ic is believed chac when chis specimen was quenched quickly 
enough, both phases produced differenc marcensitic scruccures due 
to the difference of carbon solubilicy becween ehe delta ferrite 
and auscenite. It can be seen from fiqure 38 that carbon tended 
to diffuse inco che centre of che primary arms which initially 
solidified as delta ferrice. This could cause an oriencaeion of 
marcensice such chae che needles poine into the centre of 
primary arms(figure 38-b). The similar delta ferrite-auscenite 
phase cransformacion can be seen in figures 33 and 34. The whic e 
regions in che centre of the primary arms indicaced the de lta 
ferrice, whereas the colour regions indicated the austenite. 
As a consequence of chis metallographic evidence, it can be 
suggesced that the pericectic reaccion was iniciated by th e 
nucleation of the austenice on initially solidified delta ferrite 
dendrites. Then chis austenice grew around delta ferrit e and 
isolated it from contacc with ehe liquid. The thickening race ot 
austenice could be controlled by the diffusion of carbon through 
che Cwo-phase boundary in che manqanese steels. 
6.2.2 Primary arm spacing 
Two different primary arm spacings were measur e d on ch 
cransverse seccions of the specimens in the liquid-solid r gion 
which had been colour-ecched. These are presented in table 3. 
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In figure 39, che primary arm spacings are plocced aqainsc che 
cemperacure gradienc in liquid (GEl 0(\ loq-log scale for 
differenc growch races and carbon contents. It is clear that the 
primary arm spacing decreased wich increasing the cemperature 
gradient in liquid and with increasing che growth race. 
These daca were used to obtain the exponent and the cons cant 
of equation 6.1 which defines the primary arm spacing as a 
function of the growth rate (V) and the temperature gradient i n 
liquid(Gl) . 
6.1 
Where A, m, n are constants 
In some cases, chere are only two data points wh i ch c a nnot 
allow good accuracy. For this reason, the calculacion has be e n 
done only where three data points are available. It is gene r a lly 
found that n is 0 . 5+-0.1. 
It was difficult to obtain che same tempe racure qr adi e n c at 
different qrowch ra~es; therefore che daca were tak e n f rom th e 
straighc lines in figure 39-d . These daca are plotte d agai nst 
growth race at the temperature gradient of 5.5 °C/mm a nd 8 ·C/ mm 
in figure 40. Some data near these temperature g radi e n ts we r e 
also included in this figure . m is easily calculated from fig ure 
40 and found 0.40+-0.1. 
These values are not far from the theoret i c a l pr e d i c ti ons ot 
the growth rate exponent, m~1/4, and the t e mpe r atu re gradi n t 
exponent, n~1/2. Jacobi and Schwerdtfeger (46) r e por t ed t h s 
exponents for manganese steels as the same as the t h ore tic 1 
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prediccion. 
The presenc experimencal resulcs and chose available in 
licerature are plocted as a function of G~ V~ to compare 
che 
wich 
five current models for primary arm spacing in Fe-C binary 
alloys. As shown in figure 41, a very good correlation is found 
among four low alloyed carbon steels(43,44,46,48) and the present 
work. It can be seen that the prediction of the Hunt equacion(36) 
underescimates the true values , whereas Kurz-Fisher equation(31) 
Laxmanan's minimum undercooling and stability equation(32,33,27) 
and the Trivedi equation(28) seriously overestimate ic. However, 
Hunt's equation fits at the high cooling races. One point thac 
should be remembered is that all these data were compared in the 
case of 0.8 % C, althouah the carbon content of two specimens is 
higher than 0.8 % C; the other two are lower and all these 
theoretical approaches are strictly valid only for binary alloys. 
The present data are also plotced against carbon content and 
as a function of temperature gradient in the liquid for each 
growth rate as shown in figure 42. It is seen that primary arm 
spacing is increased with carbon content. But this tendency is 
not very obvious at the high temperature gradients. 
When the present data are compared with Hunt's equation tor 
~ ~ the 0.1 % C and 0.8 % C cases as a function of G V in fiqure 43, 
it is found that the carbon effect on the primary arm spacing is 
not as much as estimated from the equation. 
6.2.3 Secondary arm spacing 
The secondary arm spacing was measured on the lonaitudinal 
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sec~ion of specimens. Each poin~ was calculated by averaging over 
6-10 consecu~ive side arms and then the dis~ance from the 
dendrite tips was converted to solidification time. 
At low carbon contents, side arms could not be measured very 
effectively because high diffusion, low solidification range and 
high coarsening rates produced difficulties in obtaining values 
with accuracy. 
These values are plotted aaainst the solidification time on a 
log-log scale in figures 44 to 53 for each carbon content and 
each power input series. Using the least square method, the 
constants of the coarseninq equation were calculated for each 
specimen , althouqh this technique needs a larqe number of values 
to obtain a good relationship. The calculated constants of 
coarsening equation are shown in table 4. It can be seen that 
there is a good agreement between the literature and the present 
results which are changed in the range of n=0.35 to 0.55. If we 
ignore extreme cases, most of the data are between 0.40 and 0.50. 
Jacobi(168) reported the same kind of variation in similar alloys. 
This coarsening rate may be the highest one in all known me tallic 
alloy groups: for example, by comparison, for tool stee l 
n=0.24(57) and for Al-eu alloys n=0.32(42). 
Generally, it is found that the pre-exponential second a ry arm 
spacing constant ( A ) in equation increases with 
decreasing carbon content and with decreasing t e mp e ratur e 
gradient in the liquid. The secondary arm spacings ar e r e duc e d 
with increasing cooling rates. 
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6.3 Hicrosegrega~ion resul~s 
In the at~emp~ ~o follow ~he process of manqanese seqrega~ion 
during solidifica~ion. specimens were sectioned lonqitudinally 
and transversely at different dis~ances behind ~he dendrit e tips. 
The dis~ribu~ion of manganese was analysed systematically betwee n 
the secondary arms and be~ween the primary arms. Fiqure 54 shows 
typical chosen analysed lines at differen~ distances, behind the 
dendrite tips on the longitudinal section. 
Specimens were analysed by electron microprobe. Within the 
accuracy of microprobe measurements, results are presented in 
table 5 for 0.1 % C, table 6 for 0.2 % C, table 7 for 0.4 % C and 
table 8 for 0.8 % C. In these tables, the minimum(Cmin) and 
maximum (Cmax) of the manganese concentrations are shown for the 
primary and the secondary arms separately, as a function of 
dis~ance behind the dendrite tips. 
6.3.1 Hicrosegrega~ion of .an~anese between secondary ar.a 
6.3.1.1 Chanqe in Cmin durinq gr~b and 
~he effec~ of carbon content 
The changes in Cmin during qrowth are plotted in fiQur 55 a 
63 as a function of temperature below the liquidus for c h 
carbon content. 
Although poorly developed side arms wer e rar ly m as ur d nd 
analysed for 0.1 % C, it can be seen from figure 55 th t b c k 
diffusion is very fast, because of hiqh dittu ion in d 1 
ferrite. The initial composition at around 5 C below th liQuidu 
is about 1.35 % Mn and this rises to 1.55 % Mn n r t h n o 
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solidificaeion, where ehe side arms disappear. Alehouqh th e 
clear effece of qroweh race cannoe be seen, chere is a cendency 
in ehe figure co increase Cmin by decreasing che growth rate. 
The 0.2 % C alloy solidifies parely as delea ferrite. As shown 
in figure 56, the same hiqh back diffusion in delta ferrite up to 
the peritectic temperaeure(around 20 C below the liquidus) is 
observed; then the increase in Cmin becomes marginal because of 
austenite formation. Cmin tends to be in the ranqe of 1.41 to 
1.44 % Mn at the end of solidification at the high growth rates. 
However, ae che lowest growth rate, Cmin continuously ris es up to 
around 1.50 % Mn. 
Cmin are ploteed as a funceion of eemperature be low the 
liquidus for different temperature gradients in figur es 57 a nd 
58, in order co see the effect of temperature qradient on Cmin at 
the growth rates of 6 mm/min and 30 mm/min. It is found t hat t h 
temperature gradient effect on Cmin at the end of solid ification 
is small at the rate of 30 mm/min, but this effect at th growth 
rate of 6 mm/min shows a larqe variation in Cmin. Howe v r, Cmi n 
tends to rise up to 1.42 % Mn. 
At about 0.40 % C, the 1.6 % Mn steel solidif ies as a ust n it 
Therefore Cmin of 0.8 % C and 0.4 % C alloys b e h v s i n 
completely different manner to the other two alloys. It c n b 
seen from fiqures 59 and 60 that the initi al compo ition i 
around 1.25 % Mo and then it tends to increase UP to 1.3 2 . Th 
increase in Cmin was also observed in 1 % C- 1 . 4 % Cr - F 
by Rickinson(44) in primary cores. However , aoain t h 
growth rate behaves completely diff e rent to the h iQ h r 
rates and ehe Cmin rises up to 1.4 % Mn. Th stru c u r 
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t 1 
low 
row h 
b c om 
nondendritic at the end of solidification. For high carbon 
contents and growth rates, the effect of temperature qradient on 
Cmin seems to be small, as shown in figures 61 and 62. 
The specimens, qrown at 6 mm/min for different carbon conte nts 
are compared in fiqure 63. It can be seen that carbon content 
plays a siqnificant role in back diffusion. However, diffusion 
may not be the only process to cause an increase in Cmin, but 
coarseninq and TGZM may also have an biq effect. 
Although it will be discussed in detail, it can be said as a 
consequence of these figures, that at the low carbon contents, 
diffusion is so dominant, that the other two processes are 
negligible. But at high carQon contents, they all combine 
together to increase Cmin. 
6.3.1.2 Segregation ratio and the effect of carbon content 
The changes in Cmax durinq solidification are shown in fiour 
64 for some specimens. The Cmax of manganese betwee n s condary 
arms increases up to 70-80 C below liquidus and then starts to 
decrease to the level of 1.95 in 0.8 % C due to th b ck 
diffusion and nearly the same values are obtained for 0.4 % C. 
The Cmax concentration at the end of solidification is found to 
be less for 0.2 % C, being about 1.74 % Mn and th r is no cl r 
data obtained for 0.1 % C. These Cmax around 1200 C ar plott d 
as a function of coolinq rate for 0.8 % C and 0.4 % C in ti ur 
65 at the same time showing Cmin of them. The em x do no 
change with cooling rate. This can be xpl in d by t h 
coalescence process, in that during freezing, hi g hly cone n tr d 
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liquid be~ween ~he secondaries was expelled to ~he reqion between 
the primaries and seqreqa~ion mainly occurred ~here, ra~her th a n 
between the secondary arms. This process seems ~o be independent 
of cooling rate. 
From these Cmax and Cmin data, the segreqa~ion ra~ios between 
the secondary dendrite arms are calculated and plotted in figure 
66 as a function of cooling rate. It can be seen that there is 
practically no effect of cooling rate on the segregation ratio of 
manQanese. But the segregation ratio increases with carbon 
content from 1.02 for 0.1 % C to 1.5 for 0.8 % C at around 
1200 deg C. However, the segregation ratios between the secondary 
arms are found to be less than the seqreqation ratios b etwee n the 
primary arms. 
6.3.1.3 TGZH effect 
Saw-tooth profiles were observed throuqhou ~ this study. This 
can be explained with the temperature qradi e n t zone m ItinQ 
(TGZM) effec~. 
As mentioned before, the migrated secondary arm dist nc is 
Qiven by an equation due to Hunt and Allen(65). 
where 01 is the diffusion coefficien t in l i qu id 
V is tip growth rate 
Cl and C2 are values of Cl in liquid pool th 
beginning and end of solidification, r es p cti v ly 
In this equation, there is only one vari a ble wh ich i h orON h 
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rate for a given alloy. I~ is assumed ~ha~ ~he grow~h rate doe s 
not change ~he seqrega~ion much be~ween ~he secondary arms, which 
is mos~ likely true, ~hen the migra~ion discances in the 
secondary arms a~ the end of freezinq were calculated by using 
the following daca and plotted in figure 67 . 
01 
• ~ 4 
= 7*10 mm . /sec (171) 
C2 and C1 2.70 and 1.65 % Mn , respec c ivelv 
Kmn = 0.78 for austenite 
\1= 1.5 to 30 mm/min in this s~udv 
It can be seen that at ~he lowest qrowth race( 1.5 mm / mi n 
the migracion discance is abou~ 60 microns and it decreases with 
increasing qrowth ra~e; for example i~ is 3 microns ac 30 mm/mi n. 
Considering ~ha~ ~he larqest side arm was 120 microns a t th e 1.5 
mm/min for 0.8 % C, it can be said tha~ half of the s econdary 
arms are replaced during qrow~h. This results in signitican t 
homogenization, which can be one of the r ea sons for t h 
disappearence of side arms at the end of fre e zinQ f o r t h e low st 
growth rate . But suprisingly, as shown in fi gur e 68 , saw toot h 
profiles could not be observed under this cond i t ion . How v r, t h 
enormous rise in Cmin can be seen. All thes e could i ndicat t h t 
although there was very hiqh miqration and d iff usion duri na 
growth, at the same time, highly enriche d l i qu i d was r mov d 
between the primary dendrite arms by th e co a l esc nc proc s, to 
reduce the segregation. 
In figure 68-e, the solute pro t il e betw e n t h prim ry 
dendrite arms is shown. The segreqation only r e mai n d b t w n th 
primary arms at the end of solidifica ti on. 
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At the high veloci~ies, ~he saw-too~h profiles were observed 
as expec~ed. For each qrow~h ra~e, a series of examples during 
growth are given in figures 69,70 and 71 for 0.8 % C. 
As shown in figure 69-a at ~he qrow~h ra~e of 6 mm / min. 
initially che secondary arms qrew symmecrically abouc 3.2 mm 
behind tips, after which chey solidified only on one side of the 
surface of side arms cowards the cips. The leading edge can be 
recognized by a sharp peak in concencracion. During the growch , 
side arms chickened and che solid concencration at the 
increased, simultaneously. At 90 C below che liquidus , 
reached 1.30 % Mn while Cmax in liquid was around 2 % Mn. 
high peak ac che leading edge diffused slightly to the back 
pea k 
Cmin 
This 
e dge 
of the front secondary arm under a high concentration gradient at 
the end of solidifica~ion. But there was an exception in figure 
69-e. This peak at the leading edge was not sharp and short as 
much as at the beqinninq. It is believed that this r e l ati vely 
long peak was a result of coalescence of ~wo secondary dendrit 
arms. 
The TGZM was observed at the hiqher qrowth rat es. s uch 15 
and 30 mm/min as shown in figures 70 and 71, r esp ctiv ly. 
Although migration dis~ances were very short, e.g. 1 ss e h n 6 
microns under these conditions, at the same cime , d ndrit rm 
spacing was also small, resulting in the sam compo ition 1 
history for chern. The final manganese concentration of Cmi n nd 
Cmax for them at the end of growch is around 1.30 a nd 1 . 90 % Ho . 
It may be noticed in fiQures 69,70 and 71 that t h r i 
large variation of Cmin and especially Cmax in side rm. 
indicated that the coalescence process ot eac h i nd i v idu 1 d 
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arm was differen~ ~han o~her arms. 'rhe nearly joined secondary 
arms are marked in figures 69,70 and 71 wi~h an arrow. Also ~her e 
were sectioninq problems in the specimens. These may cause some 
variation in ~he Cmax and Cmin, as well. Each section of 
secondary arms may produce different Cmax, due to the nature of 
secondary arm morphology. Rickinson(44) and Fredriksson et al. (162) 
analysed several consecutive secondary dendrite arms with a 
distance in~erval and they found that each analysed line produced 
a different concentration variation and Cmax increased as the 
region between the primary arms was approached, which were the 
last poin~s to solidify. 
The TGZM effect has been seen in many alloy sys~ems; using 
unidirectional technique, in Cr steel by Rickinson(44), in AI-e u 
alloys by ¥ounq(156) and Rickinson(44), in Hadfi e ld s tee l 
Schwerdtfeger a~ al. (47), in stainless steels by Eruslu(159 ) a nd 
El-Nayal(160) and tool steel by Ogilvy(57). Also Fredriks s on at 
al. (164,162) observed TGZM in cast Cr steel ingots a nd i n 
continueus casting of carbon steels, and E. 
al. (163) in low alloyed Mn,Mo,Cr cast steel ingot. 
Schurma nn t. 
Howe ve r, mo t 
of the workers did not report the effect of TGZM, althoug h it c n 
be easily recognized in the figures provided. 
6.3.2 Hicrosegregation of I18Dqanese between pri..aary aras 
The solute concentration between primary arms was n ly d on 
the longitudinal and transverse sections w 11 tt r t h 
solidification had been completed, when the solid at t dit u on 
had become negliqible(fiqure 95). 
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6.3.2.1 Change in Cain during gr~h and the effec~ of carbon 
The low carbon sceels solidify initially as delta ferrite 
where diffusion coefficienc is 42 times higher than for 
austenite. In chis phase region, the change in Cmin durinq qrowth 
is found to be che significancly important paramecer for 
segregation racio. As shown in fiqure 72, Cmin increases from 
1.36 % Mn to 1.45 % Mn for 0.1 % C and to 1.41 % Mn for 0.2 % C 
between the primary dendrice arms. This difference may be 
explained by che percencaqe of del ca ferri te presenc u~ \\,.,IL .",~ o~ 
solidification, which is almost 100 % for 0.1 % C and 75 % for 
0.2 % C. Ac the hiah carbon contents. the analysis has been done 
along the long secondary arms in the close packed arrangement, 
rather than in the core of the primary dendrite arms because of 
the small cores. The values are found same as the secondary arms 
and the Cmin increases from 1.25 to around 1.32 % Mn. (tiqure 59 
and 60) 
The Cmin for all carbon contents are plotted as a function of 
cooling rate 
1200 deg C. 
as shown in figure 73 corresponding to around 
It may be seen that Cmin between the primary rms 
increases with carbon content but the coolinq rate does not It r 
it, given che accuracy of measurement. 
6.3.2.2 Seqreqa~ion ratio and the effect of carbon 
The maximum concentrations between the primary arm on 
transverse sections alonq che lonq secondary arms w r 
and the results are given in tables 5 co 8. For 
large variacion in Cmax was found, because 
aeh sp eim n . 
of th v r o u 
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geome~ries developed in ~he primary in~erdendri~ic regions 
resulting from ~he way ~ha~ secondary arms from 
primaries impinged on one ano~her. 
adjacen~ 
This larae varia~ion in Cmax for each carbon con~en~ is shown 
in figures 74,75,76 and 77 as a func~ion of cooling ra~e. If 
ei~her ~he maximum of Cmax or averaqe of ~hem for each specimen 
is taken as ~he maximum, i~ can be seen chat Cmax cends ~o 
increase sliqhtly wi~h coolinq ra~e. 
Fur~hermore, all these data are shown in figure 78 co assess 
the effec~ of carbon content. It can be seen chat Cmax increases 
from 1.75 to 2.8 % Mn when carbon content increases from 0.1 % C 
to 0.8 % C, respectively and the cooling rate has little effect. 
By using these values, the segregation ratio was calculated by 
taking the average of Cmax divided by Cmin 
S=Cmax/Cmin 
It can be seen in figure 79 tha~ the segreqation 
manganese increases with carbon con~ent and ~here 
effect of cooling rate in a similar way to Cmax. 
6.3.2.3 Concentration .ap 
ratio ot 
is littl 
Having ob~ained these large variations in Cm x , t wo 
transversely sectioned specimens, one of 0.8 C and th oth r ot 
0.1 % C produced at the lowest growth rate(1.5 mm/mi n) w r 
examined at Bri~ish Steel, Swinden Lab. in a comput ri d 
microprobe analyser which can produce a colour cone ntration m p. 
From these maps, the distribution pattern ot m no n a 
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segregacion can be seen becween ehe primary arms and how ic is 
related co che aeomecry of che arms. 
Figures 80 and 81 show chese concenr.racion maps, each prin ced 
with a differenc ranqe of composition given by the colours. I t 
can be seen in figure 80-a, chat in qeneral concentration be twee n 
primary arms contains between 2.00 to 2.35 % Mn, indica ted by the 
yellow colour. A similar amount of manganese concentration wa s 
obtained with line analysis. In the map, very highly s egr egated 
and randomly discribuced points are observed, indicated with r e d 
co!our( higher chan 2.35 % Mn ). Then when this map was princed i n 
different composicion ranqes , it was revealed chac in the s pecific 
points, maximum concencration can go up r.o almosc 4 . 00 % Mn , wh ich 
is enormously hiqh. This was shown by the small orange poin ts 
(3.5 co 4.00 % Mnl in che center of the yellow colour ( 3 . 00 to 
3.50 % Mn). 
By combininq chis piccure wich the coalesce nce process which 
was mencioned in the section 6 . 2 and shown in fi gur e 27, it is 
believed that che hiqhest seqreqation ce nds co t ke pl c 
between the primary arms, surrounde d by three or four 
secondary arms(fiqure 27). These are the last poin t s to solidify . 
It is called concave point in this study. The s e c t i on s of t h 
points are shown in figure 22. Details are qive n i n t h n x 
part. 
In chese maps , no attention is paid t o t h 
concencration, because it does not va ry too mu c h at 
carbon contenc durinq growth. 
mi n i mum 
th h i h 
At che 0.1 % C, exaccly the same s e o reqation b h v iour w 
observed. The maximum is randomlY distribu ted. I n t h m p . h 
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minimum was abou~ 1.45 % Mn while ~he maximum concen~racion was 
around 1.65 % Mn ( fiqure 81-a ). Sue ehe averaqe for maximum was 
varied from 1.60 co 1.65, indicaced wi~h the yellow colour in 
figure 81-b. 
6.3.2.4 Concave solidifica~ion 
The high concentrations of manganese were seen a~ spec ific 
points in ~he microseruceure as a resulc of rei e c~ion of 
interdendritic liquid from be~ween secondary arms ~o becween th e 
primary arms. This situation is sketched in fiqur e 22. Wh e n t h e 
close packed primary arms are arranged on che ~ransve rs e seccion 
(figure 22-a) as evidenced by metalloqraphy in fiqures 32 ~ o 36. 
two possible secondary arms are considered as geometrical mod e l s : 
one in which che remaining liquid reqion is surrounded by four 
side arms and in ehe other, it is surrounded by three(figure 22- b). 
Each secondary arm is also assumed to be like a disc s hap as 
Rickinson(44) has suggeseed. 
In an attempt to follow these ideas. the spe cime n s of 0.8 C 
were analysed on the longitudinal section. The r esul ts ar hown 
in figures 82,83 and 84. Although the maximum conce n tration ot 
manganese varied within a large range, generally t h y w r h igh r 
than measuremen~s caken becween che primary arms on t h 
transverse seccion and between the s e cond a ry arms on th 
longitudinal seceion (fiqure 83). Th e Cmax wa round 3 . 5 Mn. 
The calculated segregation ratios for thos e d ata s h ow imi r 
results as in figure 84. The ratio rises from 1.5 b w n h 
secondary arms to 2 between the primary arms, whil it i 3 i n 
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che lasc poin~s co solidify (concave poin~s) , so ~ ha~ s e gr e q at ion 
and concencracion 
solidifica~ion. 
are reI aced co che geomecry in dendr i cic 
6.3.2.5 Dendrice cips 
Figure 85 shows a cypical primary ~ip. Al c houqh ic is obv i ou s 
that the segreqaeion is between ehe brown cencer and blue e d ge, 
it was difficult to see dendrite tips as clearly as in che 
organic macerials because of quenching effects . One of t h ese 
dendrite tips was analysed by eleccron microprobe chrouQh t h e 
centre of a primary arm. Figure 86 shows microprobe p r o file. 
Through the cen~re of ehe primary dendrite , che mang ane s e profi l e 
did noe change(Cmin 1.26 % Mnl except close to the d e ndr i t e tip. 
Ae the tip of che dendrite, the manganese concentrati on p att r n 
which is attributed co ehe existence of fine d e ndrites o riQi nat d 
from ~he quenched liquid. From this dat a , c he eft cti v 
distribution coefficient( kel can be calculace d a pprox imat ly . 
where 
ke = CslCl 
Cs is solid concentration ftC the ei p 
Cl is liquid conceneration 
In this case, the value of ke • 1.26/1.59 • 0.7 9 is i n good 
agreement with previous studies for the e quil i b ri um di tribu ion 
lno 
) . 
coefficient of manganese between austenit e a nd l iqu id, indic 
t hat there is little solute undereooling in t h is sp eim n (81,1 
It is found that the value of k e fo r f e r rit is ligh ly 
higher chan O.7~ as 1.31/1.57 = 0.83. 
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6.4 Co.pu~er resul~s 
Four compucer models were developed for microsegregation 
becween che primary arms, chree of which depended on differenc 
arm morphologies and one which considered concave solidificacion. 
The secondary dendrice arms with coarsening was 
Ogilvy and Kirkwood and used also in this scudy. 
developed 
All models 
by 
are 
compared wich experimencal results as a funccion of coolinQ rac e 
which are recorded in cables 5 to 8. 
6.4.1 Effect of .adel variable in coarsening .adel 
The microseqreqacion of che secondary arm coarsening model i n 
the cernary alloy was used co see the sensitivity of t h e 
paramecers on che resulcs by chanqinq only one paramete r. Th 
resulcs are plocced as concencration of manganese against 
fraction of solid, which is a fraction of che half secondary arm . 
It may be nociced in cable 4 chat the secondary arm r esul ts show 
large variacion in coarseninq rate(n) and pre-expon nti 1 
conscanc(A). The variation is checked with the secondary rm 
coarsening model. When n is chanqed from 0.5 to 0.4 by c k i nQ A 
equal to 5 microns/sec, it can be seen in figure 87-a th t Cmin 
and Cmax increase sliqhtly. When n is taken 0.5, A is incr d 
from 5 to 10 microns/sec, so that secondary arm spacing i n cr I 
twice. Only the Cmin decreases sliqhtly from 1.32 to 1.295 Mn 
(figure 87-b) 
Also che diffusion value at the liquidus temp r t ur i u 
instead of cemperacure dependenc diffusion values . It c n b n 
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in figure 87-c ~ha~ ~he increase in Cmin is from 1.32 to 1.34 % Mn. 
The change in Cmax is very small. 
These changes in Cmax and Cmin as a result of varyinq these 
parameters cannot be detectable practically. However. when the 
planar fixed secondary arm model is used to compare with the 
secondary arm coarseninq model, it is seen that the Cmax 
increases up to 3.5 % Mn. In the case of the coarsening model, ic 
results in 1.94 % Mn. 
All these results indica~e ~hat the coarsening parameters and 
diffusion values affec~ the results marginally, whereas the model 
with fixed secondary arm seriously overestimates the segregation 
in the Fe-C-Mn ternary system. The cooling rate also doe s not 
change the results. 
6.4.2 Co.puter results of secondary ara coarsening .odel, 
the effect of carbon content and coolinQ rate 
The secondary arm coarsening model is compare d with 
experimental results for high carbon(austenite) until th 
temperature drops to around 1200 C. As shown in tiqure 65. t h 
model may predict the Cmax and Cmin in 0.4 and 0.8 % C sp cim n 
quite closely. It may be noticed that although both 
solidify initially as austenite, 0.4 % C specime ns show 
ot t h m 
h iQh r 
values in Cmin and lower in Cmax than the 0.8 % C sp cim n 
because the solidification is completed for the 0.8 % round 
1350 C, whereas it is at 1425 C for the 0.4 % C. Thi s m n h 
there is longer homogenization time for the low carbon cont n 
the high temperature. 
Although the peritectic reaction model was no t d v 10 to 
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microsegrega~ion in chis scudy, ~he compucer can run for 0.1 % C 
uneil solidificacion is complece by assuming chac che pericectic 
reaction is noc involved. As plocced in fiqure 88, ic shows very 
lietle segregation for boch coarseninq ra~es. This low 
segrega~ion around 1485 deq C can be reduced to a much lower 
level with furcher coolinq, which means that it can be iqnored in 
practice. In the experimen~al work, the same resulcs were found 
as ehe model predicted. 
It may 
influence 
be noticed in figure 89 that coolinq rate does 
the segreqation ratio between side arms, unless 
not 
arm 
coarsening changes greacly with cooling rate, which has not been 
observed. 
However, che model canno~ predict the disappearance of sid 
arms at the lowest coolinq rate(1.5 mm/min), becaus e the 
coalescence mechanism is che dominanc process rather 
ripeninq by remel~ing. 
than 
6.4.3 Compu~er resul~s of pri.ary ar. .adele and the effece 
of carbon coneen~ and cooling race 
The large variation in Cmax was obtained in all sp cim n s . 
These values are ploteed in figures 74,75,76 and 77 8S a !unction 
of cooling rate including computer results. Three comput r mod I 
are used. The Cyl-2 model considers the primary arms s c 11 by 
ignoring poorly developed secondaries, whereas Cyl-l 
planar model consider the long secondary arms in th clos 
arrangement as a cylinder and a plane, respec ti v ly. 
nd t h 
P ck 
The lowest and hiqhes~ of Cmax can be predicted by Cyl - l nd 
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Cyl-2, respec~ively, for 0.1 % C. Bu~ when che Cmin and ch e 
seqrega~ion racio are compared for all models in 0.1 % C, ic can 
be seen in figures 90 and 91 tha~ che Cyl-2 can escima te becter 
for ~he lowest cooling race(O.25 C/sec), whereas th e plana r 
model is bet~er for che high cooling ra~es. This difference 
arises from che geomecry of primary arms at the lowest cooling 
rate. 
For the aus~enite solidification case, only the planar a nd 
Cyl-l were compared with experimental results becaus e the 
cellular dendri~ic morpholoqy was not observed . Th e pl a n a r 
model can predict the highest Cmax whereas the Cyl-l pre d i c ts t h e 
lowest Cmax for both 0.4 and 0.8 % C contents. Wh e n t h e 
segregation ra~ios are plotted in figures 92 and 93 by t a k i ng t h e 
average of Cmax, i c is seen ~ha c the C ':j\- 1. mode l ti t 
bet~er. 
It is found generally ~hat the model prediction o f Cm x a nd 
segregation ratio increases with cooling rate up to 2 C/sec; t h n 
it becomes constan~. 
6.4.4 Concave solidification results 
The compu~er results are plotted in fi g ur e 8 2 . Th mod I 
n 
t 
overes~imates the Cmax although there is a good ag r eem n t b t w 
the concen~ration map and the model predict i on t or t h low 
cooling rate. However. when the simplicity of t h Q om 
assump~ion of the model is overcome , i ~ is b e l iev d t h t 
agreemen~ will be found, even at hiqh cool i ng r at s . Also 
r c 
000 
h 
computer model needs ~o be compar e d wi t h a c once n tr tion m 
rather ~han a line analysis, becaus e the Cma x of t h r g o n 
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cannot be easily ob~ained wi~h line analysis. 
The Cmax ~ends ~o increase wi~h increasing ~he cooling r a te up 
to 2 deg C/sec, whereas ~he experimental results are constant. 
6.4.5 Homogenization 
Although the homoqeniza~ion experimental work was not c a rri e d 
out in this s~udy, ~he index of residual manganese segregation 
was calculated by usinq the planar compu~er model for prima ry 
arms, because ~his model predicts the maximum of the Cmax. The 
index of residual seqregation is defined by the fo l lowi ng 
equation (51) . 
where C~ 
C~ 
ern 
C~ 
eM - Cm 
b~ = d~ C~ 
max concentration 
max concentration 
min concentration 
min concentration 
of Mn a t t i me t 
of Mn a~ b eginn i ng 
of Mn at time t 
of Mn at b egi nn ing 
The results are plo~ted as a func~ion ot temp ret u r 
homogenization ~ime in figure 94 for the hi g hest a nd t h 
cooling rate cases in 0.4 % C. I~ can be s een that t h r i 
effect of primary arms spacing , homoge n i z ation tim 
temperature. It can be suqgested ~hat a t l east t hr h o u r 
nd 
low at 
bi 
nd 
r 
required at 1200 deg C to reduce the s e gregati on to h alf ot it 
initial value. 
The decrease of Cmax and Cmin is also c alcu lat d durin; t h 
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solid s~a~e cooling af~er solidifica~ion is comple~ed. As shown 
in figure 95, ~he chanqe in Cmax is up ~o around 1250 deq C; 
then wi~h fur~her cooling. che change becomes marqinal. The Cmin 
is prac~ically cons~an~ during fur~her cooling. 
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CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION 
7.1 Morphology of dendri~e arms 
In pract:ice. allovs usually solidify as dendritic seruceure. 
This seructure, which is characeerized by primary and s e condary 
dendriee arm spacinqs, siqnificantly determines microseqreoacion 
and, eherefore, ehe mechanical propereies of cast alloys. 
Under these circumseances ie is essential to understand ehe 
mechanism of dendrit:e arm formaeion in order to control the 
properties of cast alloys(51). 
7.1.1 Primary arB spacing 
Primary arms can orow in both the form of the close pack ed 
arrays ( interlockinq ) and of the rectanoular arrays in meta ll ic 
alloys(39,42,43,44.46 . 47 . 49,159) see fio. 36 I. Bach t hese 
arrangements were found in all specimens and they were ide ntic a l 
~o low alloyed carbon seeels as observed by s e veral 
researchers(44,46,47)~ Jacobi and Schwerdtf e oer(46) 
inveseiqaeed in detail two carbon steels and d e fin e d t wo 
differene primary arm spacings in the close packed structure. On 
primary arm spacino is perpendicular to the distance betw n 
the rows of a1ianed secondary arm and the othe r on e ilona 
ehe rows (fioure 22). It is found that spacinos wh ic h r e b w n 
rows are mostlv 1.07 times hiqher than spacina s wh ich r 
rows. This r"t:io was r e nort e d as 1.17 by J cobi 
l o no 
nd 
Schwerdefeqer(46) . This diff e renc e miaht h a v e n f I'll 
different experimental conditions and c omposir.ions. w 11 
experimental errors. But these results Rqr ee in 55 n e . 
In inoot: cast st:ructure . r.he primary arm snarina is \I II , ty 
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relaced co ~he inverse square rooc of ~he cooling ra ce( 51 ) . 
However, che solidification condi~ions in inqocs are diff e r e n ~ 
from chose for sceady-scace solidification, where qrow~h rac e and 
cemperature qradient are independently controlled and can be 
independently relaced co primary arms. When primary arm spacings 
were determined as a function of cemperacure gradient in the 
liquid and growth race ( figures 39 and 40 ) in the presenc work , 
ic is found thar. the primary arm spacinq decreases with 
increasing che cemperature gradient in the liquid and with 
increasing the growth rate for the same alloys . These results a r e 
correlaced by 
However, the accuracy of these results was not very high b e caus e 
even under the best conditions, three data points were t ak e n i n c o 
accounc for calculations and there could be experime ne al e r r o rs 
in ehe tempera cure measurements. On the other hand, it s eems to 
be thac these daca could be expressed by the coolinq ra ce beca u se 
boch exponencs are very close co 0.5 
- (). 5 0-. ex W 
These resulcs obcained from the present work a r e i n Qood 
agreement wich the conclusion of other work e rs(42 , 44) ch a t t h e 
primary arm spacing is inversely proportional to th e s q u a r e root 
of cooling rate. 
The present data were found to be extremely di ffic u lt to 
compare direccly with similar low alloyed carbon s tee l s . Th e s e 
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difficulcies arose from composicion . experimencal condi c ions a nd 
cechnique differences. Jacobi a nd Schwerdcieaer ( 46) and Suzuki 
and Naaoaka(43) used very low arowch race and hiah t e mp e ra c ur e 
gradients. whereas Rickinson(44), Edvardsson ac al( 48 ) a nd t h e 
present study used relatively low gradients and hiah g row c h 
races. For chese reasons, all available data in the lit e ra c ur e 
for similar alloys were compared with the theorecical primar y 
spacing relationship of the form G~ It is found 
that the correlacion of these experimencal measuremencs is in 
good agreement, inspice of a composition differenc e among che m 
(figure 41 ). In addition, five models . which are Burden a nd Hun c 
( B-H ) (26), Kurz and Fisher ( K-F ) (31) and Trivedi (T) ( 28.29.30) . 
Laxmanan ' s minimum undercooling ( Lmu ) (27) and scabil i ty (Ls) 
(32,33) models were compared with them for only th e 0 . 8 % C 
case. It is seen that the models proposed by K-F ,T , Ls. a nd Lmu 
seriously overestimates true values, wh e reas the model propos d 
by B-H slighcly underestimates it. This wa s in ve ry Qood 
agreemenc with the experimental work of Ta ha et a l ( 47 ) wh o 
observed che same behaviour in high alloyed st ee ls, wh n t h y 
compared data only wich the B-H and K-F model. 
Recently, Tewari(50) reported that primary arm s paci ng i n Pb-
8 % Au and Pb- 3 % Pd alloys can be v e ry close ly p redict d by 
Laxmanan's minimum undercooling and marQina l tip st a b i l it y mod 1 
and Trivedi model, whereas the B-H mod e l unde r esti mat it. 
However, ic is interesting that in th e c a l c ul ati on of B- H mod 1 
for Pb- e % Au, the experimentally meas u red Qu ilibrium 
solidification ranae AT which is be twee n t h liQuidu n 
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eutectic t:.emperat:.ure was used 
models. 6T was calcula~ed 
(53.7 deg K~ bu~ in ~h e 
from (\o-i)/'?'Co equa~ion. ~~ 
och e r 
Th i s 
gives enormously larqe solidification ranqe as 587941. 2 d eg K 
when t:.he below dat:.a is used 
J(O = 0.0001 
Co = 8 % Au 
~= - 7.35 
This forces the models t:.o Q~' (;: i: wi t:.h experiment:.al resul ts. In iact. 
when the measured data is used for these models , their r esul ts 
seriousl y overes tima te the j-lr ;mor-:j vX"" puc.·,,~. In addi t ion. k was 
assumed to be 0.0001. It:. is suqqested that this can d e scr ibe c h e 
t:.rue behavior of Pb- e % ALI. However. there is no e xpe r ime n cal 
data of ko for this binary system. The same aroume nts ar 
exactly valid for Pb- 3 % Pd alloy. 
From equation 1.21, it is seen that th e influe nce of 
composition on ~, in a binary syst e m is mainly b a s e d o n ~ h 
change of 6T, therefore, carbon content should play a s i g n ific n t 
role on primary arm spacinq. However, it is f ound t h t th 
primary arm spacing for ferritic steels is only slig h t ly sm 11 r 
t:.han for austenitic steels. No stronq e ff e ct of ca rbo n con n t 
has been observed, but there is tende ncy to inc r eas t h ttrm 
spacinq with increasinq carbon con r.e n t ( f i ou re 4 3 ) . Simil l y . 
Taha et al(47) could not find any cl ea r d i f fere n c e i n prim ry 
spacing bet:.ween carbon steels and hiohly a ll o y e d st 1, bu 
decrease has been observed by decreasing ca r bon co n t n 
results are consistent to the obs e rvat i o n ot Su z uk i nd 
Nagoaka(43). In contrast, Edvardsson e t a l(48 ) r port d l ' oh 
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decrease in ~I wi T:h increasing carbon con eene for low ca rbon 
steels. Mose probably , ehere was a large amoune of e xp e rime nt al 
error in temperature gradiAnt measurements, be caus e it is no t 
clear where ehey are measured and they are on l y sli g h t ly 
decreased with increasinq enormously the arowth r a t e fr o m 
10 mm/min to 1000 mm/min at the low aradient apparatus. Ae th e h i ah 
gradient apparatus , ehe opposite effect was found. For these 
reasons, this resule cannot alter the conclusion of th e pr e s e n t 
and other workers's observation that the primary arm spac ing 
\II'\c. N-c..s ;"'S 
i~creases slightly with~carbon content. However, two poin t s a r e 
certain: the theoretical models do not accurately predi c t pr i mar y 
arm spacings as a function of composition and in any c a s e a r e 
only valid for binary alloys. In the calculations, it is ass um e d 
that alloy elements do not affect primary arm spac ings. Th e 
theory for multicomponent systems has not been e stablished . 
Primary arm spacing does not vary wi t h th e di sta n c e duri n o 
growth. This is consistent with the obs e rv at i o n s of ot he r 
workers(44.69,l56 , l59) . 
7.1. 2 Secondary arm spacing 
It is well eseablished thae secondary d e ndr it e ar m spac ing 
are significanely governed by time spe nt i n t h e sol i d - l i q u i d 
region(26,42,44,5l,53,58-61) . In this way, th e y we r pl ott d 
against solidification time on a log ar it hm ic scal e f or c h 
specimen as 
represeneed 
shown in figures 
by well-known 'A,.:::A.(' 
44-53. The s e li n e s 
e quation. Res u lt s 
that ehe exponent of the coarsening e qua t ion i n t h s 
c n 
i nd ic 
ll o y 
comparatively hiah and the statisti c ally c a l c ul a ted a v r 
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~he exponen~, n, seems ~o be 0.45. This is che hiqh e s ~ coars e n i nq 
value so far in li~era~ure which has been measured i n mec a llic 
alloys. These fr equenely remeltinq or coalese ncinq si d e arms ca n 
be explained by high surface energy becween s ol i d / liqu i d 
in~erface, which is che driving force for coarsening. As a r e sul t 
of chis, ic may be surmised that the surface energy of t h e s e 
alloys is higher than any other mecallic alloys. Anoth e r r e sul c 
of chis observacion is that chis enormous increase in s e c o nd ar y 
arm spacinq during growth will reduce microsegregacion b e cwee n 
secondary arms as obcained in this work. 
Ie may be noticed in fiqures 44-53 chat che daca obe ai ned fro m 
high growch rates tend co lie below thac from low q rowt h races. 
These results clearly demonstrate thac the seconda ry ar m spaci ng 
decreases wich increasinq growth rate as obs e rved i n Al -C u (42) 
and Fe-Cr-C alloys(44}. However, the effect of the g row t h rat o n 
the coarseninq exponent was not obvious, a lthouqh t here w s 
slighc indication of an increase with growth r ate . Ric k i nso n ( 4 4} 
suggeseed a simple linear coarsening equation fo r si mi l ar alloy 
and found that ~he coarsening rate will b e hi g h e r as t he Qrow h 
ra~e rises under che same temperature gradi e n~. 
The ~emperature gradient determines th e l e ng th ot solid-li u id 
region under cons~ant growth rates. Ther e tor e it is e x p Ct d h 
the final arm spacing can be increased with d cr l no 
cemperacure qradien~, because of time tor s ol i d itic tion v 
Ic is found ~hat final arm spacinqs we r e s m 11 r tor hioh 
cemperature qradient than that for low camper t u r 
However , che sensi~ivity of coarseninq expon e n c wit h 
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qr 
m 
n 
u 
gradien~ was no ~ se e n. Wh e n fina l s e condarv arm ~Oaclnq was comoared 
wi ~h commercial s~ e els. con~ainina from 0.1 to 0 . 9 % C ( f i a . 7). a s a 
function of coolina ra~e. it was found that the final s e conad r y a r m 
spacing in the present work was smaller than that in commercial st eel s. 
This could be explained by differen~ criteria for ob~aining th e c ooling 
rate since in an industrial inaot the coolina rate will c hang e with 
time durina solidification. 
The dependence of coarsenina exponent on both arow~h ra~ e a nd 
temperature aradient was mainlv based on s~a t istical c a lc u l a t i o ns. 
Furthermore. in these alloys a larae scatter of s e cond ary a r ms was 
found. so that the sensitivity of coarseninq exponen t re l at ina to these 
v~riables was found to be more difficul t th a n final a r m s p a c i na si n ce 
it is subject ~o statis t ical errors . 
The dendrite coarsenina can occur hy hnrh ripe nina An d coalesc n ee 
mechanisms ( 42.51 . 66). The ripenina s e ems t o b e p re d o mi n a n t at t h 
beqinnina of solidificat i on . wh e r e as coa l es ce n ce b ecomes pr domi n n t 
near th e end of solidification. This has bee n o bs e rv e d i n the pr n 
study. I t is also seen as shown in f i aur e s 68 - 71. t h at th v olum 0 
liquid between secondary arms was sian i fi ca n t ly r e d uc d b e t w n 
secondary arms. It is indicated 1:ha 1: 1: h e r e is sol u t diff " 1 0 n om 
the roo~ of th e ad j ac e nt s econdary arms ro t h ir tios. Thi 1 n 
proce ss c l e a rly in c r e as e s cO"l t' sp n j nq "l n ci <IS " r ~ s ' l1 t: II 1 n . 
the manQanese seqr e aatl0n b e twee n ~ eco ndar y arms Wi ll h I e . rh n h~ 
betwee n primary arms a s obs e rv e d l n the p r s e nr s~ ud y . In 
thes e s e condary arms always d i sappea r e d at th low 5 q w h wi 11 
lonq diffusion r.1me s . Th R m i r. ro~r. r ll cr. l\ n'! b r.om T1 i 
in v e ry a ood aar eeme n t wi t h th p cn n c) II ~, n n s nf l'lorr n ~ n ,:l f 1 ( 
ndri.r r" . n i 1'\ 11 , 11 
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increase with temperature. surface eneroy and diffusion in liauid. Sine 
increasina the carbon will lower the ~ e mpera~ure a~ which s olidifica~ion 
occurs, diffusion of solute in the liquid will decrease l e adi no to 
reduced coarseninq kine r. ics , assumina the effect on surface ~ e n sio n co 
be minimal. Therefore the fine dendritic structure ca n be exoected at 
the hiqh carbon contents. This is observed in ~he oresent study. 
Jacobi and Schwerdtfeqer(46 ) investioated the final secondary a rm 
morpholooy in directionally solidified spe cim e ns (nor. ~uench e d during 
growth). By plotting secondary arm spacinas aoainst solid ification time , 
it is found that secondary arms in 0.6 % C steel coars e n as 15.8 
and in 1.60 % C steel as 7.16 The constants in the eq uation 
are in excellent aqreement with present work . althouoh they us e d v e ry 
low growth rates , i.e. long solidification times. 
7.2 
7.2.1 
Cmin .easureaents 
In secondary arms 
The back diffusion in these alloys ( Fe - 1.6 % Nn - 0 .1 t o 
0.8 % C should be inve stiaa te d as a func tion of r. arbo n c n nc 
so that the variation in Cmi n can be rela ted t o t h r i m V 
phase. This distinction is needed simply b e caus e th d iff u si n 
coe ffici e n t of manoanese in f er r ite is sion ifi c nrlv ( 4 2 ri m 
higher than in austeni~e. 
In ~he 0.1 % C specimens t h e valu e o f Cmjn 1n r m 
1.35 % Mn to around 1.55 % Mn in many cas e s (fiour 5 . 5 ' nd 
tables 5 a . b,c ). As a result of ' t h is h iqh h mo n . 
secondary a~ms completely disappeared at th 
Solidification. This can only b e explain e d by hioh b k 
in secondary arms. 
14 2 
n 
i ~u 1 n 
It may be also no t iced in figures 55,56 that the ris e i n 
manganese concentration up to 20-30 · C below the liquidus. which 
is almost at the onset of peritectic reaction. is v e ry hi gh. 
Because the initial side arm spacinqs are very small. i. e . t h e 
back diffusion path is very short, it can be expected tha t t h e 
Cmin rises very quickly at the early stage of solidifica t ion. 
Then with the formation of austenite at the peritectic reac ti on . 
only a marginal increase in manganese concentration wa s s ee n . 
because of low diffusivity in austenite. 
A similar increase in Cmin at the 0 . 2 % C speci me ns wa s 
observed from 1.32 to around 1.42 % Mn . This result is a l mo s t 
identical with the observations in 0.1 % C specimens. Th e s li g h t 
difference in Cmin between 0.1 % C and 0.2 % C aris es t h e 
percentaqe of ferrite . which is roughly 100 % in 0.1 % C a nd 7 5 % 
in 0 . 2 % C at the end of solidification . This can a l s o b e a 
reason for secondary arms disappearing in the 0.1 % C a ll o ys nd 
not in the 0.2 % C alloys. 
The Cmin determined in 0.4 and 0.8 % C specime n s i nd ic t d 
.different results from the low carbon b e caus e both a l lo y s 
solidify as only austenite phase. The slow incre a s e i n Cmi n from 
1.26 to around 1.30 % Mn seems to be same in both a ll o y s . A Q in 
this can be explained by initially small s e cond a ry arms. i. 
short diffusion path. Then the rise in Cmin o r a du a ll y d cr s 
with increasing dendrite size. 
When the initial Cmin can be relat e d t o koCo . Cmin/Co 
be close to ko if there is no signific a nt und ercooli nq. 
case of 0.8 % C. 1.26/1.59 is 0.79. whi c h i s very clo 
the equilibrium distribution coeffic ien t ko of ma nQ n 
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hould 
In h 
o 0.78 
b w n 
austenite and liquid(102i. This sliqhtly high value for ko shows 
~hat very li~~le solute undercooling existed in these austenitic 
s~eels under the present conditions. In the case of 0 .1 % C. 
1.31/1.57 is 0.83 ( ferri~e ). Both results are in aqreement wi t h 
~he calculation of Battle and Pehlke (169). 
The effect of TGZM may also contribute to the rise in Cmin. As 
described before in the sec~ion 1.8. in this process it is 
assumed that the exis~ence of the composition diff e renc e und e r 
high ~emperature gradien~ in the secondary interdendritic pool 
causes remelting at the trailing edge and solidification at th e 
leading edge, so tha~ this can produce a miqration of side arm up 
the tempera~ure gradient towards the primary tips(64,65). Thi s 
results in a 'Saw-tooth' profile(56). It can also incr e as e Cm i n . 
This remelting definitely occurs in practice. Although it is 
difficult to detect in single phase alloys, it has bee n clearly 
observed in tool steels(57) that the back side of secondary arms 
moved in~o the central delta ferrite by remelting. How e ver , it is 
no~ certain how effec~ively this process can increase Cmi n 
independently of back diffusion. This is quite dif fic ul t to 
determine in single phase alloys. 
It seems likely that secondary dendrite arms initi 11y grow 
symmetrically, i.e. without TGZM effect , so t hat t h e i n iti 1 ri 
in Cmin can only be attributed to the back diffusion. Th n b ot h 
processes will combine to increase Cmin wh e n TG ZM b com 
effective at the later stage of growth. 
It can be seen from equation 1.50 that th e total miar o n 
distance at the end of the solidification d e pends o nly o n h 
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growth rate, if it is assumed that the final and initial liquid 
composition do not vary with it, which is likely r.rue(65.56). At 
30 mm/min rar.es. the rar.io of the total miqration distance to 
final arm spacinq is 3 /4 0 = 0.075. which means r.hat only 7.5 % of 
arms is replaced by TGZM. Approximately these ratios are 0.50. 
0.13 and 0.10 for 1.5. 6 and 15 mm/min qrowth rates, 
respectively. Here, it is seen that the half of the secondary 
arms are replaced at the lowest growth rate . It will be 
remembered that high coalescence and high back diffusion also 
occur for these low growth rates, and all this will lead us to 
expect very high homogenization, i. e. high Cmin, and as a result 
of it, the disappearence of secondary arms. This expectation was 
found in all the lowest growth rate specimens. The Cmin increa s e d 
up to 1.5 % Mn even in the case of austenitic solidification. 
Segregation only remained siqnificant between primary arms. 
As another possibility, the rise in Cmin has been e xpl ained by 
the existence of tertiary cells or arms in some alloys (44). Th s 
tertiary arms have usually been observed at the earl y stag of 
growth. It is suqqested that when these arms are ann ea l e d out. 
the liquid between the arms or cells provide rich sol u e sourc s 
for back diffusion. However. this process cannot clarity th e ri 
in Cmin in the present case, because tertiary arms or cells h v 
been not seen even at the beginning of growth. It h as also b n 
noticed in this study that tertiary arms or cells c a n b ily 
confused with dendrites formed from the liquid if th qu nc hing 
is not fast enough. 
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7.2.2 Wi chin primary arm 
The Cmin was analysed on ~he lonqi~udinal sec~ion during 
growth as well as on the cransverse sec~ion in the 0.1 % C and 
0.2 C % specimens. For ocher alloys , the analysis of Cmin was 
usually carried ouc on the ~ransverse sections ra~her than th e 
longitudinal ones. It is found that the concentration analysis on 
both sec~ions are in good agreemenc. The Cmin in the 0.1 % C 
specimens increases up co 1.45 % Mn and up to 1.41 % Mn in the 
0.2 % C specimens. 
There is not much daca in che literature wich which to compa r e 
the present resulcs directly. Matsimuya et al(102) hav e 
investigated a unidirectionally solidified low carbon steel ( Fe 
- 0.13 % C - 1.52 % Mn ) at 0.05 K/see . The result of the 
computer aided microprobe analysis producinq an concentration map 
indicated that poorly developed secondary arms disappear e d at the 
end of che solidification and the manqanese segreqation remain e d 
becween the primary arms. If the final Cmin of this speci me n for 
primary arms is compared with the present result, as ke- Cmin / Co 
for Mn, ic can be seen that ke is approximately 0.93 in both 
cases. Alchouqh a slight decrease in Cmin is obs e rv e d wit h 
increasing cooling rate in their work, no clear effect has b n 
observed in the present study qiven che accuracy of microprob 
analysis. 
Rickinson(44) investiqaced Fe - 1.4 % Cr - 1.0 % C st 1 tlnd r 
similar condicions. He observed a sliqht ris e in Cmi n of Cr 
during growth in che pri~ary arm cores. Althouah Cmin w s n o 
analysed in che core of primary arms for 0.8 % C in thlS pr 8 n 
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s~udy, the resul~ of Cmin ob~ained becween ~he secondary arms is 
consis~enc wi~h his conclusion. 
Fleminqs ec al(73) reporced chat the Cmin increases with 
decreasinq coolinq ra~e in cast Fe -1.5 % Cr - 1 % C alloy. ( from 
chill region, 1.20 % Cr, ~o ingoc cen~re 1.0 % Cr in castl I f 
~his high concencracion of Cr can be ar.~ribuced to qreat er back 
diffusion in fine s~ruccure near the chill reqion and soluc e 
undercoo1ing ac che hiqh coolinq ra~es. ~hen i~ can be suqq e sted 
~hac ~here was very lit~le effec~ of Cmin wich coolinq rate as 
observed in ~he presen~ work for all carbon concents. 
In summary, it can be said tha~ che back diffusion of 
manganese is significantly hiqh only in low carbon steels. Th e 
TGZM effect and coarsening of secondary arm also play an 
impor~anc role as well as diffusion for the rise in Cmin. 
especially a~ the low cooling rates. 
7.3 Final Manganese Microseqreqaeion and Effece of Variables 
7.3.1 Between the secondary arms 
The microseqregacion measurements of manqanese during qr ow ~ h 
between secondary arms were carried ou~ separat e ly from primary 
arms. The resulc obcained from boch regions indicate th t th 
manganese seqreqation be~ween side arms is clearly l e ss th a n h t 
between primary arms. This low seqreqation in the s eco ndar y ar ms 
can be explained by several suqqescions: 
1 ) Coarsening occurs by ripening or coalescenc e proc saes nd i n 
the case of ripening, the secondary arms remelt. Th is init i lly 
solidified low solute concentration solid dilutes t h l iq u id. 
therefore reducing microsegregation(57,99,113). 
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2 ) On ~he o~her hand, TGZM effec~ can also dilu~e ~he liquid as 
well(65) . However, as shown in ~he previous sec~ion 7. 2 .1 , ~his 
~otal replacemen~, i.e. remelted par~, could be only about 10 % 
of ~o~al arms or less a~ che hiqh qrow~h races. so ~hat r.his 
dilu~ion of liquid canno~ be effecr.ive as much as ripening 
process, if i~ is considered that initially 2-3 microns of 
secondary arms coarsen up ~o 120 microns. 
3 ) Another reasonable suqgestion can be made in term of th e 
coalescence process(42) . As described before in the section 1.7 , 
the highly concentrated liquid between the secondary arms can b e 
rejected ~o regions between the primary arms. As a cons e qu e nc e of 
this, the segregation is reduced between r.he secondary arms bu t 
is enhanced between the primaries. 
It is difficult to separate these ~hree process e s. On e t h i ng 
is certain tha~ although they all can reduce segre qation between 
secondary arms , the morpholoqical and thp. microprobe r es ul ts 
indicate that the coarsening of secondary arms by coal s c n c ca n 
be the dominant factor for this reduced seqreqation betw n h 
secondary arms. 
The minimum and maximum measurements between s e cond a ry r m 
at ~he end of solidification were used to c a lcul ate t h 
segregation ratio of manganese. As shown in fiqur e s 65 a nd 66 t h 
manganese segregation is mainly determined by c a rbo n con n t, 
rather than cooling rate. 
The manganese or any other elements hav e no t be n p r 1y 
analysed between secondary and primary arms by 0 h r wor k r n 
reported in the litera~ure . Therefore t h e s e r es ul ts c nn o b 
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compared direc~lv wi~h any o~her s~udv. 
Hammar and Grunbaum(15 8) invesr:iqat:ed seqreqa t:io n of s e veral 
elements in low alloyed sr: ee ls and found in a 0.4 % C s t:eel t hat 
manganese segreqation values seem to be fairly cons tant from t:he 
chill reqion at 1.50, ~o the centre a~ 1.55, in a 50 kq inqot. 
These measurements could have been done between secondary arms. 
although spacings were not mentioned; otherwise they are indeed 
very low for a 0.4 % C austenitic steel. Similar behaviour was 
reported for Cr and Ni in the same specimen. This result: is 
in excellent agreement with the conclusion of the present st:udy 
for secondary arms. 
7.3.2 Between the primary a~s 
The final manqanese concentration were analysed on tra n sverse 
sec~ions which correspond t:o abou~ 1200 C below which no furth r 
homoqenization were observed. A variation in Cmax bet w n 
primaries was observed due to the morpholoqv of d e ndrit s. Th 
change in Cmax wit:h coolinq rnt:e does no r: show a ny p r lcul r 
trend for different carbon contents ( fiqures 74-78 ) Th o nly 
factor that affected the segreqation ratio a nd Cmax is c rb n 
conten~ (figure 78). The ratio increases linearly with c rbo n 
cont e nt from 1.35 at 0.1 % C to 1.8 at 0.4 % C, th n 
gradually slow down. It: finally reach e d a v alu e of 2 .3 
figure 96 ). 
Althouqh both 0 .4 and 0.8 % C steels solidify s u oi 
they prodUce different results. Th e mos t r easonabl xpl n 
for this is r:hat: t:he solidification of 0.4 % p 1 n h 
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carbon s~eels can reduce more a~ a rela~ive ly hi g he r 
temperature i . e. high back diffusion coefficien~ ) than the high 
carbon one. As shown in figure 95. solid sta~e homogen i za t ion 
during cooling is effec~ive up to around 1250 C. 
Another reason for ~he influence of carbon on the seqregat i o n 
ra~io could be ~he interac~ion between carbon and manqanes e i n 
the solid and the liguid phase . i. e. the change of parti t ion 
coefficient of manganese with carbon con~en~. However. t his 
effect was found to be very small for manganese. Ther e for e i t is 
difficult to believe tha~ this is the cause for the ch a nqe i n 
segregation in manganese steel with carbon content. 
The rise in manganese segregation has been reported (157 ) to 
be from 1.3 at 0.1 % C to 1.9 at 0.8 % C. These results are i n 
good agreement with trend in the present study . but th e ir va lues 
are found to be lower at the high carbon end than this wo rk. Th 
most reasonable explanation for this difference cou ld be t hat t h e 
data were ~aken from several different r egions , so t hat t h 
average could be low. 
Rickinson(44) investigated segregation o f Cr usi ng r ndom 
probe analysis in Fe - 1.9 % Cr - 0.5 % C st ee ls under dlff r n t 
cooling ' rates and found that the seqregation r atio do no 
change with cooling ra~e and it is 1.75. If th is valu s 
compared with the 0 . 4 % C present spe cime n s . a n x c 11 n 
agreement will be seen. These results a r e c onsisten t wit h h 
observation of Doher~y and Melford(78) and Fredri ksso n (16 2 ) for 
similar carbon content, although the cooling rate ar dift r n 
in each work. However, the above r e sults a r e s mall e r t h n h 
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measuremenr.s of Fleminas er. al 
alloy(!3 ) . 
( S = 3.3 for a similar 
For 1 % C Rickinson ( 44 1 recorded r.he Cr seareaar.ion ber. wee n 
2.20 to 2.50 up co 3 C/ sec coolina rar.e. if r.he hiah seareaati o n 
values ar. r.he fasr. more than 3 K/sec 
K/sec coolina rar.es are ianored. 
and low 
Similarly, 
less than 0 .5 
the manaanese 
segregacion ratio was found around 2.35 for 0.8 % C in the 
presenc study. This common behaviour for these different e l eme nts 
leads us to expect thac the effect of carbon cont e nt on 
segregation of Cr and Mn will be the same as 
experimencally, because the distribution and 
coefficients for bor.h elemenr.s are close r.o each othe r. 
obtaine d 
dif fus ion 
In the Fe-Cr-C alloys , ic was also repon:ed that ar. the hi9h 
carbon contents after about 1.5 % C ) (162 , 73) the eucectic 
reaction appeared durina the solidificacion. Conseau e ntly . t h e 
segregation ratio of Cr showed a maximum. found experime n ta lly to 
be ac about 1.6 % C. This eutectic reaction has not bee n se n 1n 
the present scudy conditions. 
1.3.3 Concave Solidification 
Highly segregated points were observed be twee n primar y rm 
surrounded by secondaries on the lonqitudinal s e cti o n s w 11 
on the transverse sections. These spots wer e also confirm d wi h 
computerised microprobe analyser , which produ c d col o u 
concentration map, relatina the Mn concentratio n to t h d n 
morphology. Althouah the line analysis could not r v 1 h 
highest concentration, the microprobe r es ults obtain d from h 8 
points on the lonaitudinal section showed e ve n h iah r or a on 
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poines on ~he lonai~udinal secti o n sh o wed ~v e n hiGh e r s e ar e aa t i o n 
raeio chan for crimarv arms (fiaures 8 2-841. 
Mose probably , ~he coalescence crocess could b e th e r e aso n f or 
these highly seareqated points . as explained in s e ctions 6. 2 a nd 
6.3.2.4. Ie may be expected that they have also mor e p o t e n c i a l 
for nucleation of porosity. of inclusions or of second phas e s 
than any other reqion. In the presenc work, specimens containe d 
low sulphur and phosphorus levels (less chan 0.005 %1. How e v e r . 
in the industrial practice , these elemencs could be pr e sent up to 
0.05 % ( standard limie I, therefore higher manqanese s e ar e aa~i o n 
may occur with the possibility of formina MnS inclusions. 
7.4 Computer Hodellina 
One of the most important problems in the c o mput e r morl e ll i na o f 
segregacion is the true representative back diffusi o n d i~ta n c . 
To find this distance. we should consider th e sh o rt e s t diff u sion 
pach and we should relate it to th e a c tual d e ndri t i c ar o w h 
morpholoqy. Morpholoqical assumptions hav e b e e n a lr e a d y dis c u s 
in section 5.3. 
models, except 
Their validity is q e n e r a lly a cce p t b l f o 
the concave solidification mo d e l. Th i s mo 
simply assumes that all solute concentrat e s t o wards t h n c r 
11 
1 
a cylinder inst e ad of seqreaatina uniformly b e t w e n c h 
and the primarv arms. I t n e eds d e fin it e l Y t wo . 
on y 
dimensional back diffusi o n and solidi f i cati o n mod el 
overcome this oversimplification. 
in 
hr 
The cylindrical cellular primarv a r m mod e l 1'I1 so i n ['". _ h 
small area between three primary arm s , b ec a u e h v ll nd 1 
shape does no~ cov e r this ar ea comol ete lv . ;" S c: ho wn in I on ix 
1 5 2 
2, the primary arm used in the computer mod e l should be 1. 0 5 
times hiaher than the obtained measuremen t s. Howeve r . t h is 
difference can cause only 2 % incre~~e in Cmax and d e cr e as e in 
Cmin. Therefore it does not seriously affect the resu l ts. 
All present computer models used for ~h e comparis o n of 
experimental results was applied for the firs t time serious l y to 
the ternary Fe-C-Mn alloys by Oailvv(57). These models al s o 
consider the carbon effect which sianificantly c on t r o l s 
solidification ranae of steels. All other computer mod e ls in th e 
literature apparently iqnore this influence. 
It is generally found that the cylindrical primary arm mod e l 
can estimate the manaanese Cmax and seqreqation ratio bet t e r t h a n 
planar model. The planar secondary dendrite coarsenina mod e l is 
in excellent aqreement with experimental r e sult s . On ly t h e 
concave solidification model seriously ove r es t i mat e s t h e 
experimental results. 
A peritectic solidi.fication mod e l is e ~s e n tial for l o w c rbo n 
steels, in order to check the experimentAl meas u reme n t~. It mio h 
be also us e ful to check t he ~od e ls w l~ h meas ll r m n s fr o m 
castinqs. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
1. The ~ecalloqr~phy of unidireccionally solidifi ed spec ime ns 
showed chac primary ~rms arow mainly in che so-called 'close 
packed' arranaemenc ( interlockina ) and cheir spacings do not 
increase durina the steady-state arowth. 
2. Measurements of primary arm spacinas indicaced a decrease 
with increasing the arowth rate and the temperature gradient in 
the liquid, but only a sliaht increase with increasina carbon 
content. These arowth variables can be correlated by 
3. There was no evidence of tertiary dendrite arm formation 
durina steady-state Growth in all steels inv e stiGated. e v e n t 
the beainnina of solidification. 
4. Secondary arm spacinas decreased with increasina cooli na ra 
The coarsenina exponent in the present steels was found t o b 
higher than any known non-ferrous alloys. The constan ts in 
exponential relationship are 
~= A 
where A = 10 + 5 
" t 
1).,2, in micron 
t second 
n = 0.45 
5. Manaanese back diffusion in the sol id rihas e durinG h 
has a larae influence on microseareaati o n wh e n th fir .., 
formed is delt~ - ferrite. A decrease i n Cm in Er e O . l 
15 4 
h 
r w h 
It.d 
h 
been observed because ~he frac~ion of del~a phase decreas e s wich 
increasinq carbon con~en~. Only a small rise in Cmin during t he 
grow~h was found in both 0.4 and 0.8 % C steels but there wa s no 
difference between them indicatinq that both solidify as 
austenite. 
6. Manqanese back diffusion in the secondary arms was hiqhe r 
than in the core of ~he primary arms in the ferritic 
solidification. 
7. Secondary dendrite arms qrown at the lowest rate ( 1.5 mm /m in 
always disappeared at the end of solidification for all st ee ls . 
These non-dendritic structures were attributed to h i qh 
coalescence, back diffusion and TGZM processes. 
8. Manganese seqregation between the primary arms was 
significantly higher than between the secondary arms in a ll 
conditions and specimens. This was attributed to th e co a l esce n c 
of secondary arms rejecting solute into the region betwee n t h 
primaries. 
9. Linear reqions such a~ between the primary a rms s urr o un d d b y 
secondaries are last to solidify. These concave s ol idific tion 
'Spots' showed even hiqher seqreqation th a n no rm al b t w n 
primary arms. 
10. Manganese seqreqation ratio be twee n t h prim r y rm 
increased with carbon content from 1.3 at 0.1 % C to 2 . 25 
0.8 % C , wherefls it increased from 1.0 3 a t 0.1 % C to 1 . 5 a O. C 
between the secondary arms. 
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11. Manganese seqregacion becween che secondary arms did noc vary 
wieh coolinq race. Only a sliqhc rise in che manqanese 
segreqacion becween primary arms was obcained wich incr e asin~ 
cooling race. 
12. Asymmecric soluce discribucion profile ( saw-cooch or TGZM 
effece has been observed beeween secondary arms in all 
specimens under present experimencal condicions. 
13. Predictions from the secondary dendriee arm coarseninq model 
in ehe eernary Fe-Mn-C alloy proposed by Oqilvy and Kirkwood 
showed very good agreemene wich experimencal resulcs. The same 
model wiehoue arm coarseninq was applied for differenc primary 
arm morphologies. The cylindrical primary arm model prediccs che 
minimum of Cmax measurements between the primary arms . whereas 
ehe planar one predices the maximum of Cmax. measur e ments. Th e 
concave solidificaeion model seriously overes ci mac e d th 
experimeneal measuremenes made on ehe 'spots' becween primaries. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
1. The moroholoay of seareaacion oools as shown in fia. 27 
should be investiaated furcher to show whechear th e se poo ls ar e 
isolaced or interconnecced. 
2. The temoerature aradient should be controlled closely in 
each specimen and the effect of it on TGZH, for a larae variacion 
of temperacure aradient, should be investiaated. 
3. Hicrosegreaation should be investigated usina concentration 
maps rahter than line analysis. 
4. A peritectic solidification computer model is essential for 
low carbon steels in order to check the exoe rim e nc a l 
measuremencs. 
APPE I\l Dt )( - 1. 
LL::; 
REM by Altan TURKELI - 20/8/1989 
HEM **************************************************************** REM Segregation in Fe-Mn-C alloy 
REM i-Secondary arms with coarsening 
R~M 2-Planar primary arms 
REt-l :5-CylindriC4l primary arms( conve){ solidification) 
BEI1 a- for hilJh carbon 
REM b- for low carbon 
REM 4- Concave solidification of spot between prima ry ar ms 
REM *****~*************************************************~ * ******** 
0111 b (600) 
GOSUB begin 
GOSUB datagive1 
GOSUB cJataqive2 
GOSUB s etup 
REF'I:Af 
GOSUO t i mf,~d iff 
GOSUB backdiff 
G\JSU8 gr'adl 
GOSUB move interface 
GOSUB newintercon 
UNTIL Hill >= 1.000 
GDSUB s egr- at i 0 
GUSU8 c:heck 
F'HINT " do yuu I~ant to do homoq e nization during !ilolid-15 t a t e c o o ling " 
INPUI" if yes type 1 ,if no, type 2 ",yyy 
If yvy = l r HEN GOTO hom1 ELSE GO TO hom2 
U\BEL hum1 
GOSUB homagen 
GOSU8 check 
GUSUB sl?qrati.o 
LABEL l1um2 
PRINr " do you want ta do homogenization for s e veral hour 
INPUT" if yes type 1 , i 'f no type 2 ",yyl 
IF yyl - l THEN GOTO 110m3 ELS E GOTO hom4 
L{\BEL hom:5 
GOSUB hlJmogen 1 
LAIJEL hOlll4 
BOSUB check 
GOSUB s egratia ' I 
ENO 
LABEL begin 
PRINT "lHESE ARE l EkNARY MICROSEGREGATION COM P UTER P ROGRnMS 
PR 1 NT " WH 1 CH PRUbR?H1 DO YOU WAN T ? " 
PR 1 N r " TYPE -1 PUINillR SULI 0 I F I CAT ION FOR 8ECONDAHY DENOn IT AR M I~ I III U1 \1 ' "N I N 
G " 
PFn NT " TYPE -2 F'LANW:;' SOL 11) I F I CAll ON FOR F'R I MARY DEN DR IT ARM" 
prUNT" T YPE -3 CYLINOR(i~ '.' CI)NVEX S OLIDIFI C?HION FOn PR IM?\RY D ' NLl, I ' 1)1 M .. 
PHINT " TYPE -4 CYLIND ,;I.\(;:A~ CONVEX S OLIDIFICATI ON OR CE L ( m~ "f'lHI)O N ) .. 
PRINT" TYPE '· ,5 CYLINDR.' ~"l: Cm,jC(-WE SOLIDI F ICA T ION OR P RIMAH Y IF NOld 1 nll'! " 
I NPU l' "N ", ab 
Rt:::TURN 
Lt-\ 8E:.L d cltagi vel 
IF ab ~ l THEN GOTt) coa r ELSE GOTO Pfl 
L-1-u:H:.L r.:uar 
PH!NI " lY~E A ANU n 
PI-< 11'-" 
where L2=A*t"n L2= h.1Ilf of secondary arms as meter" 
A= constant as meter " 
PRINr n= eHponent 
Pkll>ll t= time (sec.) 
1 Nt-HI " i~ 
lNPUl n 
Lf-\BEL pp 
",a 
",nn 
iF ab=2 IHEN 
L/-\BEL ppp 
PRINT "T'vPE. 
INPUr " L1 
1"'1/4 
LABEL cp 
IF au=3 THEN 
U\BEL spp 
PRINT " TYPE 
INPUT "L1 
1 =1/4 
LABEL scp 
" 
IF au=4 THEN 
LABEL kel1 
PHINT " TYPE 
I"'PUT " Ll 
1 =-1/2 
GOlD ppp ELSE GO TO c:p 
L1 primary arm spacing as meter 
It, 1 
GOTO spp ELSE GrJTrJ scp 
L1 primary arm spacing as meter 
• 1 
GOTD kell ELSE GOTD kel2 
Ll primary arm spacing as meter 
",1 
GOTO scpp ELSE GOTD fi~ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
U\BEL ke12 
IF ab=5 THEN 
LABEL scpp 
PRINT " TYPE 
PRINT " 
INPUT "Ll 
L1 primary arm spacing as meter " 
L2 final secondary arm spacing as meter" 
1 1 
INPUT "L2 12 
1 =srm ( ( 1 1 * 1 2) I 12* PI) ) 
LABEL fill 
RETUm-l 
U\BEL data~li ve2 
PRINT" lhese data are used." 
PRINT 
PRINT" for ferrite for austenite" 
PRINT" kmn=(I.78 kmn=O.78 " 
PRINT" kc cO.18 kc "'0 . 33 " 
PRINT" Uo ==122E-6 Do " 49E-6 " 
PHINT" q =55000 q - 66000" 
PR I NT " % Mn = 1 . 6 
Pf, 1 N r % C = O. 1 , O. 4 and 0.8 
PRINT"nLimber of nodes N= 30 for- secondary N-200 for prim ry d ndrl t Arm." 
f-'~UNT " cool ing rate W 1-), •• C/ •• c " 
PRINT" liquidus slope for Fe-Mn -5" 
PRINT " Fe-C -70 for au t ni to" 
PRINr" Fe-C -81 for 0.1 ndO.4Y. C " 
INPUT "kmn ",kb 
INPUT "kc ",kc 
INPUT "do ", do 
INPUT "q ", q 
INPUT "% Mn ",bav 
INPUT ""I. C ",cav 
INPUT "Slope of liqLlidLis fur Fe-Mnl-) ",mb 
iNPUT "Slope of liquidus for Fe-CI-) ",mc 
INPUT" Cooling rate C/sec(-) W 
t = 1535+mc*cav+mb*bav 
HUNT" Liquidus Temperature ",t 
INPU·I " number- o ·f nodes N ",n 
.<1:. I Uf,l-l 
L"BEL ~; etLtp 
IF ab=l THEN GOlD ql ELSE GOTO q2 
LABEL ql 
DEF FNslf)=bav*kb*ll-f)ACkb-l) 
FOR i=1) TO 3 
bli)=FNsli/n) 
NEXT i 
bl=b(3)/kb 
cl=cav/I1-3/n*Cl-kc» 
c12=cav/ll-2/n*11-kc» 
dcl=cl - c12 
dt=mc*lc1-cav)+mb*lbl-bav) 
z=dtll" 
1 1 ""a*z "" nn 
1 =1 1 
LABEL q2 
IF ab=2 THEN GOTo q3 ELSE GOTo q4 
LABEL q ~5 
DEF FNs(f)=bav*kb*ll-f) ~ lkb-l) 
FUR i=1) Tn 3 
bCi)=FNsli/n) 
NEXT i 
c1=cav/I1-3/n*Ckb-l» 
c12=cav/(1-2/n*(kb-l» 
dc1=c:l-c12 
U'BEL q4 .. 
IF ab= 3 OR ab=4 THEN GOTO q5 ELSE GOTO q6 
LABEL q5 
DEF FNs lf) a bav*kb*ll-f)A(kb-l) 
FOR i=1) TO 3 
b (i) =FNs ( (i h ) I In*n) ) 
NEXT i 
cl=cav/(1-(9/(n*n»*ll-kc» 
c12=cav/ll-(4/In*n»*ll-kc» 
dcl=cl-c12 
LABEL q6 
IF ab=5 lHEN GOTO q7 ELSE GOTO q8 
U\BEL q7 
DEF FNslf)abav*kb*ll-«n*n-(n-f) A2)/(n*n») Alkb-l) 
FOR i'" 0 TO 3 
b (i ) =FNs Ii) 
NEXT i 
c 1 =cav 1 11- I In *n- In- :3:) ' --- 2) I (n*n) ) * (l-kc) ) 
c12=cav/(1-(ln*n-(n-2) A2 )/Cn*n»*11-kc» 
dcl "'cl-cav 
LABEL q8 
bl=b(3)/kb 
bi"'b(3) 
cs=kc*c:l 
dt =mc*lc1-cav)+mb*(bl-bav) 
z=dt/N 
t .. t+dt 
:<=1/" 
:<i= :5*:~ 
r=3 
p=1 
RETUHN 
LABEL timediff 
dl=do*EXP(-q/(1.986*(t+273») 
dz=W---21 (4*dl> 
zl::Iz+dz 
dt=w*dz 
tr:t+dt 
RETURN 
L~'I3EL bacl ,: di ff 
IF ab=l lH~N GUTU Bvl ELSE Guru sv2 
LABt::L 5v1 
1 :lna*z "'nn 
tJl c l:L-ll 
LABt::L sv :"~ 
IF ab=l UR ab=2 rHEN GUIU sv3 ELSE GUTO sv4 
LI-\BEL sv.5 
ba=b(O) 
b(O) - (bCU)+bCl»/ 2 
FOR i=l TO r-2 
bb=bCil 
b(i) =b(i)+(b(i+l)-2*b(i)+ba)/4 
ba=bb 
NEXT i 
LABEL sv4 
IF ab=3 OR ab-4 THEN GOlD sv5 ELSE GOTO sv6 
LABEL sv5 
ba= b CO) 
b (0) ab (1) 
FOR i = 1 TO r-2 
bb=b (i) 
b(i) =b(iJ+(C2*i+l)*bli+l)-4*i*b(il+(2*i-ll*bal/(B*il 
ba=bb 
NEXT i 
LABEL sv6 
IF ab=5 THEN GOlD sv7 ELSE GOTO Bv8 
LABEL s v ] 
ba=b (0) 
b(OI =b(O)+CbCll-bl O»/ 2 
FOH i = 1 I'D r-2 
bb =b(i) 
b (i) =b (i) + ( (2h -1) *b Ii +1) -4*1 *b (i l+ba* (2 h +1) I / (SH ) 
ba=bb 
NEXT i 
LABEL '3 v\:l 
RE1UI~N 
LABEL qr ",dl 
qrad = (p*ba/(p+l)-(p+l)*b(r-ll/p+(2*p+ll*bi/(p*(p + l»I/ M 
b(r - l) a b(r - 1)+(b(r-2)/(p+l)-b(r-l)/p+bi/(p*(p+ll»/2 
RETURN 
LABEL moveinterface 
IF ab = l THEN GOT a vsl ELSE GOTO v s 2 
LABEL vsl 
d :<i = (dz*mb*dl*grad+mc*xi*kc*dcl+dt* (11 -x i )+(mb* (bl - b a v) +mc * (c l -c v» t t ll) / ( ll l ' mi l . 
(l-kb)+c l*mc*(I-kc» 
dbl ~ (bl*(l-kb)*dxi-dz*dl*grad-(bl-bav)*dll/(ll -K il 
dcl = (cl*(l - kc)*d x i-(cl-cav)*dll/(kc* x i+(ll -M i» 
LABI:L v s2 
I F ab =2 THEN GOTO v s 3 ELSE BOTO v s 4 
LABEL v s :~ 
dxi - (mb *dl*grad*dz+mc *x i*dc l* kc+(l-Mi)*w*dz )/(mb *bl*(l - k b) rn * 1.(1 - » 
dbl - (bl*(I-kb)*dxi-grad*dl*dzl/(l-x i) 
dcl=(cl*(l - kc)*dxi)/(kc* x i+(l-Mi» 
U-II:Il:.L v s 4 
1F ab-3 OR ab=4 THEN GOTO vs5 ELSE GOTO vs6 
LABEL vs5 
dxi-(mb*dl*grad*dz+mc*(xi/2)*kc*dcl+«lA2-xi A2)/(2*xi))*w*dz)/(mb*bl*(l - kb)+mc t c 
1 * ( l-kc) ) 
dbl-(bl*(1-kb)*dxi*xi*2-dl*grad*dz*xi*2)/(1*1-xi*xi) 
dcl~(cl*(1-kc)*dxi*2*xi)/(kc*Hi*Hi+(1*1-xi*xi» 
LABEL vs6 
IF ab-5 THEN GOTD vs7 ELSE GOTO vs8 
LABEL vs7 
dbl-(bl*(1-kb)*(kc*(1 ~2-(I-xi)A2)+(1-xi) A2)*dt-mc*cl*(l-kc)*dl*grad* 2 *(1 -H i)*d : ) 
l(cl*(I-kcl*(1-xi)A2*mc+bl*(I-kb)*(kc*(l A2-(I-xi) A2)+(l-xi) A2)*mb) 
dcl=(dt-mb*dbl)/mc 
dx i "" (d 1 *gr-iH.l*dz +db 1 :« ( ( 1-:< i ) 12) ) / (b 1* ( l-kb) ) 
LABEL vs8 
RETURN 
LABEL newintercon 
)C i -x i +d:< i 
cl :zcl+dcl 
cll-kc*cl 
bl-bl+dbl 
bi-kb*bl 
p "'p+d:< i Ix 
gg-FIX(p)-l 
FOR j=O TO gq 
b (r+ j) cb (r·-2) * ( 1+ j) * (1 +j-p) I ( 1 +p) +b (r-l ) * (2+ j) * (p- j -1) Ip+bi • ( 2 + j) * ( 1 + J ) I (II. ( p " I ) 
) 
NEXT j 
r r.r+qq 
p "'p-gg 
IF a b-l lH~N GOTO ty ELSE GOTO yup 
L~\BEL ty 
11 = 12 
1 - 12 
LI-~IElEL yup 
REIUHN 
LABEL check 
REM 
REM Trapez oldal rule 
REM 
IF abel OR ab=2 THEN GO TO aaal ELSE GOTO aaa2 
LI-\lJEL daCl 1 
FUR i = 1 TO ,.. 
IF b(i) ( bav 1HEN GOTO hus ELSE GOTO ahme 
LI'IBEL hus 
chcl-chcl+(bav-(b(i)+b(i-I»/2)*(i-(i-I»'x 
LOBEL ahme 
IF b(i» bay THEN GOTO ali ELSE GOTO veli 
U~BEL al i 
chc2=chc 2 +I(b(i)+b(i-l»/2-bav)*(i-(1-1»'x 
LAI:IEL vel i 
NEXT i 
LABEL aaa2 
IF ab=3 OR Bb=4 THEN GOTO aaa3 ELSE GOTO aaa4 
Lt:'BEL aaa ~. 
FUR i = 1 TD r 
IF hll ) ( h a v THEN GOTD ssl ELSE GOlD ss2 . 
LI-II:l£::L ~;~; 1 
chc i "-·'c l I e 1 + I bav- \b \ i) +b Ii -1) ) 1 2 ) * ( (i *:< ) " 2- ( (i -.1) *x ) " 2) *P I 
LflHI:.L ~;S:,: 
if blil > bay lHEN Guru ss3 ELSE GOIO ss4 
L~\B£L ~3 S :~; 
chc ~ ==chc2+ «b (i )+b Ii-I» /~-bav) * «i *:<) "'2-( (i-I) h) "2) *PI 
LHI:1E::L s s 4 
NE::X I 1 
LABt:.L daa4 
i~ ab=5 rHEN GOIU a aa5 ELSE GOlD aaa6 
L~\l.lEL C\da~j 
HJH i :: l 10 n 
iF b(i) < bay lH~N GOTO dddS ELSE GOlD ddd6 
UH:.I~L ddd5 
chcl=chc1+(bav-Ibli)+b(i-l»/ 2 )*«x*(n-i+l» " 2-( x *(n-i» " 2)* P I 
LAUEL tJddb 
i~ b(il > bay TH~N tiOIO ddd1 ELSE GOTO ddd8 
U\l:lEL tJdd 1 
c hc 2=L:lH.:2+ \ (b Ii) +b Ii - 1 ) ) I;'::-bav) * ( (x * (n- i + 1) ) "" 2 - ( x * (n - i ) ) " 2 ) *P 1 
U-\BE.L ddd 8 
NE X r i 
LABEL aaab 
PR II" r chc: 1 ,chc:!, chc 1 / chc 2 
REIURN 
LABEL hOlflogen 
INF-'U ·I " L ooling ra't e 
INPUr " lC?fTlpera t Llre 
REPE'~T 
GUSUS g all 
UNT I L t. ,= < t 1 
RET UI<N 
a s C/ s e c . for s olid-stat e ( - ) 
as C 
LABEL gun, 
dl - du* E XP (-q/(1.986*( 2 7 3 +t») 
d z "':-:" ' :U 14 *rJ 1 ) 
z~z +d z 
I F yyl = l THEN GOTO se ll ELSE GO TD 5e12 
L(\BEL s e1 2 
dt =wl*dz 
t ~t+dt 
LABEL s[d 1 
b c:=b(r - l) 
b a =b«(l) 
IF a b a 1 UR ab ~2 lHEN GOTO ar t1 ELSE GO TO c rtLl 
U·)BEL I.W t 1 
b(O) = (bI O)+b(1»/2 
FOR i - I TO r-l 
bb =b(i) 
b(i) ~b( i )+(b(i+l)-2 *b(i)+ba )/4 
b a =bb 
NI:.X l i 
bl r ) = (bl r l+bc)/L 
", wi 
" , t i 
Lf-\UEL er·tu 
IF ab=~ OR ab=4 THEN GOTO ertug ELSE GOTO ertugr 
LA~EL m-tug 
I.J «(I) =b ( 1 ) 
FOR i=l TO r-l 
bb "" b (i) 
b (i ) ,-, h (1 ) + ( (2*i + 1) *b (i + 1) -4*i *b (i) +ba* (2h -1) ) I (8U ) 
ba=bb 
NEXT i 
b(r)=(b{r)+bcl/2 
LABEL er tuyr' 
IF ~b~5 lHEN GOTO ertugru ELSE GOTO ertugrul 
LABEL m·tugru 
b(O)=(bll)+b(O»/2 
FOR i =1 ro r-I 
bb =-- b (i) 
b(i)=b(i)+«2*i-l)*b(i+l)-4*i*b(i)+bat(2*i+l»/(8*i) 
ba~bb 
NEXT i 
b(r) '-' bc 
LI\BEL ertugrul 
F<ET URN 
LA8EL homoqen1 
INPUT " Homogenization 
INPUT" Homogenization 
zam=zaman*60*60 
~ :-sC) 
t:=t.r 
HE::PE~' r 
GUSIJEl gr.m 
UN r IL z zam 
RETURN 
L?\BEL seg rat i 0 
time as hour 
temperature as C 
IF yylml THEN GOTO eeel ELSE GOfo eee2 
LABEL '! ",~~~2 
\.Jm a :< =b (r- ) 
bmlnr.b(C) 
s .. ~bma:< lund n 
PfHNT " Seq. F<atio o ·f Mn ",s 
PR IN r " Bnli.\:<. % Mn ", bmax 
PRINT" Bmin. % Mn ",bmin 
LA~.tE.L eee 1 
I F yyl = l lHEN GOrD kkki ELSE GOTo kk k2 
LABEL kkki 
bRla:<2 =b (,- ) 
bmin2=b(l) 
pn INT " Bmax after hom. 
PRINT " uml n af tm- hom. 
% ~In 
/. Mn 
",l>ma)(2 
tI,bmin2 
",zaman 
",tr 
re~eg i n ·=· {bma:< 2-bmi n 2) I (bma:<-'bmi n) 
PR INT" Hosidual Seqregation intlo:< 
LABEL kkk2 
",runeQin 
RETURN 
, , 
2 h Z l' + 
APPENDIX -2 
d1"I"'", 01' circle = 1l 2 r 
= 
h =-~!:-
= 1.lU2{1 
= 
A-li area ot' hexagon ) = A (area 01 ' new c .ll '(; le ) ... " 
_D.!:!. __ 
.'\ ':. = 
,= 
11 1<.:2 
- ii- 1,2 - = 1., 10)'{) 
~ l'dd.ll.ls 01' lie,"' circl e 
Ii: .. 1 . 0 ti I' 
'11' 07' l·.'H.iJ. IIS ut' lIew cl.rcle ( halt' primdry a rm ~J.J a · .lllb S III,"1d 
bt' 1 . ():j 1.1llle s hi.ghe t' 1.tJan 1,ht:' radius 01' c lrc l e (llIt!dsul ' ed 1\ . ,11' 
PI' ,l111dl'Y drill sJ)acing ) 
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TABLE - 1 
Chemical Composi'Cion of Alloys 
Cast No Element Amount % Accuracy % Method 
6196 C 0.1 ~ 0.01 Leco 
Mn 1. 57 • 0.02 Quan. 
S 0.003 ~ 0.001 Leco 
p 0.005 Quan. 
Other <0.02 Quan. 
6196 C 0.21 ~ 0.01 Leco 
Mn 1.6 + 0.02 Quan. 
S 0.003 + 0.001 Leco 
p 0.005 Quan. 
Other <0.02 Quan. 
6196 C 1 ~ 0.01 Leco 
Mn 1. 58 -=0.02 Quan. 
S 0.003 .0.001 Leco 
p 0.005 Quan. 
O'Cher < 0.02 Quan. 
- ---
6513 C 0.75 .0.01 Leco 
Mn 1. 59 ·0.02 Quan. 
S 0.003 ~0.001 Leco 
p 0.005 Quan. 
Other < 0.02 Quan. 
TABLE 2 
Temperature gradients and cooling rates in the calibratio n sp cim n 
a func'Cion of growth rate for three series 
Series Growth Gradient Cooling rat s 
rate C/mm Cis c 
in in in in in 
KW mm/min liquid liq+sol solid liq+sol solid 
1.9 1.5 8.4 10.2 11.4 0.25 0. 28 
6 5.5 9 9.8 0.9 0.9 
15 4.8 7.4 8.1 1. 85 2 .0 
30 3.5 6.5 7.2 3 .25 3. 
2.2- 1.5 10.7 12 12.3 0.3 0 . 31 
6 7.2 10.5 11.1 1. 05 1.11 
15 5.9 9 9.3 2 . 25 . .) 
30 4.6 7.4 7.8 .3 .7 .3 • 
2.~ 1.5 13.2 15.6 15.8 0 . .39 0 .4 
6 9.8 11. 3 12 1.1.3 1. 
15 7.6 9.2 9.9 2 . .3 .4 8 
30 6.9 8.3 8.9 4.15 4 .4 
- --
TABLE 3 
Results of Primary Arm Spacing 
-- ----
Carbon Growth Primary arm spacing (micron) 
content rate 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 
low middle high 
mm/min 
'A', rJ..' A~ II , AI I I 'AI lA, ' " , 
0.8 1.5 380 356 234 265 
6 315 345 265 285 204 230 
15 274 290 235 248 175 210 
30 230 255 140 158 
0.4 1.5 279 293 248 257 
6 249 268 195 218 
15 210 236 185 184 
30 190 204 174 194 
0.2 15 340 367 217 230 
6 289 296 215 238 210 22 5 
15 240 265 190 213 184 176 
30 208 234 174 185 161 174 
0.1 1.5 304 319 256 260 232 223 
6 250 255 237 255 200 217 
15 196 216 172 198 153 1 68 
30 
TABLE 4 (\ 
Results of Secondary Arm Spacing ~:l =A4:.. 
._ -. . ~.--
Carbon Growth Series 
content rate 1 2 3 
mm/min Const Exp. Const Exp. Co n t Exp. 
----_ .. _-----_ ... - - ----_ ... _  .... _ ... _-- - -. -_..- .... 
0.1 1.5 25.4 0.38 13.2 0.48 
6 25.8 0.33 18.1 0.31 
15 18.8 0.43 12.8 0.38 
30 
0.2 1.5 13.1 0.45 10 . 3 .4 
6 9.6 0.56 14.3 0.38 13 O. 
15 9.5 0.5 11 0.4 11. 2 O. 
30 6.1 0.58 7.6 0 .3 7 8 .1 O. 
0.4 1.5 8.1 0.4 2 9 . 2 0 .4 7 
6 9.2 0.48 5 . 7 O. 
15 5.6 0.5 2 7. 0 .44 
30 8.5 0.44 6.3 .4 
0.8 1.5 12.6 0.41 6 .4 
6 9.1 0 . 52 8.8 0.4 2 7. 
15 5.9 0.58 6.4 0.44 
30 6.1 0.57 
TABLE 5-a 
Experimental Results of 0.1 % C - 1. 60 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Between secon. Between prim . 
rate 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
1 1.5 1 1510 1. 42 1. 85 
2 1500 1. 48 1. 67 
5 1470 1. 56 1. 65 
7 1445 1. 55 1. 55 1.5 1.8 
T 7 1445 1. 42 1. 72 
1. 44 1.9 
1. 42 1. 88 
M 12 1370 1. 44 1. 73 
1. 72 
1. 68 
6 2 1500 1. 42 1. 82 
3.5 1490 1. 47 1. 75 
5 1470 1.5 1. 65 
10 1425 1.5 1. 86 
2 . 2 1 
24 1280 1. 47 1.7 
T 27 1260 1. 44 1. 74 
1. 4 5 1. 77 
1. 74 
15 0.5 1515 1. 35 1.9 1. 34 2 . 24 
1 1512 1. 37 1. 75 1.7 
1.5 1509 1. 39 1. 68 .5 3 
3 1498 1. 49 1. 69 
5 1480 1. 4 2 1. 1 
7 1465 1. 4 2 2 .1 
1. 1 
15 1400 1. 44 1.8 
__ _ _ _ _ ,. _ _ ._--_ _ ___ _ 00 
---" - - -_ ... -- - ---
T 26 1300 1. 4 5 
1.4 
T taken from tranverse sections 
M taken from map 
.- --- - - - - --- -- - .. ~------ -----
TABLE 5-b 
Experiment:al Result:s of 0.1 % C - 1. 60 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Between secon. Between prim. 
rate 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
2 1.5 0.5 1515 1. 39 1. 82 1. 37 2.55 
1 1510 1. 48 1. 66 1. 39 2 .65 
3 1488 1. 42 1. 91 
1. 93 
6 1450 1. 44 1. 78 
15 1330 1. 44 1. 86 
1. 74 
T 25 1220 1. 46 1. 77 
1. 47 1. 78 
1. 74 
1. 68 
6 1 1510 1. 37 1. 78 
2 1500 1. 43 1. 76 0.38 2 .3 
3.5 1485 1. 41 2 .4 2 
4.5 1470 1. 42 1. 98 
7 1440 1. 43 1. 9 5 
1. 81 
23 1265 1. 44 1. 7 2 
~L 01 
T 20 1300 1. 44 1. 96 
1. 4 5 1. 87 
1. 82 
2 . 2 
---IS 0.5 1515 1. 41 1.9 1. 39 1. 1 
1 1512 1. 48 1.7 1. 41 . 23 
1.5 1505 1. 42 1. 98 
3 1490 1. 4 3 1. 92 
1. 
4 1480 1. 4 S 
8 1440 1. 44 1.7 
15 1370 1. 4 5 1. 8 4 
20 1320 1. 45 1. 
1. 78 
1.8 
T 28 1240 
TABLE 5-c 
Experimen1:al Results o f 0 .1 % C - 1. 60 % Mn 
-- .-- - . --- ---_ ... . -_.- ,._- - _._ ... -. - - .. __ .. _----_ .. 
Series Growth Distance Temp . Between secon . Between prim. 
ra1:e 
mm / min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
3 1.5 1 1510 1. 34 1. 33 1. 87 
2 1490 1. 49 1. 69 1. 41 2 . 87 
3 1475 1. 42 2 . 2 
2.42 
7 1410 1. 44 1. 77 
24 1200 1. 48 1. 74 
1. 84 
T 24 1200 1. 46 1. 7 4 
1. 48 1. 68 
1.8 
1. 83 
6 0.5 1515 1. 36 1. 91 1. 33 2.07 
1. 98 
1 1510 1. 41 1. 84 1. 41 1. 8 2 
1. 97 
2 1500 1. 53 1. 44 2 . 03 
4.5 1470 1. 44 1.8 
2 . 01 
8 1430 1. 46 1. 87 
26 1270 1. 47 1. 88 
1. 74 
T 28 1250 1. 45 1. 78 
1. 46 1. 74 
1. 66 
1. 67 
15 1 1510 1. 36 1. 85 1. 35 2 . 03 
2 1500 1.4 1. 95 1. 39 3.0 4 
3 1485 1. 44 2 . 6 4 
5 1470 1.44 1. 
7 1450 1. 45 . 0 
9 1410 1. 48 :L08 
15 1370 1. 48 1. 
l. 
T 26 1270 1. 46 1. 
1. 45 1. :l 
1. .. 
1. 77 
1. 7 
TABLE 6-a 
Experimencal Results of 0.2 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Becween secon. Between prim. 
race 
mm / min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
1 1.5 1 1500 1. 41 1. 85 
5 1460 1. 45 1. 65 
10 1405 1.5 1. 66 
13.5 1355 1. 45 1. 96 
T 25 1225 1. 44 1. 98 
2.06 
6 2 1480 1. 42 1. 92 
3.5 1470 1.4 1. 85 
6 1450 1. 45 1.9 
9 1420 1. 45 1.9 
14 1370 1. 46 1.7 
20 1310 1. 45 2 .01 
--- ------- _. -- -
T 23 1285 1. 44 2.01 
2. 15 
15 3 1490 1.41 1. 72 
7 1460 1. 43 2.1 
12 1410 1. 45 1. 74 1. 45 2.24 
17 1370 1. 45 1. 97 
1. 89 
2 .1 
T 27 1260 1. 45 2.06 
1. 97 
1. 89 
2.1 
30 4 1485 1.4 1. 78 
9 1450 1. 42 1. 95 
13.5 1410 1. 42 1. 92 
17 1390 1. 45 2 .03 
20 1360 1. 42 .1 
T 24 1330 1.4 ... 14 
2.0 
.11 
._---
TABLE 6-b 
Experimental Results of 0.2 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Between secon. Between prim. 
rate 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
2 6 2 1490 1. 34 1. 78 
4 1470 1. 36 1. 96 
6 1445 1. 38 1. 86 
12 1380 1. 41 1. 72 
1. 76 
22 1270 1. 42 1. 68 1. 41 2 .06 
T 21 1275 1. 41 2 . 22 
1. 4 2 2 .18 
2 .3 
1. 99 
.-------
15 2 1490 1. 32 1. 78 
6 1455 1. 36 2.55 
10 1410 1. 39 2.08 
17 1340 1.4 1. 96 
1. 87 
T 26 1270 1. 41 2 .04 
~ .18 
l. 8 
30 2 1495 1. 32 2 .47 
4 1480 1. 35 2.3 
7 1460 1.4 1. 98 
12 1415 1. 41 2.0 4 
17 1370 1. 42 1. 93 1. 41 .17 
1. 98 1. 41 .0 
T 27 1320 1.4 
TABLE 6-c 
Experiment:al Results of 0.2 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Between secon. Between prim. 
rate 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
2 1.5 0.5 1500 1. 35 2.09 1. 35 1. 95 
1.5 1485 1. 38 2.3 2 .35 
3 1460 1.4 2.06 2 .31 
5 1430 1. 41 1. 86 2 .88 
15 1270 1.41 1. 91 
26 1100 1. 41 1. 83 
T 25 1120 1. 41 1. 84 
1. 9 6 
2 .04 
--- -- _ ._ - - - - -_. __ .-
6 1 1500 1. 35 2.1 
2 1490 1. 39 2.3 1. 39 :2 .4 
3.5 1470 1.4 1. 98 
10 1390 1. 46 1.7 
18 1300 1.4 . 08 
20 1270 1. 41 2 .14 
--.- --------------- ~---- ._- ----
T 26 1200 1. 42 1. 98 
2 .1 
~ .2 4 
l. 7 
15 0.5 1505 1. 34 1. 79 
1.5 1495 1. 37 1. 75 
2.5 1485 1. 84 
5 1460 
7 1440 1.4 1. 76 1.4 
12 1390 1. 41 1. 74 1. 41 
20 1310 1.41 
T 22 1290 1. 41 1. 8 
.1 
. 0 
-- ---30 1 1500 13 2 .1 6 
3 1485 1. 36 2 . 3 
6 1455 1. 39 1. 97 
12 1400 1.41 1. 87 1. 41 
19 1340 1. 42 1. 7 4 1.41 . 1 
- ------ --- ------T 27 1270 1.41 1. 

TABLE 7-c 
Experimencal Results of 0.4 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
Series Growth Distance Temp. Between secon. Between prim . 
race 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cma x 
- - -" - '._-" - .' --~ ---' ' - " - -. __ .. _---- .. -----~--- --
3 1.5 1 1475 1. 28 1. 98 
2.5 1450 1. 29 2.18 
4 1430 1.3 1. 79 
7 1380 1. 36 1. 71 
21 1160 1. 34 2 . 34 
_. --... __ ... __ ... 
--_ ._ - -
T 23 1130 1. 34 2 .34 
2 .06 
6 0.5 1485 1. 27 1. 47 
2 1470 1. 28 2.31 
5 1435 1. 28 2.41 
10 1375 1.3 2.12 1. 29 
15.5 1305 1. 32 1. 98 
21 1240 1. 32 1. 85 1.3 
T 26 1180 1. 31 2 .4 7 
1. 99 
2 . 17 
. 3 
15 1 1480 1. 27 1. 74 
4.5 1445 1. 28 1. 98 
8 1410 1. 28 2.19 
11.5 1375 1.3 2 .04 
19 1300 1. 31 1. 98 1. 2 9 .41 
T 24 1265 1.2 
30 2 1475 1. 25 1. 79 
5 1450 1. 26 2 . 13 
8 1425 1. 26 2 .1 9 
14 1365 1. 29 1. 97 
23 1285 1. 31 1. 86 1. 7 
T 21 1305 1. 
TABLE 8-a-b 
Experimencal Resulcs of 0.8 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
, _~ _ _ • _ ____ w · 
_._---, ._ .. _ -.------
Series Growt:h Dist:ance Temp. Becween secon. Bet.ween prim. 
rate 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
. - - . 
- -----.. --- ----.---------- --
1 1.5 1 1460 1. 26 1. 69 
2 1450 1. 32 1. 89 1.19 
4 1430 1. 45 2.13 
6 1400 1. 47 2.23 2 . 45 
26 1175 1. 28 2.02 
T 1. 29 2.7 
1.9 
3.37 
6 2 1450 1. 26 1. 78 
5 1425 1. 25 2.06 
15.5 1320 1. 27 1. 87 1. 28 2 .41 
T 1. 28 2 .4 2 
2 . 92 
15 3 1450 1. 25 1. 56 
5 . 5 1430 1. 26 2.03 
8 1410 1. 26 2.19 
13 1380 1. 29 2.1 
18 1325 1. 31 1. 96 1. 29 2 . 26 
~---- --T 1. 29 . 8 
. 85 
-30 6.5 1450 1. 25 1. 56 
15.5 1370 1. 26 2.03 
19.5 1340 1. 29 2 .19 
26.5 1280 1.31 1. 96 1. 29 4 . 
T 1. 28 
2 6 19 1260 1. 35 1. 92 
T 1. 
15 18 1300 1.3 1. 82 
T 1. 
TABLE 8-c 
Experimen~al Resul~s of 0.8 % C - 1.6 % Mn 
.---.- .--.- - ---- --
Series Growth Dis~ance Temp. Between secon. Be~ween prim. 
ra~e 
mm/min mm C Cmin Cmax Cmin Cmax 
3 1.5 0.5 1460 1. 26 1.8 
2 1440 1. 29 2.44 
4.5 1400 1. 27 2.06 
6.5 1370 1. 48 2.64 
15 1235 1. 34 2.42 
21 1140 1. 39 1. 95 
T 1. 29 1. 95 
2.16 
6 1 1460 1. 26 1. 75 
4 1425 1. 25 2.03 
8 1380 1. 26 3.04 2.86 
18 1250 1. 27 2.21 
21 1220 1. 28 1. 97 1. 28 2 .47 
T 1. 27 2 .74 
2 .41 
15 0.5 1465 1. 25 1.71 
2 1450 1. 26 1. 85 
4 1435 1. 27 2.91 
8.5 1390 1. 28 2.47 2 . 67 
15.5 1315 1.3 2.52 
22 1250 1. 31 2.04 1.3 2 . 81 
T 1. 29 2 . 3 
2 . 01 
30 1.5 1455 1. 28 1. 78 
3 1445 1. 29 1. 85 
7 1411 1.3 2 .34 
11 1380 1. 31 2.16 3 . 57 
15 1335 1.3 1. 79 
22 1275 1. 34 1. 87 3 . 
T 1. 28 
